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I, ppattuagE

At the end of World War II, there were betmen ,.t,500 and
5,000 persons possessing valid German pass'.orts in China with the
arDroximate number in each of the larger cities as follows: Shanghai,
2,500; Peking, 450; Tientsin, 700; TsinGtao, 440; South China, 100;
Nanking, 35; and Hankow, 60. In addition refugees fro ;': the Iqtler
Regime greatly outnumbered the other German nationals with x .1,rox-
imately 15,000 refugees in Shanhai alone. Of the. e la 1 000, 4,b00
were from Austria, 7,000 from Germany, 1,000 frol„ Poland, 400 from
Czechoslovakia and most of the remainder Stateless.

This document is entitled Ger:flan Intelli:cnce Activities in
China, but is not concerned solely with intelligence. In Tortraying
a picture of German intelligence, it is felt necessary to present
an overall summary of German activities in China and to deTict how
the intelligence work tied in with, and was related to, the other
German efforts, particularly Foreign Service policies, and economic,
Nazi Party and propaganda activities. The pur7)ose of this document
is to present only a concise overall summary as if complete details
were to be included a treatise of several volumes would be required.
Details regarding individuals and organizations referred to, can be
found in X-2 Branch, SSU, China, intellience reports. Appendix I
of this document lists the	 reports which have been written on
German activities in the Far East.

German activities in China were so closely related to G3rman
efforts in other countries of the Far East because of their isolated
position. from Germany geographically, that it was also considered
advisable to include -some data on German activities in other parts
of the Far East, particularly Japan and Eanchuria. The sections
dealing with those countries, however, are not purported to be
complete and are merely based upon information which is at present
availtible to the X-2 SSU China Headquarters office.

The data contained in this document is based upon the results
of investigation by X-2 SSU Agents in Shanghai, Peking, Tientsin
and Tsingtao, and on information received from other branches of
SSU throughout China, other U. S.•ageicies, documentary evidence
which has been obtained and several unrelated sources. German in-
telligence, diplomatic, propaganda and Nazi Party officials have been
interrogated and their statements have been correlated with other
information , received. It must be pointed out, however, that the
majority of the records of the various German organizations, which
would have served as a basis for a comprehensive study of German •
activities were destroyed by the Germans and were thus not available
to the American authorities. Sources are not indicated ill the var-
ious sections of this document as the data set forth has been checked
iNtth entirely unrelated sources, and is believed to be a true statement
of facts. If, however, information which is believed to be true
and which is considered imortant enough for inclusion has not been
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Cverified, the source is indicated. Iftmerous reports have been re-
ceived that certain people were ,IDrking as agents of the German
Government, but as investigation has filed to verify such reports,
they have been discounted or are still considered pending and are
not correlated in this document. Many Germans and other nationals
have furnished reports to the effect that certain peo p le were
Gestapo, espionage or other agents of the German Government. These
sources have not been in many instances in positions where they
could have had exact knowledge, and it has been deternined that
their infOrmation was based on mere assuption and was many times
furnished by them merely to ingratiate themselves pith the klierican
authorities. A concerted effort 4as been made in this memorandum
to present a clear and true picture and to eliminate extraneous
and misleading information.

Evaluations of the Various sections of this document represent
the views of the writers as a result of thdir investigations and re-
view of all data received, and a determined effort has been made to
evaluate the information available from an unbiased ylewpoint.



II. CONCLUSION

As a result of our investigations of German activities in China,
the writers have dram the folloLing conclusions:

A. German Abwehr, Reishssicheirheitshauptamt, ForeiL;n Service,
Economic, Nazi Party and Propaganda activities (dã not c(intribut
any a7DDreciable extent • -	 an 's 1Drosec Ion of	 e war although
exrer	 o Germany, primarily'nor to 1937 (the outbreak of the
Sino-Japanese war) and to a lesser extent from 1938 to 1941 (the

, outbreak of the Ruso-German war) undoubtedly did play a 7,rominent
role in building up Germany's industry.

B. German foreign policy in China was so successful prior to
the war, that if the former German foreign service officials remain
in China in the future, they unuoubtedly will 1)lay -or° iLnent roles
in the policy in China of any German Government Which may be con-
stituted regardless of whether they are serving as officials of their
Government. They already have excellent Chinese contacts and "have
the ears" of influential Chinese officials.

C. The espionage and propaganda networks used by the Germans
during the war have been broken up and constitute no immediate'danger.
However, it must be realized that if the intelligence and propaganda
officials and agents who were active during the war are permitted to
remain in China, they do constitute a potential threat. If trained
intelligence operatives and propagandists who are familiar with China

01	 and have worked together are permitted to remain, it is conceivable
that in the future they might be used in the same capacity either
by a government constituted in Germany or by soae other foreign power.

D. Leaders in German commercial activities prior to the war
were also the leaders during hostilities and Aany of them fell in
line with the Nazi policies, but because they necessarily believed -

in Naziism but because they considered it an expedient for fulfill-
ing their desires for wealth. They have entrenched themselves So.
well with the Chinese that they feel they have a certain immunity
against action. The majority have secreted their assets and are
now merely awaiting the time when they can again engage in business
and proceed to satisfy their greed for wealth. If these business
men, many of whom not only assisted in building up Germany's war
industry but also purchased for the Japanese, remain in China, they
present a potential threat to the interests of the United States in
the Far East.

-3 -
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E. The seeds of Naziisma and dictatorship are so imbedded in
the minds of ..aany German youth in China that unless corrective measures
are adopted this -;ro ,J.p may conceivably be used bi a dictatorial nation
acainst the best intereFts of the United States.

F. The leaders in the Corman community during .the war are still
its leading ropresentatives at the present tiAe. The s=ame -�roups or •
cliques exist in the Ger_Aan co_imunity today as existed during the
war. The iaajorit: of ther:e jrou ps are extremely nationalistic in
their beliefs and if they retain their leadershi p in the German com-
munity it is quite possible that regardless of the form of 'the Ger-
man Government, the Ger..3an communities in China will be constituted
along extremely nationalistic or even possibly dictatorial lines..

G. The leading inteliignce agents and officials, foreign service
officials, propagandiBts, business men and Nazis have the best con-
nections with the Chinese. If a repatriation program of German
nationals is instituted by the . Chinese Government, it is believed
that the majority of the:a will be perAitted by the Chinese to remain
in China unless sufficiently strong protests are made by the United
States Government.
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Cwhich by then exercised full control over the ABVIMR in Germany,
went to the Japanese General Staff and demanded perilission for
the Police Attache to take over the KO in the Far East, the Jap-
anese reply was to the effect that "vve have acquired confidence
in EIM-111. 1dR ' 5 keeping loyally within his bounds. From past ex-
perienc e vie are unable to entertain the same confidence in IfUER
or people of his sphere of interests; should the Gorman High Com-
mand insist on this sucgestion the China Army would propose com-
plete prohibition of any German 1.1-ilitary News disenination."

As regards political information, this was su p, Ap sed to be
handled only be For9ign Office representatives. Political infor-
mation received by other organizations was sup posed to be turned
over to the accredited diplomatic corps for reportin LL to Berlin
through the Foreign Office. In practice, however, all the various
intelligence groups collected and transmitted political information
as well as the information in the particular fields to which they
were assigned. Althou6rh the reports of officially listed Aa,ZEIER
men were not supposed to deal with political laatters, and any
tical information procured by them was to be submitted to the dip-
lomatic missions and consulates to be used in their respective re-
parts, according to the atsreenent between the War Office (KO) and
the Foreign Office after the outbreak of war in 1939; this was
easily evaded as 'an officially listed AWMIR man could always pre-
tend that 'a political report originated not with him but with one
of his agents, and the reports of agents not listed as diplomatic
or consular staff were allowed to be coded by special ABVEHR code
for transmission to the KO.

The details of organization, personnel, agents, financing,
fields covered, aims and accomplishments, etc., of the ABWEBR group
will blset forth in the following paragraphs.
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III. ABliEER (KRIEG-6 O1GAI,I21AllI0N - ICO ) 

A. „IIMIODUCTIO.

The German Abwehr was first officially represented in
China with the arrival of LOUIS TSEOLOR SIEFIGH of kibwehr
in 1940, to set up an organization for the collection and for-
warding to Berlin of Naval and Lilitary Intel1i6ence, not only
from his own area but of reports received in drop boxes in
Shanghai from other countries, South America, the Philippines,
etc. In June 1941 Lt. Col. EISENTRAEGER, who called himself
LUDWIG EHRHARDT while in Shanghai, arrived in Shanghai with an
assignment to arrange for purchases of important war materials
for the German Government, and to cover the field of Economic
Intelligence for ABWEIHR I Wi. Toward the end of 1942, EHMARDT
was instructed to take over and reorganize the SIEFKEN organiza-
tion, SIMON having in the meantime fallen in the bad graces of
the Gestapo organization in the Far East under =SINGER and HUBER
as well as having had continual friction with the German consular
officials. From then on the ABWEER.activities in the Far East
were carried on by the EHRHARDT BUZAU, which had extended sits
scope to include the work of the SIEF10]N organization in covering
Naval and Military Intelligence, as well as continuing its own
original assignment of covering the Whole field of'Economio In-
telligence. EISENTRAEGER, or AMHARDT as he was known in his work
here, also had considerable friction with NEISINGER and HUBER of
the S.S., and when in early 1944 the Sicherheitsdienst took over
the work of the Abwehr in other parts of the world, EIFTNTRAEGER
received orders to cooperate closely with the S.S. in the Par East,
and to establish a branch of the ABWEHR III (Counterespionage)
under HUBER and MEISINGER. EISENTRAEGER avoided this order for
close collaboration with HUBER and ISINGER (according to a state-
ment made by Eisentraeger himself) by setting up the ABMIR.III
organization in accordance with Berlin's orders, recommending and
hiring the necessary office and agent personnel to work under HUBER,
and then unofficially but in actual effect "washing his hands of
it" and leaving it all to HUBER, while he carried on his EHRHARDT
BUREAU activities independently of HUBER as before, a procedure
which he accomplished partly with the backing of the J'apanese,
with whom he had managed to get on good terms. In this connection
it is of interest to note that, according to EISENTRAEGER, When*
NEISINGCR and HUBER, acting on instructions from their home offices,

SECRET
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2. GENERAL SURVEY OF SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION.

In June 1940 THEODOR LOUIS STUDIEN was recalled to Berlin
from Genoa and Venice where he had been repatriation agent for
East Africans, and was assigned to the ALMEHR I.L. (Naval In-
telligence Section of the KO). He was given training in codes,
use of secret inks, and micro-photography, preparatory to send-
ing him to Shanghai to establish an Abwehr 	 office to cover
the Far East.

At the same time WALTER RICHTER, who had been trained in
Bremen and in Stahnasdorf as a wireless operator, as well as in
the construction and repairing of radio transmitter sets, was
assigned to the OKVI and told to preceed to Shanghai. He was told
that he would be working with a certain E. HERVANU, already in
Shanghai, and while in Berlin was introduced to BIEFXEN and told
that he would be working under SIEFEEN in Shanghai.

SIEFKEN and RICHTER arrived in Shanghai in the autumn of 1940
and established offices in the German Consulate General, SIEFKEN
receiving the title "Commercial Adviser". RICHTER also estab-
lished an office with HERMANN on the corner of Kiangsi and Kluk-
iang Roads, styled "Astra Electrical Appliances", but as the
arrangement to use the offices in the Consulate proved satisfac-
tory the other offices were hardly ever used, and soon HERMAN w%as
dropped from the organization as he proved unsuitable for the work.

As there was no Abwehr organization in Shanghai previaas to
SIEFKEN t s arrival, he had to create one, and the Gergan shipping
firms of Melohers & Co. and the Hamburg Amerika Line (Mr. EGGERS
and lat . ZANDER of the former and Mr. RUDLOFF and Er. HOHMANN of
the latter) were contacted for assistance in organizing the offices.
Newspapers from Singapore, Manila and Honolulu were subscribed to
on the notepaper of the Astra Electrical Appliances company, and
items of interest were passed on to Berlin. In November 1940 Mr.
A. PAUL of Melchers & Co. was engaged as shipping expert, and for
a time used the AEA offices, but soon moved to the offices in the

Consulate. In February 1941 Mr. A. WEBER, who had been interned
in Singapore, was engaged to cover the Malayan Sector, the Phil-
ippines and the Netherlands East Indies.

In the Spring of 1941 the German Navy in Tokyo ordered four
transmitters; the order was filled by Telefunken in Shanghai, and
RICHTER took them to Tokyo in June 1941 for delivery to Corvette-
'Captain TRENDEL.

Owing to the war with Soviet Russia the mail routes were
oloSed and WEBER and RICHTER were busy coding and decoding. SIEFKEN
therefore asked the German Navy in. Tokyo to release Ur. H. MOELLER
who arrived in Shanghai in October 1941 to relieve WEBER who was to
take over the finances and accounting, Which had been handled up

to that tine by SIEFKEN himself.

9
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SIEFKEN had decided to rent a house in Columbia Road for a
radio station for intercepting messages from ships, eto. in col-
laboration with the Italian Naval Attache, Commander GATETTT and
Commander RABAJOII, and RICHTER made a second trip to Tokyo to
discuss ways and means of exchanging news with the German Navy.
Mx. O. ULBRICHT, Captain L. HA/VANN and Mr. A. WEDEL (the last-
named a Dane who had been working for DNB, and was reldased by
them to SIEFKEN) were engaged to work in Columbia Road as radio
experts. HELMUTH EGGERS, son of the above-mentioned EGGERS of
the Hamburg Amerika Line, was engaged to work at Columbia Road.
In November 1941 PAUL was transferred from the offices in the
Consulate and put in charge of the Columbia Road offices. In
the sane month HANS DETHIEFFS was engaged to assist WEBER, and
HEINZ HERBERT PEERSCHISE was engaged to take over the Photography
work from PAUL. EGGERS was transferred from Columbia Road for
office work in the Consulate offices, and HERBERT FROEMETEL was
engaged for the same kind of work in the Columbia Road offices:

In January 1942 RICHTER took four additional transmitters
to Tokyo, and in March 1942 the Astra Electric Appliances offices
were closed as they had hardly been used, and the SIEFKEN head
offices were moved from the German Consulate to the top floor of
the Defag Building in Szeohuen Road. There RIWITER installed
and operated a radio station for communication with Peking and
Tokyo, the Berlin communications still being continued through
the Consulate.

In April 1942 the staff in the Szechuen Road head offices of
81E110N was augmented by the engagement of E. MARSCHAIL and R.
FRIES, mho, however, worked only in the afternoon an statistics
about the Pacific War. Mr. B. HABENICHT joined the staff in
Columbia Road. Mr. PAUL Vito had not been getting on well with',
either SIEFKEN or RICHTER was discharged in May 1942. In June
.1942 RUDIAFF arrived from Germany and was attached to the Szechuen
Road offices and assigned to cover the China War.

In August 1942 the facilities of the powerful transmitter of
the Italian Naval Radio Station in Peking attracted SIEFKEN and
he moved his head offices to Peking taking with him MOELLER,
:DETHIEFS and EGGERS fram the Szechuen Road office and UIBRICHT
from Columbia Road. WEBER and RICHTER were left in charge of the
ShRnghai Office but WEBER died a few days later of a heat stroke.
RICHTER had in the meantime contracted T.B. and in September 1942
entered a hospital, leaving RUDIOFF'in charge at Szeohuen Road.

' From the time when the SIEFKEN offices were estalllished in
1940 there had been constant friction between SIEFKEN and the
officials in the German Consulate. These difficulties seem to have
centered around the fact that SIEFKEN, as ABWEHR representative un-
der the War Office, was allowed to use his own code in reporting to

ad:MET
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Berlin and was thus able to send messages without the contents
being known to the Consular officials, under the Foreign Office.
The difficulties were aggravated by the fact that While reports
with a political implication were supposed not to be passed to
the Abwehr in Berlin, but were to be turned over the diplomatic
bodies for inclusion in their reports to the Foreign Office, the
Consular officials had no way of checking what actually was being
reported by SISFIEN with his private code, although the messages
were forwarded through the Consulate.

It has been stated that the reason SIEFKEN moved his head-
quarters from Shanghai to Peking was because the German Foreign
Office officials would not permit direct radio contact with Germany
and by moving his headquarters to Peking he WAS able to use the
Italian Radio Station for such direot contact.

In addition to SIEFIIEN t s difficulties with the German Foreign
Office officials he seems to have antagonized the Gestapo in the..
persons of HUBER, MEISINGER and SCHMIDT, and was accused by them
of being homosexual. SIEFKEN was dismissed from his post as head
of the Abwehr I4464. in the Far East in December 1942. The reasou
given SIEFKRN for his dismissal was that he was homosexual. How-
ever, this appears to have been only an excuse to get rid of him.
Several German Foreign Office officials have expressed the views
that they believe Abwshr Headquarters in Berlin was dissatisfied
with SIEFKEN t s work and further that an amalgamation of all Abwehr
activities under one eommand in China was desired. The organiza-
tion was therefore turned over to Col. EISENTRAEGER, who had in
the meantime arrived in Shanghai, representing Abwehr I Mi. (Econ-
omic Intelligence), for liquidation and incorporation into his own
organization.

3. AIIIAND SCOPE OF THE SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION.

. SIEFKEN had two main assignments which were to be covered by
4is organization.

The first was the forwarding of incoming nail from unknown
sources by pouch. to Berlin. For this purpose SIMON established
several drop boxes in Shanghai to which reports from other countries,
such as South America, the Philippines, etc. were sent. The en-
velopes thus received were to be forwarded intact, and SIEFKEN claim-

ed to be unaware of their contents. Many of the envelopes contained

micro-dots and SIEFKEN stated that in several instances this was
so obvious that at one time he wrote to Berlin suggesting that they

instruct their agents abroad to be more careful in their micro-
photography.

The second assignment, and the one on which SIEFKEN t s Whole

1/
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organization was chiefly occupied, was the gathering and reporting
of information on shipping in the Pacific, and all other available J,,
Naval intelligence. This information was collected by SIEFKEN in
the following four ways:

a. From newspapers printed in Shanghai, Manila, Singa-
pore, Batavia, San Francisco and Honolulu.=. The
San Francisco paper,from which information way ob-
tained was the Pacific Shipper, and the Honolulu
papers were the Bulletin and the Examiner.

b. Intercepting messages of ships' positions. In this
connection SIEFKEN t s organization cooperated closely
with the Italians in intercepting messages (through
the jointly organized radio station in Columbia
Road) breaking codes and marking ships' position.

o. Photographs taken in Shanghai of all Allied shipping,
with particular interest placed on photographs of .
new inventions on ships.

d. Use of local agents, some of whom obtained informa-
tion from sailors in local bars. On one occasion
a shipping manifest was obtained from an agent in
the local Customs. Dr. ERBIN, one of these agents,
collected information from members of the “President
Harrison" crew. RICHTER, in going over the accounts
kept by man after the latter f s death, observed
that ERBIN had received regular payments for informa-
tion on shipping matters.

In addition to this SIEFKEN had a regular working agreement
with DNB and Transooean (in order to avoid duplication of informa-
tion to Berlin) whereby he received news from PREIDERICH HERMANN
GLIMPF and WOLF SCHENKE of the former, and HANS NEICHERS of the
latter. SIEFKEN also received reports from one SAIZMANN (now dead)
on China matters, which were sent on to Berlin. Furthermore, radio
reports were received from RUDOLF GRAU, the Radio Attache, from his
station in Ave. Petain.

There were also agents in several of the other larger cities

in the par East, the known ones of these being Dr. HEISSIG in Hsing-
king, E. THEUERKAUF in Tientsin, Dr. AIDIS TICE!' in Bangkok and
• Dslio in Peking.

SECRET.
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4. METHODS OF COMMUNICATION OF THE SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION. 

SIEFKEN communicated with Berlin by pouch and by radio in
his own code. At first RICHTER had his own transmitting apparatus
in the Consulate, but this broke down in January 1941 and it was
necessary to use regular commercial routes, until in Ilarch 1941
HESSE arrived at the Consulate with a new transmitter and coding
machine. HESSE was attached to the Consulate, but forwarded
messages for the SIEFKEN organization in their own code. When
SIEFKEN moved his offices from the Consulate to the Defag Building
in Szeohuen Road in March 1942, RICHTER set up and operated a
transmitting set there for communication with Peking and Tokyo,
messages to Berlin still being sent through the Consulate. In
"August 1942, however, RICHTER was ordered by the German Consul,
probably at the instigation of the Japanese Authorities who had
never given permission for the transmitting set in the Defag Build-
ing, to stop transmitting from there, and after that messages to
SEMEN in Peking had to be sent through Commander RABAJOII of the
Italian Navy. The powerful transmitting set of the Italian Navy
in Peking, with which SIEFKEN had established cooperation on his
removal of his headquarters to Peking, enabled him to send messages
direct to Berlin.

5. FINANCING OF SIEFLMN'S ORGANIZATION.

Money for : his operations was received by SIEYKEN at first
through the German diplomatic pouch. Later-reichmarks were trans-
ferred to his account in the German Bank.

6. DUTIES AND ACTIviTDSS OF PERSONNEL EMPLOYED BY THE SIEFION
ORGANIZATION.

a. LOUIS THEODOR SIEFKEN

LOUIS THEODOR SIEFKEN, who during the last war served
in the German Air Force, during the succeeding four years in'
the Junkers Airways, and there fter was engaged in various ship-
ping and travel agencies, was ecalled to Berlin in June 1940
from Venice and Genoa where he had been acting sinoe 1939 as

, repatriation agent for East Africans. He ymx assigned to the
ABMEHR I.M. F.O. and trained in Berlin for duty in the Far East.
His primary mission was to be the forwarding from Shanghai by
pouch to Berlin of incoming mail from unknown sources. He has
described his duties in this connection as those of a "traffic
clerk". Upon his arrival in Shanghai in the autumn of-1940
be established and controlled the rather extensive organization
called "SIEFEEN'S ORGANIZATION". he continued to control this

13
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organization for the next two years but during this time met
with considerable and inoreasing animosity and friction with
the German Consular staff, and finally with the Gestapo, until
in September 1942, while he was ill in the hospital in Peking,
his enemies succeeeded in having him dismissed and appointing
EHRHARDT to take over and reorganize his office.

b. WALTER RICHTER

WALTER RICHTER was SIEFKEN's right hand man, trained
in Germany for the job of radio operator and engineer, and sent
out to Shanghai at the same time as SIEFEEN to assist him in
establishing and organizing the ABWEHR I.M. in the Far East.
Hems supposed to work with a German business man, a Mr. E.
HERMANN, and actually started with him an office, the Astra
Electrical Appliances Co. as a cover for his ABWEHR activities.
Howeger, HERMANN was not found useful to the organization and
was soon dropped, and the A.M.A. offices were not much used,
as RICHTER WBB working with SIM= in the offices which had
been alloted to SlEFKEN as "Commercial Adviser" in, the German
Consulate. RICHTER was first occupied chiefly-with gathering
information on economic conditions from newspapers from various
places in the Far East to which the A.E.A. had subscribed, and
in coding and decoding messages and keeping in repair the trans-
mitter which had been sent out from Berlin for him, but which
finally broke down in January 1941. In Ihrch 1941 a coding
machine was sent out rrom Germany, and RICHTER was employed ain

this, and alsd in making photo-copies of maps. He further made
three trips to Tokyo for the ABAEHR, two of them for the purpose
of delivering transmitter sets to the German Navy there, and the
other trip in order to arrange ways and means for exchange of
news with the German Navy at the time of the establishment of
the radio station in Columbia Road in collaboration with the
Italian Naval Attache, in the middle of 1941. When the SIEFKEN
ORGANIZATION'S head office was moved from the Consulate to the
Defag auilding in Szechuen Road RICHTER installed and operated
a transmitter for communication with Peking and Tokyo. When
SIEFEEN again moved his head office to Peking in August 1942
he left RICHTER in charge in Shanghai. RICHTER was ill in
hospital, first in Shanghai and then in Peking, from September
1942, at which time SIMI= was dismissed and his organization
taken over by the ERHARDT BUREAU. RICHTER was later, in the•
• autumn of 1943, employed by the- taMEAMDT BUREAU.

o. ARTHUR PAUL

In November 1940, ARTHUR PAUL, who had been Manager of
the Maersk line Welchers & Co. agents) was employed by . SIEFKEN.
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Accordi ..ig to RICHTER's statement PAUL worked first for a short
time in the offices of the dummy company Astra Electrical Ap-
pliances, and then joined RICHTER and SIEFKEN in the offices
at the German Consulate. PAUL's work was to compile shipping
list's, and to - photograph ships in the Shanghai harbour. PAUL
states that he told SIEFNEN better pictures could be obtained
from the shipping gazettes, but was ordered to go on with the
photographic work anyway. PAUL states that he did-not Get
along with either SIEFKEN or RICHTER. In November 1941 PAUL
was transferred to the Columbia Road office (to take charge
there according to RICHTER'S statement), where he worked until
March 1942, at which time SIEFKEN not being satisfied with
his work, transferred him back to the Head Office, and event-
ually, on May 1, 1942, dismissed him, after which he went back
to work for Melchers & Co.

d. H. MOELLER.

H. MOELLER was paymaster an the Hamburg-America Liner
"RPwes" wnich was in port (Shanghai) for some time. After she
had sailed for Tokyo his services were not required and he was
engaged for office work by SIEFKEN. He was one of the four men
taken by SIEFKEN to Peking on transferring the Head office to
that city. When the EBRHARDT BUREgU took over SIEFKEN's or-
ganization MILLER was not kept on by EHRHARDT, and in July 1943
he returned to Japan to the German Navy. His Ship is reported
(by RICHTER) to have been torpedoed, end his own fate is unknown.

e. HEINZ HERBERT PEERSCHKE.

On the outbreak of the European War HEINZ HERBERT
PEERSCHKEwasrepresentative of Fre ke & Heideoke (manufaoturers
of Rolleflex Cameras) at their USA. agenoy, Burleigh Brooks Inc.,
127 West 42nd Street, New York, where he had the duty of pro-

;moting the sales of Rolleiflex Cameras and buildi. up goodwill
as liaison man between the factory in Germany and Poe USA agency
and dealers.

By early 1941 the photographic business between the
United States and Germany had cone to a virtual standstill, and
PEERSCHEE wired his Arm in Germany for funds and permission to
return home via Japanese Pacific steamers. He sailed from San
Francisco on May 2, 1941 on the S. S. "Yawata Marti", arrived in
Japan on May 17 and arranged there for Trans-Siberian aocommoda-
tions. On the outbreak of the Russian war PEERSCHKE was in
Siberia aboard the train and was interned there tial the end of
June, 1941. In August 1941 the internees from the train were
released and returned to Manchuria. From MUkden PEERSCHKE con-
tacted his firm in Germany for further'Dands, and received from
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them RM 250 per month after that. To deduce living expenses
he moved from NUkden to Peking about the middle of September,
where he met SIETKEN and was engaged by him to do the photo-
graphy work for his organization. SIEFKEN told him at that time
that he was an official of the German Consulate in Shanghai,
and asked him whether he could run a photographic dark room,
being answered in the affirmative. No arrangement was made
with SIEFKEN at that time, but PIT,RSCHEE later received a
telegram from Melchers (who were agents in China for Rolleiflex)
telling him to proceed to Shanghai. In Shanghai he was sent
by Mr. KORFF, manager of Melchers, to see SIEFKEN, Who told
him he was to do the photographic work for his organization,
and would have to take on the job for the duration of the wax.
He was instructed to install a darkroom in the Columbia Road
offices (set up in collaboration with the Italian Naval Attache).
His work consisted of making photostats of the regularly pub-
lished supplements to Lloyd's Register, making enlargements of
negative's of ships of all nations in the harbour at Shanghai,
and making photostats of navigation charts for both the ItaLia...i
and SIEYKEN. These maps covered the sea routes from China to
Europe. After the Pacific War broke out there were no more
Lloyd's Register supplements or negatives of ships to work on
and PEERSCHEE's work consisted of making photostats of sea
charts, copying photographs of persons for the Italians, making
photostats. of Russian maps, and on one occasion copying a Russian
book which was apparently key to some Russian code. At the end
of 1942 there seemed to be very little work for PEERSCHKE and
he inquired as to whether he should not look for other work, but
was told by EHRHARDT who was taking over the SIEFKEN organization,
that he would be kept on in the new organization to continue the
photographic department therein.

f. HELMUTH EGGERS.

HELMUTH EGGERS, son of EGGERS of the 'Hamburg Amerika
Line, age 23, was drafted for service with the.German army in
Europe, but through the influence of his father managed to get
exemption, and remained in Shanghai to work for the SIEFKEN
ORGANIZATION. He worked for SIEFKEN as messenger and clerk,
both in.the Head Offices and in the Columbia Road offices, and
was taken by SIEFKEN to Peking upon the removal of the Head
Offices to that city. He is reported also to have done some
radio reception work. He was not kept on when EHRHARDT took
over the SIEFKEN organization.

ja• E. MARSHALL. 

MARSHALL was employed by SIEFKEN for half day work on
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Pacific -Jar sttistics, in ' .J?ril l rj2. 11e	 -ot	 on -0:

=1‘.11 when -6he latter took ov r th 	 T:717: olL.:111tia.

h. 	 . 

FRIES was employed by	 ; at tile	 i1O ''S
J T	 in	 ilcu but-1 connecteu iti 14L(: United

.-3-ttes Lire Ii-wurance Co uny	 a,cdre,
there. ?hey e Le to:tf	 tid-x ,11 is

connecthn with	 :S „OG t l EJ ,Ou with	 a
spare time translator 	 re,_uired.	 ]:ii

anu :PIL not kept on by -1:L:ci_LY.L1 on :;he Iiiluida-
tion of the 1-›IKE11 organization, uut was, accorLin 0 to
later recommended by him to work with ljOi2.3 ror 1:1J- JA ul)on
fonaation of the CnC.JH III. :FLI, I3S claims that he ww_ woi:kinc
on a Personal basis for ;;I:-,]11, ant.. knew nohin_ Of _.;,;-Z's con-
nections with sI7KEN until much later.

=US' work a:. a translator with the	 organiza-
tion consisted of translating articles in Shanghai newspapers
which were given hij by :LaY.L:R. He has stated that he had no
knowledge of what WEalR's interest was in the translations,
and it never occurred to him there was any intelligence sig-
nificance in the articles he translated.

i* RUDLOFF. 

In Lay 1936 RUDLOFF signed a contract with 1:elchers
& Co., Bremen to work for their China branch, having fir,ished
his lailitary training in jilhelmshaven in the anti-aircraft
coast defence * He travelled via Siberia and arrived in Shanghai
in June 1936, where he ;.as given charge of the passenger de part-
ment of the Norddeutscher Lloyed, in Hongkong, after having had
a few weeks instructions in Shanghai. In May 1938 he was trans-
ferred to Canton as ex-r ort assistant. During the Jap anese occupa
tion of the city in October 1938 RUDLOFF rendered special ser-
vices in fighting the great fire in Canton City which threatened
to spread to the foreign quarter, and for this received the Ger-
man Red Cross order.

In the beginning .of 1939 2UDLOFF returned to liongking,
but when war threatened to break out in August he went back to
Canton. As there was no business to be done :there he was trans-
ferred to Shanghai in December at his own request. From February
to September 1940 he was in Hankow, but could not stand the clima
and decided to return to Germany and join the German Army. He
arrived in Germany in December 1940, having spent a few weeks in
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Japan and one week in Peking enroute. In February 1941 he was
called up after spending some weeks in the Tropical Institute
in Hamburg, and joined a reserve corps of the coastal defence
in Wilhelmshaven, from which, however, he was dismissed in April
1941, and placed at the disposal of the ABWEHR sub-office in
Bremen. The main task of this office was the questioning of
officers of the German merchant marine about their observations
of foreign shipping, Dort and harbour installation fortifications,
political tendencies in foreign ports, nautical affairs (for
instance navigation in little known waters, Norwegian fjords,.
etc.) Another i4-ortant assignment of this office was espionage
defence, but with this work RUDLOFF had no contact. RUDLOFFis
training for his prospective Work in China comprised:

(1) Reading of questionnaires regarding China, India,
and Australia:

a. War material production: Arsenals, aircraft plants,
dockyards, where and that output; Construction or
mounting plants.

b. Economical war potential: Railway and locomotive:
production; Machinery, Electrical Equipment, Tools;
Crops; Mines.

O. Politics: Chinese and Indian inner politics: Co-
operation between China and America; Russia and
the Far East.

(2) Training in Wireless operation. RICHTER received
training from June to August 1941, by a Mr. BECKER and
a Mr. OTTEN. Passing sped was 80 letters per minute.

(3) Writing with secret ink.

(4) Coding and de-coding different basical systems.

In . the beginning of December 1941 RUDLOFF was ordered to
prepare to leave for China. The first boat by which he left,
a tanker, was sunk off the coast of Portugal, and 4e returned
to Bremen, where he arranged passage by another boat, and in
March 1942 left Bordeaux by the M. S. “Tannenfels n , finally
arriving on May 11 in Japan. In June 1942 he was sent to Shanghai
where he worked for the KO under SIEFKEN, keeping a diary of
the China War, including maps and drawings, transmitting code
messages to Peking and doing code work.

In July 1942 SIEFKEN planned to establish a sub-office in

Bangkok to obtain better informhtion about India. RUDLOFF was



to be assigned to this job and was to build up his own organ-
ization, the financing for Which was to be arranged through
the German Embassy. Communication with Shanghai wa- to be
effected by his own transmitter. The rlan failed because of
difficulties with the Japanese, and the same reason caused the
failure of a later plan to send RUDIOFF to Indo China to pene-
trate Free China.	 -

When SIEFKEN shifted his head offices , to Peking in the
autumn of 1942, RUDLOFF remained in the Shanghai office, where
upon the retirement of RICHTER owing to ill health he took
charge for a short time. When EEREAMT took over SMEMN's
organization, RUDLOFF was kept on to continue workin in the
EHRHARDT T3UREAU.

1. HANS DETHIEFFS. 
In April 1938 DETHLEFFS left Germany as an employee of

the Hamburg Amerika Line, to work in their offices in Columbia,
South America. For about a year after his arrival he did
secretarial work in the main offices at Cali, Columbia, and was
then transferred to Buenaventura, where he worked as cashier,
and was at the same time in charge of the passenger department.
After the outbreak of war in September 1939, business cane to
a standstill and in the beginning of 1941 DETHIEFFS asked to
be sent back to Germany. He arranged to travel via Japan by
the 'Melo Marti", and arrived in Japan the end of law. The
Siberian Express traffic was rather concested at that time, so
DETHLt:eeS was unable to get transportation at once, and remained
a couple of weeks in Japan, another week in Peking, and finally
left Manchouli on June 19th. The outbreak of the Russian war
found him in Siberia and he was interned there for ten weeks,
after which he was released under an internee exchange scheme,
and returned to Manchuria. He received subsistence funds from
the Hamburg Amerika Line, but as living expenses were cheaper
in Peking he went there from Eukden the end of September. He
met SIEFKEN in October 1941 in Peking and although there was no
discussion with SIEFKEN about employment at that time, toward
the end of October, after SIEFICEN had returned to Shanghai,
DETHIEFFS received a telegram from the Hamburg Anerika Line in
Shanghai on 50 October 1941, and was engaged by SIEFKEN, start-
ing work on November 1 in the Columbia Road offices, where with
HEIMUTH EGGERS he had to make rectifications of Lloyd's Register.
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After a month he was transferred to the STEPHEN head office in
the Consulate, where he assisted
messages to and from Berlin. In
looked through American, English

EOEILER in Ooding and decoding
addition to this, DETHLEFFS
and Manila newspapers and

magazines for information. On removal of the Head Offices to
Peking DETHLEFFS was one of the four men. SIEFKEN took wi.th him.
When the SIEFEEN ORGBIZATION was taken over by ERHARDT the
end of 1942, DETHLEFFS remained in the employ of the EHRHARDT
BUREAU.

k. ARTHUR dEUEL. 

ARTHUR &DEL, who was a Danish radio operator from a
Danish merchant vessel of the Maersk Line, stranded in Shanghai,
was first employed by the DNB in May 1941, working. at the Radio
station in Great Western Road, under GLIMPF. His first contact
with the SIEFKEN ORGAITIZATION was when PAUL, occasionally, and
young EGGERS, daily, called at the Great Western Road station
for reports compiled by WEDEL from DNB's news service (under
the working agreement between DNB and SIEMEN as previously ex-
plained). In the autumn of 1941, WEDEL was transferred to the
SIEFKEN ofrices in Columbia Road, and continued to work there
until the liquidation of the SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION, when he
was kept on by the EHRHARDT BUREAU to continue his work as radio
operator for them.

1. 0. ULBRICHT. 

ULBRICHT, who had worked for Eurasia Airlines, was
engaged by6IFIKEIT as a radio operator in the autumn 1941,
at the Columbia Road station. He was transferred to Peking when
the SIEFKEN head offices were moved to that city, and when
SIEFEEN was dismissed ULBRICHT was one of the SIEFEEN employees
who was kept on by EHRHARDT to work for his bureau. ULBRICHT
also acted at one time as courier for leknEN.

me HERBERT FROEMEL. 

FROENEL was engaged by the WAFKEN ORGANIZATION in
February 1942 as a clerk and messenger int,the Columbia Road
offices. He was kept on by the EHRHARDT BUREAU after SIEFKEN's
dismissal.

n. BODO HABENICHT. 

HABENICHT, who had been for some years in the import
and export business in the Far East, with the usual experience
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of commercial codes, Was approaced in Ttbkyo in Se ptember 1941
by SIEFKEN and ordered to rep ort to him in Shanghai for work
on code messages received in Shanghai by Radio. In October
1941 HA 1I7NICHT began work for the SIEFEEK 07.G;u1.IZaTI_J: in the
Columbia Road stati,m, under the Italian Yaval Attache, Com-
mander GAIETTI and Captain RAVAGI;uII and later Lt. P:TACIII.
The Chief of the Italian operators at that time was G;LFOIO.
HASAENICHT states that the best of the Italian operators was
LIANTOVAITI, who later also worked with :.;11RHARDT. EABELICIIT,s
work was to decode intercepted messages, and he found this
fairly easy until after the outbreak of the war with the United
States, when the easy code systems were abolished and other
systens adopted which HAIANNICHT was unable to break, he claims.
HABENIECHT, however, continued working as code expert for
SIEFKEN, and afterwards for EHREARDT.

o. LOTHAR HAII4ANN. 

HAW:ANN, who had been a captain in the German Merchant
Marine, wait in July 1941 introduced to SIMON by a Mr. AUST.
StEFKEN, who needed a man with nautical and wireless experience,
engaged HAMANN to work in the Columbia Road offices. HAMEANNts
work was to intercept and decode ships and weather reports, and
to plot ships' positions on charts. He made about a dozen of
these charts Which SIEFKEN took to Tokyo with him. When the
head office of SIEYKEN was moved to the Defag Building, HAUMANN
was transferred there to help RICHTER in receiving and sending
coded messages from Tokyo and Peking. He was later transferred
back to Columbia Road, working there with the automatic receiver
intercepting all kinds of messages, commercial telegrams be-
tween Australia and India, greetings of American and Enlish
armed forces, press items, etc. When SIEFKEN was dismissed,
EHRHARDT continued to employ HAMMANN in his Bureau.

11.6 DR. HERMANN F. ERBIN.

Dr. ERBIN, a denaturalized American citizen, was used
by SIEFKEN as an agent, to collect shipping news from the Shang-
hai waterfront, and by interviewing sailors from American boats,
etc). He was not employed by EHRHARDT, and was interned with the
Allied nationals by the Japanese. Prior to his internment he
had been receiving regular payments for information to SIEFICENt
as shown by WEBER's accounts when examined by RICHTER after
WEBER's death.
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a. DR. WALTER HEISSIG. 
Dr. HEISSIG was a student of Mongolian . languages, on

a journey to Mongolia when the war with Russia uroke out. He
remained in Hsingking and reported news items from there to
SIEFKEN's organization. He was afterwards employed by EHRHARDT
in the Peking office.

• E. THEITERKAUF. 

. THEUERKAUF was manager of Melchers in Tientsin, and
sent SIEFKEN reports on economic conditions in North China.
According to WEIDENANN (German Consul in Tientsin), TEEIWOKAMT
made reports about the Japanese in North China, and the trade
and commercial interests between China and Russia. One of the
matters on which he reported was the suspected delivery of war
materials to the Russians by the Japanese.

s. DR. ALOIS TICHY.

Dr. TICHY was a journalist traveling all over China.
While in Bangkok he sent SISFKEN reports about economic don-
ditions in Thailand, and about . Japanese losses in coastal ship-
ping.

• E. DEII0. 

E. DELLO had been nominal agent for SIEFKEN in Peking,
but was not made a part of SIEFKEN's office when the Head Office
was transferred to Peking. He was sent to Germany in July 1943
by blockade runner.

U. G. NAND.
NAND acted as liaison man between SIEFKEN and the Jap-

anese, and succeeded in making only one contact, Commander OTANI
of the Japanese Naval landing Party. According to a statement
made by MRHARDT, he discovered soon after taking over the
SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION that the friendship with OTANI had a com-
mercial basis, and NAND's chief activities had been in liboking
after OTANI's private transactions. EHRHARDT's suspicions in
this connection were confirmed on the occasion of'a . Vrip NAND.
made to Canton, at the ABWEHR's expense. While NAND was in Canton
he spent so much time handling some private transaction for
OTANI, that EHRHARDT arranged for him to be transferred to the
office of the Air Attache in Tokyo.

v. CAPTAIN WALTER BORNSCHEIN.

CAPTAIN BORNSCHEIN, who in 1936 became a member of the
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CT	 Shanghai Licenced pilots Association, has himself admitted that
he was engaged in maritine espionage az, an agent for SIEFKEN.
BORNSCHEIN stated that in 1941 he was called by SIEFKEN and told
that he was to report on the amount of American and British
ships in the ilanghai harbour, and to sound out the Captains of
these ships for particulars on mine-fields in Singapore and Hong-
kong, as well as any other pertinent lailitary information. These-
reports were to be given to SIEFKEN himself. BORNSCHEIN, who
had been warned by RUDLOFF Sr. of the N.D.L. Line to have noth-
ing to do with SIEFKEN refused, but was approached several days
later by Capt. SANDER (it later developed under direct orders
from SIEFKEN) who threatened him with dire consequences if he
did not obey SIEFKEN's orders to report such information. Later
BORNSCHEIN became a blockade runner captiln, and carried messages
and information for Captain VERMEHREN and Admiral WENNECKER
(Naval Attache in Tokyo) on direct orders from lieut. GRUETZMACHER,
adjutant of Commander BIUMNFELD, head of a sub-office in the .
Abwehr in Germany.

W. OTHER PERSONS )RKING FOR SIEFKEN.

Two other names have been mentioned as working for
SIEFKEN, but little is known about these men. The first is a
Mx. JENSEN, whom HAMANN stated worked as a wireless operator.
HAUMANN was of the opinion that XEN64 had deserted from one of
the Dutoh J.OV.L. ships and was a Dutchman, although he had
been given a German passport. He disappeared suddenly, and it
was thought that he had been sent to Indonesia or the United
States on a special mission by hAND.

The second was a Mr. REIDEL, who was mentioned by
BABEVICHT as having been an agent of SIEFKEN's whom EHRHARDT
asked BABENICHT to dismiss at the time of the liquidation of
the SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION.

SIEFKEN t s financial adviser was a man named SCHAUS.

7. SIEFKEN'S RELATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS. 

• ITALIANS. AS has been shown in the foregoing paragraphs,
SIEFKEN t s cooperation with the Italians was a very close one. Not
only did he set up in collaboration with them a radio reoeiving
station in Shanghai where they cooperated very closely in the in-
tercepting of all kinds of news, decoding of coded material and ool-
leoting of all possible military and naval intelligence, but further,
in the autumn of 1942, SIEIKErremoved his Head Office to Peking, .
there to avail himself of the facilities offered by the powerful
Italian Naval transmitting station in that city.
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b. JAPANESE. SIEFKEN's relations with the Japanese, as has
been indicated in the foregoing paragraphs, was not very good. He
was, in fact, unable to make any contacts with them, except the one
with the liaison officer of the Japanese Naval Landing Party, Com-
mander OTANI, through MAND, which was, apparently, chiefly useful to
OTANI in connection with his personal interests, according to a
statement made by Col. EISENTRAEGER (EHRHARDT). The JaRansse never
trusted SIEMN nor gave permissic,n for him ta operate his own trans-
mitter, and when it was apparent that the Japanese were suspecting
SD-IFKEN t s transmitter in the Defag Building, it became necessary for
SIEFKEIT's people to discontinue the use thereof.

0. GERMAN DIPLOMATIC laSSIONS.  SIEFUN t s relations with the
German Diplomatic Missions were strained and difficult from the
very first, as the Consular officials resented his use of his own
code and insistence on the independent functioning of his organ-
ization. The friction between SIEFKEN and the diplomatic people in
China eventually contributed to his dismissal.

d. THE SS. As has been shown in the foregoing paragraphs,
SIEFKEN t=aiens with the SS, represented by MEISINGER and HUBER,
and their agent SCHEIDT (JOCCHEIM) were far from friendly, and
eventually contributed to his dismissal.

e. GERMAN NEX AND PROPAGANDA AGENCIES. Although SIEFKEN does
not appear to have been on a friendly footing with PUTTKAl2ER, head
of the German Information Bureau, he nevertheless did receive in-
formation from some officials working for PUTTKAEUER. There was
also a working agreement between the SIEFKEN organization and the
German News Agencies, DNB and Transocean, in order, according to
RICHTER's statement, to avoid duplication of news being sent hone
to Berlin.

f. NAZI PARTY. It was the general rule that ABWEHR employees
were to abstain from Nazi Party connections and activities, ttich
rule was closely adhered to by the members 14 Shanghai, except that,
for health reasons, they were allowed to belong to the S.A. (Sport-
sabteilung).

EHRHARDT BUREAU

1. INTRODUCTION. 

a. Activities of EHRHARDT before' taking over SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION.

Lt. Col. DAY4i1G EISENTR4EGER,. who called hithself LUDWIG
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EHRHARDT in Shanghai, first arrived in China in June 1942, with
his secretary Liss GERDA 4,1.0. -.11a, who widS later adopted by a family
called KOCHER in Shanghai and thus became GIJADA KOC]_L-U. IIISEN-
TRAh;=R was sent to China by the Raw Laterial De7artment of the
High Command of the German Army (Ord) in order to close a Tung-
sten contract with the Chungkini Government, and to arrange for
the urchase of other important war materials suCh as_ zinc, rubber,
etc. The recognition of the Nanking C.rovernment by Germany ended
this assignment.

EISENTRAEGI:R, or -2I-LlilluT was also representing the A.B=TR
I WI (Economic Intelligence), so that upon his arrival in China
there were two branches of the ABZER represented in the Far
East, EHRHARDT' s branch, and the SEMIZI ORGANIZATIoN representing
A13.CR I.I. (Naval Intelligence). At the time of ..hilFT.A;!DT's
arrival in Shanghai, SDTKEN states that he received orders from
the German Government to the effect that ElaHARDT ,4p u1d be repre-
senting Ia.= I Wi and would have his own sources of information
and was not to be under STY.FICT's control. His telegrams to
Berlin passed through SI7FKEY's hands, but Sr:FYdni could not alter
the telegrams, although he could add his own comments. ZIMHARDT
at that time received his money through SIEFMT, accordiA6 to the
latter.

According to a statement by GURDA KOCHER, there was not much
activity at first on the part of EHRHARDT. He was busy making
friends in the German Community and While Eiss KOCHER reported
every morning at EHRHANDT's room in the Park Hotel for duty, there
was usually nothing for her to do, and she had the rest of the day
to herself. Occasionally EHRHARDT dictated a message, which kiss
KOCHER typed out and tobk to SIEFKEN at the Consulate General.
From the beginning relations between SIEFKEN and EHRHARDT were
strained

b: Coordination with the SIEFEEN ORGANIZATION. 

In October 1942 EHRHARDT was ordered to liquidate the SIMON
ORGANIZATION and to incorporate whatever part of the organiza-
tion would be useful for his purpose into a large information
service covering the fields of both branches of the ABIEHR. The
detailed . assignment was, according to KIRHARDT, espionage against
Soviet Russia, observations of the Japanese Ally, personal in-
formation about the war and about the raw material position in
the Far East. According to EHRHARDTes statement, the liquida-
tion of the SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION was, due to obstinacy, rivalry
on the part of the Navy, and passive resistance, so difficult
that he had to travel to Tokyo at the end of 1942 in order to
put through, with the help of his Berlin documents and the assis-
tance of the German Naval Attache VEIVEKER, the recall of SIEFKEN4
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so that the reorganization and partial liquidation of the body
of agents was not completed until the end of January 1943. Also,
according to EISENTRAEGER, all records maintained by SIIMEN were
destroyed by the latter because of his dislike for EISENMAZIGER.
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3. GENERAL SURVEY OF COb1I D ABITHR ORGANIZATION (171-2111kRDT BUREAU1

aS SHANGHAI OFFICES OF T1".2;	 HUITakU. 

On takinE over the SIEFKFAN ORGANIZATION the end of
1942 and beginning of 1943, EHHILLRDT had RUDLOFF in charge of
the Shanghai office which was located in the Defag-Building.
He hired ERICH. KOCI:ER to look after account and financial
matters and assigned his secretary, LISS GERDA KOCILIZ, to
assist him in this work. He transferred FROLL'EL from Columbia
bad, and HANS DETHIEFFS from Peking, where he had been left
in charge temporarily, to the Shanghai Office, in the Defag
Building, in April 1943. He hired mas ADOLF 1„:0SIJ:RG, a .pro-
fessional journalist, to specialize in reports on the Russian
situation. In July 1943 he moved the offices from the Defag
Building to offices Which he had in the meantime procured in
the Consulate.

In Columbia Road cooperating with the Italians, there
were HABENICHT, in charge, PLERSCHEE the photographer, and
WEDEL and HAMANN radio operators. On the fall of Italy in
September 1943, while EHRHARDT was in Japan negotiating D'r
permission to establish his organization an a better working
footing, the Columbia Road staff and equipment were hastily
removed to the offices of the German Radio Attache in Ave.
Petain. Shortly after this, HABENICHT came in touch with a
Greek named. DELETRIOS KYRIAKULIS, mho claimed to have special
access to information and who was taken on at the Ave. Petain
Station, and since he required great secrecy , fOr his activities
the other members of the EHRHARDT BUREAU working there, ISIMEL
and HALVANN were told to take a holiday and stay away from the
Station. KYRIAKULIS was later transferred with the radio
apparatus to the house of E. HEISE in Route Dufour, where he
continued rking and submitting reports to HABENICHT which
he said he had received from mysterious sources on impossible
wave lengths. After complaints had been received from Berlin
as to the inaccuracy of these reports, connection with imukKuus
was broken off and it waL believed by many members of the
EHRHARDT BUREAU that this Mid been a hoax, which, however, took
in both HABENICHT and EERHAADT for a time, as KYRIAKULIS appears
to have been amply paid for his services, and is said to have
become atAh as a result.

In March 1943 EHRHARDT, who was having considerable difficult
with both the German Diplomatic circles and the Japanese, ap-
plied to Berlin for diplomatic protection for himself and the
important members of his staff, and as . a result diplomatic pass-
ports were issued to himself, hOCHER and Miss 'dERTER (LISS GERDA
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KOCHER), and green Duty Pass ports were issued to FUELLKRUG,
put in charge in the meantime in Peking, RUDLOFF and DETTITRFFS.
Later, in the Autumn of 1944, a diplomatic passport was applied
for and received for JO1tAI11T..33 RATHJE who had in the mantine
been employed for the new Ferry Road station, and as second in
command to EHRHARDT.

Having established his diplomatic status, EIL-ZILA.RDT went
to Japan to see what could be done about improving the facilities
for the proper and extensive establishment of his organization.
He remained in Japan for four months in the summer and autumn of •
1943 and succeeded in obtaining 1)er,dission from the Japanese
to establish in the area under the command of the China Army,
and under the control and leadership there of the agency nec-
essary to fulfill his assignment; his request to work in the
area of the KMangtung Army Wanchurial was unconditionally re
fused and he was ordered to transfer Dr. HEISSIG from Hsing-
king. Beginning in October 1943 EHRHARDT had further negotiations
with the Japanese Authorities in China regarding the organiza-
tion and execution of the Tokyo directives giving him permission
to establish his agency in China. These negotiations ended
in January 1944 with the result that Lt. General MATSUI, Chief
of Staff to Okamura (Commanding General of the China Expeditio#ary
Forces) in Nankthg, and Colonel TOGO, Chief of Division II, ga*e.
permission for the establishment of three reporting stations,
a) in Peking, under the leadership and control of Colonel HIKA0A,
Information Officer of the North West Army, b) in Shanghai under
leadership and control of Colonel MORI, Director of thejn-
telligence Section under Kawamoto, who was Head of the Shanghai
Army Bureau, represented by TAKASHIMA, and c) in Canton, under
the guidance and contiol of Colonel OKADA, Director of Strategic
Services of the Southern Are 	 The only information sources
which were permitted mare a) building and use of radio monitor-
ing station, b) press, trade journals, Chamber of Com.erce re-
ports etc., c) use of all reports of the various German groups.
It was required that news important to their war effort should
be reported to the Japanese.

Transmitting sets were not allowed in Shanghai, but it
was later possible to get the Japanese in Canton to agree to
the installation of a transmitter set there Which had direct
contact with both Shanghai and Berlin.

In accordance with the permission obtained from the Jap-
anese, EHRHARDT then established the Peking and Canton offices,
and the Ferry Road station, which was ready to begirt work in
July 1944, where he employed JOHANNES RATHXE as manager, an
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expert on aviation matters, HABENICHT as code expert, PLRSCHKE
as photographer, HERMAN ERNST JAEGER for general office work,
and coding and decoding, and WEDEL and HAillANN, radio operators,
working in cooperation with three Italian operators, GAFFORIO,
MANTUVINI and ROSSI. During the last few months RICHTER was
transferred from Peking to the Ferry Road offices, and G. /MUNN
was employed to assist RATHJE in gathering information on
Aviation matters.

On the collapse of Germany, the Japanese took over the Ferry
Road station and continued to operate it, hiring the three Ital-
ian operators who had been working with the EHRHARDT BUREAU.
The members of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, who had been messing there,
contineud to do so with the permission Of the Japanese, and
EHRHARDT, whose apartment in the Haig Court had been taken over
by the Japanese, too lg up his residence in a part of the build-
ing in Ferry Road.

b. PEKING OFFICES OF THE EHRHARDT JUREAU. 

Upon the dismissal of bIEFKEN, EHRHARDT left DETHT--
in charge of the Peking office, but dismissed EGGERS and Lo,....A.
UIBRICHT was transferred to Shanghai for a later assignment to
Canton. In April 1943, DETHLEFFS was transferred to Shanghai,
and SIEGFRIED FUELLKRUG, who had been in Germany and returned
to China by blockade runner, was put in charge in Peking.
FUELLKRUG had previously been an employee of De:ag, and was
"lent" by them to the Abwehr for the "duration". WALTER RICHTER
was employed to keep the accounts in the office and to prepare
the incoming reports for forwarding to Shanghai.

The establishment of the Peking Office was very long drawn
out and difficult matter due to Japanese opposition, and it was
not until April 1944 that it was possible to commence work.
Finally, after a year of negotiations in which he was greatly
assisted by his knowledge of Japanese, FUELLKRUG suceeded in
coming to an agreement with the Japanese, whereby Col. HIDAKA
Information Officer of the North Itest and his secretary MATSWA,
agreed to give the EHRHARDT BUREAU facilities in the occupied
Italian Navy Station for opening a wireless operating station
for monitoring. The interned Italian operators were released
for this service and EHRHARDT was to supply the clerical and
administrative staff. Telegrams were to be taken in duplicate,
one for the Japanese and one for EHRHARDT, and the main in-
terest was Soviet Russia. FUELLKRUG's efforts to cover Manchuria
were frustrated by the Japanese Authorities in Harbin, and it
was necessary, on orders from the Japanese, to recall the in-
dependent agent., Dr. WALTER HEISSIG, from Hsingking. Dr. HEISSIG 1
took charge of the station in 'the Italian Embassy Compound,

with an as 	 and Russian translator, Mrs. M. MUELLER, and
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made reports to be sent to Shanghai. There were about 14 to
20 Italian wireless operators employed, and the material was
too mudh for Mrs. MUELLER, so another assistant was employed,
a Mr. A. STOCK from Hsingking. The staff was further augmented
by the engagement in July of D. von HANSENANN from Shanghai,
who replaced RICHTER upon the latter's transfer back to Shang-
hai, and in December von MAISCH from Bsingking, was: engaged to
assist in translation work.	 •

The efforts of the Peking office were chiefly directed
towards the northwe6t provinces of China, to obtain informa-
tion about economic conditions there, and exports to Russia.
Further of interest was all available information on Soviet
Russia. Russian stations in Siberia, such as Irkutsk, Yokutsk,
Krasnoyarsk, Vladivostok and Ulanbator were monitored for in-
formation as to troop disposition on the Manchurian border,
harvesting, mining and trade statistics, as well as political
Information on conditions in Mongolia. FUELLECHUG was especially
interested in activities of Russia, England and the United
States, in South China also, as far as could be seen. He
als6 made economic reports and political obserration reports,
as well as reports on the rice harvest in China, ore trans-
ported on the lunghai Railway and from where, how many troops
the Japanese had in North China and where they were stationed,
any details about production in utilities, details about the

41,	

American air force in South China -- latest types of American
planes, guns, etc. -- political developments in North China,
especially the position of Chiang Kai Shek. Russian radio
reports and open telegrams were picked up by the Italian oper-
ators and translated by the Bureati l s staff. A good deal of
information was received from the'japanese, who had the situation
In Manchuria and Inner Mongolia very well covered. Through
his connections with the Japanese FUELLKRUG was able to obtain
Information of great interest to Berlin, such as Russian re-
ports made in Manchuria about American supplies to Vladivostok,
giving valuable details about airplanes haring been sent to
Manchuria, types of planes, etc., also details of imports from
Alaska to Manchuria. From White Russians FUELLKRUG obtained
information regarding troop dispositions in Manchuria, regiments
lying around the border, troops transferred from the Western
Front to Siberia and vice versa, location of Aordromes and
munition factories in Siberia. FUELLKRUG claimed he did not
know the names of the White Russians from whom such information
was obtained. Some of the material was stolen from the Jap-
anese intelligence service, some information had been gathered
In Harbin equally from Japanese agents and by questioning
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nearly every Russian or White Russian who entered or left.
There fere many holes through which neople could enter or
leave. The Saranese in 1:anchuria built up strong shact wave
monitoring stations taking ia teleL;rains, and :Laci many ',I-Lite
Ruians hel:■,ing to decode messa L;es. •

The renorta to Shanghai were augmented by reports received
in the Peking Onice from ifid ••; Tilr:2,In:AUF in Tientsin and p.
- TITI: iiL "poking about agricultural canditiona, and- from
LO}L]NmZEI•T in Peking about coal i-aining conditi ,...ns. As regE.i.rds
the Tress representatives in Peking, the same aorking aa• ree-
ment existed as ia Shanghai, and renorts were received fram
DNB (Dr. 1L;R ril 11ilLLER) and TrEinsocean (Er. 1-ES 1.-.1:IEN).
Friendly relations existed with 6he Nazi organizations with the
exception of the SS, with whose representative (SC•faa:uT alias
JOCCITIll the members of the -1:11RILUDT BUREJ1U , s Peking ' offi ce'
were not even on greeting terms. The relationship with the
SS was thus one of open war, culainated by the striking of
1tIC1-71	 by GILL-L.= SOlitv -LIDT at the Pe:cing Club, and the sub-
sequent removal of SCIE.IDT as SS head in North China. It is
known that the SS made reports on Bureau members from Peking,
accusing • them of inca•apetence.

The Peking Bureau operated directly under the Shanghai
office, a fact which RJEILICRUG attributed to jealousy on the
part of EHRIailDT. All the Bureau reports were handled through
Shanghai, and all finances were drawn from there. The monthly
budget for the Peking Bureau was two thousand marks, with
salaries ranging from 125 to 625 marks, which, however did not
include FLTELLICqUG's salary of 850 marks, which was paid partly
by EMU-LDT and partly by DEFAG, who had "lent" FUELLICRUG for
the "duration". An attempt to establish direct radio contact
with Berlin from Peking v.as squashed by Shanghai and thd Foreign
Office, according to FUELLERUG, who regarded EHRHARDT as in-
competent, insecure and jealous, although they got along well
enough together and the two offices functioned fairly smoothly.

The Bureau' s .relationshi p . with the Japanese was • good, due
largely to the social friendship between FUF-1717UZUG and HIDAICA.
FUELLIMG, who had spent several year's in' Japan, spoke fluent
Japanese and was well acquainted with the Japanese mind. Lost

1of the exchange of information b . tween the Japanese and Germans
were based on this friendship be men FUELLIGZUG and .BIDAKA --
officially German intelligence 1, s ill regarded by the Japanese,
as the Japanese were suspicious of' the Germans, believing them
to be spying on them at every opportunity, a suspicion in which
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the Japanese were undoubtedly justified as one of the German
intelligence objectives in China and lanchuria was collection
of information on the Japanese. The LISSNER affair closed
Yanchuria to open German Intelligence activities and oast a
suspicion on their relationship through all the Far East,
LISSNER finally being accused of selling Japanese information
to the Russians, and being arrested by the Japanese. FUELLKRUG
states that LI3S1ER was representing an intelligence branch of
the LUFTAAITT, in Harbin, and was under the observation of the
SS through'SCHULZ, a fact also adLitted 	 3J11JL.L. In
FUELLEIRUG's opinion, LISSNER was only working with the Russians

• to the extent necessary to his success as an agent for the Ger-
mans --"If you are a secret agent you have to deal with both
sides; to get you must give" -- but was not sufficiently dis-
creet about it, and was caught by the Japanese giving the Rus-
sians information about the Japanese, map materials, etc. Also
his independent attitude got him into the bad-graces of MEISINGER,
who considered him unreliable and figured he was working for
both sides, and also did not like the way he was spending money,
so that although it is not certain that his arrest was actually
instigated by DEISINGER, it is knpwn that MEISINGta questioned
him several times after his arrest by the Japanese, and that
MEISINGER's attitude toward him cannot have doneotherwise than
aggravate the seriousness of his situation, and contribute to
his undoing.

FUELIKRUG stated that the attitude of the Foreign Office
people in Peking towards the work of the Bureau, was One of en-
deavouring to make the Bureau work look ridiculous, but that
they did not exactly interfere because of orders from Berlin,
information from Peking being considered very important. Be- •
cause of the secrecy with which the work and organization of the
Bureau was surrounded, many of the German officials and other
personalities were suspicious of the Bureau and afraid that it
might have something to do with the SS.

The Peking Office of the EHRHARDT BUREAU was closed on May
15, 1945, and all persons were dismissed immediately with a pay-
ment covering threeAlionths t salary. The Japanese took over the
radio station and Mrs. PUET:URR and STOCK continued working for
the Japanese for some time.

C. CANTON OFFICE OF THE EHRHARDT BUREAU.

When permission was obtained from the Japanese Author-
ities to establish a reporting station in Canton, under the guid-
ance and control of Col. OKADA, director of Strategic Services
in south China, HISE (alias Mr.	 OSWAID U1BRICHT, OTTO
FRESE, and HANS HEINE NIE1AAN1 were assigned to operate the sta-
tion, which included a one kilowatt transmitting station. In
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exchange for the right to operate the station the Japanese
were to be supplied with information obtained by monitoring
the ATC broadcasts between India and Kunming, and to have
Japanese intelliance agents attached to the station. HEISE
was in charge of the station, VILbfaChT and NIkLANN were the
operators, while FRESD was cipher man and book kee per. Actual
operation of the station began in July 1944. Operations were
initiated in December 1943, but did not really get under way
until the summer of 1944, and did not reach full scale opera-
tions until autumn 1944. Lessages from Shanghai were transmitted
to Berlin, out =RICHT denies any knowledge of Will' contents,
claiming that they were received from Shanghai in code and not
decoded in the Canton station, a point Which is confirmed also
by FRESE. For a time after the German surrender, the station
continued to monitor American stations in the Pacific on behalf
of the Japanese. It is of interest to note that BEIM had par-
ticulars of the ROBOT planes used by the Americans experimenta
at Rabaul, these partitulars having been received from the
Japanese, who had shot down such a plane. 'Although U1BRICHT
claims that the station was only operated by the Germans up to
Germany's surrender, it is known that it continued to operate
for the Japanese after that time, and it is suspected that it
was still functioning under cover even for a short time after
the Japanese surrender.

Japanese connected with the station were AOYAr.A, WAWA,
SASAKI and LASUDA (an American born Japanese who still claims
American citizenship), as well as Colonel OKUDA. There were
also two Chinese named CHOW SHANG and 6hAli DJk4.100, who assisted
UIBRICHT in charting ATC traffic.

OFFICE HEISE had its headquarters in the German Consulate
Building in Canton until the German sArrender. For purposes of
ostensibly divorcing itself from the German Consulate, it then
moved to premises at 54 Chu KWong Rd., Canton. OFFICE iiiiI6E,waS
headed by ERICH HEISE, alias EX. HEINO, who was chief of an
intelligence network in South China which had direct radio con-
tact with Berlin and Shanghai.

According to a statement made by HEISE his instructions
from Shanghai on opening his Canton office were:

' 1) To take up connections with Berlin and Shanghai by means
of a Radio Sending Station. Sending hours and wave lengths had
to be arranged and Oked by the Japanese authorities, and were
continuously controlled during the sending hours.

2) To establish a listening-in service for collection of
particulars of the USA Air traffic from the United States via
India to China. These were reported every ten days to Shanghai
and a copy handed to the Japanese listening post Which kept up
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the same service. hEISE OFFICE in turn received the Japanese
listening-in re7)orts.

3) To make military surveys of the situation and the
fighting conditions in the sector "South" (South China, Indo

1;urma)0 Berlin was especially interested to hear about
political conditions, the strength of communistic influence
and the HuLsian influence on the Yenan Government., Also ex-
ports of Chinese raw Laterials to RuLsia.

4) If -_-Jossible to buy raw materials by means of the
trade connections of the firm.

5) Other activities according to special instructions
to be given from time to time.

All activities were to be kept as secret as possible. It
was considered advisable also to cultivate friendly relations
between this ]‘ost and the higher Japanese authorities. Hit'
ranking Japanese officers on various occasions inquired ho
could be made possible to get into contact with the Chinese
Government by means of reliable go-betwens either Chinese or
Japanese, to seek for a way to end the war. They made it
clear that under certain circuwstances the Japanese Government
might be willing to accept the Chinese war aims with regard to
l'anchukuo, according to KEISE.

It has also been allek4ed that politically and super-
secretaly, the hEISE OFFICE was endeavouring to compromise
certain Kwangsi generals in order to separate KWangsi from
Chungking agents in the case of a sud-en collapse of Germany
and Japan. Tne untimely and unexpected surrender of Japan
halted these plans.

-After one month of operations the HEISE OFFICE proved to
the Japanese that they had underestimated American and Chinese
air traffice by 305, according to HEISE. HEISE stated that he
knew the call signs and locations of various iirbases. TK was
Kunming. IG was Calcutta, Tetspur, Jorhart. He remembered such
intercepted information as "Plane No. 147 is 100% wet", and
"Plane No. 215 is 50% dry" • -"TK is closed for 2-engined planes",
etc. He had information mihich led hilu to believe that the 14th
Airforce at various times had 500, 529, 600 etc. planes of all
types in China, and said that he knew the numbers and locations
of the various types. He was interested in all particulars of
the Rocket planes and especially in B-24 Radar bombers and in
the methods by which U.S. planes cooperated with submarines in
destroying Japanese shipping off the China Coast. From the
Japanese he had received details concerning the construction and
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operation of the radar-television controlled plane which was
used experimentally in Rabaul, New Britain.

HEISE admitted that he Continued to operate his office in
cooperation with the Japanese until the capitulation of Japan.

4. AIM AND SCOPE AND SOURCE OF INweli.ATION.

The aim and scope of the EBIRE:tRDT 3UREAU was the gathering
and coordination of information from all possible sources on econ-
omic, military and naval matters. According to DETHIEFTS , state-
ment, about 70% of the reports to Berlin concerned the output of
Russian war industry, aricultural output of provinces, fishing,
clothing industry, troop movements, etc., and the rest was about
Chinese affairs, a monthly review of the war situation in the Pacific,
a monthly review of the air war in China, etc. Aside from the mon-
itoring of news broadcasts, ATC re ports (from which statistics
could be compiled of air transport), and messages tranships, eta.
by the stations in Peking, Shanghai and Canton, news copy was received
from the Gernan press agents, for DNB and Transocean. In addition
to this, although EHRHARDT emphatically denies the existence of
any body of agents, which he says was absolutely prohibited by the
Japanese in the arrangement made with them, there were certainly
some cases of information from private individuals who could be
considered as "occasional" agents for EBMBARDT, and particularly
from persons acting as agents for FUELLERUG in Peking.

According to EHRBARDT the EBRHARDT BURK/ar t s service was based
on the %valuation of 1) their radio interception service, the re-
sults of Which proved to be qualitatively and quantitatively the
essential basis of the bureau's activity; 2) press publications, spec-
ialist publications and statistics, which served as filling and 	-
framing material and as check and for statistical files for satis-
fying enquiries from Germany; and 3) the knowledge of local German
organizations and specialists, the results of which were hardly
in proportion to the necessary outlay of time and social obligations
for cultivating such contacts. Also there was a certain amounkof
Japanese information available, but this was mostly coloured
propaganda.

Of chief importance with inithe scope of the EBRBARDT BUREAUfs
mission were the following:

1) Investigation against Far Eastern Soviet Russia, which in
practice made up the major part of the news reports. News details
would first be collected, checked, then classified and condensed
according to general principles. In this respect current orien-
tations were supplied to Berlin which dealt with: the food situa-
tion, transportation problems, manpower supply, industrial situation,
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raw material supply, river and ocean navigation., harbours, goods
turnover, political and organizational problems, as well as °or-
responding projects, new constructions and deficiencies.

2) The observation of the war potential power or weakness
respectively of Japan. This was, EHRHARDT states, the most &if-
ficult . part of his task. Occasionally he succeeded in obtaining
reports throu6h German Specialists, specialists in trahsit and
from rep ort6 of Japanese friends, which contained information
about shipping losses, tonnage bottlenecks, deficiency in iron,
difficulties experienced when reopening East Indian oilwells,
etc., also such subjects as critical analysis of Chinese politics,
deficiencies of organization, etc. On the whole such reports were
poor because these subjects could not be pursued energetically
without endangering the total scope of the BUREAU , s activities,
a reasoning with which Berlin finally concurred.

3) The analysis of the war situation on the Far Eastern
fronts, which took p lace in weekly reports on military and avia-
tion operations. Reports on Naval Operations in the Pacific,
which were also required, could not be handled satisfactorily
for lack of corresponding news and expert analysis thereof.

4) Replies to enquiries from Berlin, which were extremely
varied in nature.

5) Exchange of war news with the Japanese. According to the
arrangement made with the Japanese, the EHRHARDT BUREAU was re-
quired to pass on to them any ibMportant war news. MOSBERG was
therefore ordered to make an extract from the reports to Berlin
suitable for the Japanese, which was transmitted to them weekly.
It soon turned out that the Japanese were not at all interested
in the scope of EHRHARDT's news reports, but wanted only military
or local political reports. For lack of such, they asked EHRHARDT
to submit to them his interpretation of the European situation,
whereupon EHRHARDT gave them a weekly collective survey of this
nature. The Japanese interest in this too gradually subsided, and
these meekly surveys were eventually replaced by ',intercepted,'
Tass news reports.

•	 During the course of practical developments in the collection
of information, it turned out that ...the centre of news reception
particularly of Soviet Russia shifted to the Peking office, under
FUEILKRUG; at the same time, the overall control, statistical and
documentary evaluation, the processing of incoming infoluation and	 10.,

the replies to Berlin enquiries became essentially the main activity

ot the Shanghai office, under RATHXE.
As mentioned in the paragraphs about the OFFICE HEISE, the

chief function of the Canton Office was to keep radio contact with
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Berlin, and to monitor air traffic signals on American and Chinese
planes, "Hump" traffic, etc. Also to keep a watch on political
developments, Russian influence, etc., as well as trade between
China and Russia.

5. 17E`21i0D5 OF COIEUZIC_LLTION.

Lail was sent uy pouch through the Embassy but towards the
end of the war this method of communication became practically im-
possible, as after the closing of the Siberian route all mail had to
go by blockade runner, and much of it was lost in this way, besides
being very slow. The exchange of mail between the China offices of
the organizations was also accomplished by pouch and courier, but
was also very slow and unsatisfactory. For awhile tdpaagrams for
Berlin were sent via Canton, but as EHRHARDT never got the consent
of the Japanese authorities to establish a tranamitting set in
Shanghai, the coded messages had to be sent by pouch to Canton for
forther transmitting from there (where the Japanese were more co-
operative and allowed a transmission set which had direct contact
with Berlin), and as this proved to be very slow, sometimes taking
four weeks to Canton, this method was abandoned and the old way of
sending through the Post Officer colamercial routes was resumed.
Communications could be received in Shanghai from Canton, and there-
fore messages from Berlin were routed in this way.

According to EILTEALDTS I s statement, comiunications were es-
tablished with Berlin by Radio Telegra ph, occasionally by letter
through the Naval Attache at Tokyo by blockade runners, submarines,
etc. (a large part of this type of mail being lost). The bulk of
the EMIR:MT BUREAU's communications was sent through the Embassy
by Postal Radio; occasional telegram were sent through the Embassy's
own special radio; for some short periods the BUREAU succeeded in
maintaining its own radio connection with Germany, through the
Italian Marine transmitter in Peking before the Italian collapse,
and after the establishment of the Canton Office through the trans-
mitter there, (the corresponding connections with Canton being main-
tained by Post Code telegrams or by plane through the Japanese Cour-
ier).

Coding took place in Army Code (the ABICHR t s own private code)
and not in the Foreign Office code used by the EMBASSIES. The pre-
coding was done by RATHZE in Ferry Road and the final coding by
RUDLOFF and his assistants in the offices in the Consulate, accord-
ing to EHRHARDT.

As regards Codes used, for sending urgent messages to Shanghai
each outport had its own code. The coding of messages to Berlin was
done with electric dode machine called the "enigma", for which the
key was changed every day, and was given by Berlin at the end of
each month for the following month. Only two machines of this kind
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RM. 625.00
625.00
550.00
625.00
625.00
450.00

RUDLOFF 	
HABENICHT 	
DETHLEFFS 	
KOCHER 	
GERDA KOCHER
PEERSCHKE 	

(7	
existed and the system was
to DETHIEFF's statement it
one to break messages sent

very complicated, so that, according
would be practically impossible for any-
by this code machine.

6. METHODS OF FINANCING. 

According to ROCHE/Vs statement, the money spent by the
EHRHARDT BUREAU all cone from headquarters in Germany. It was
remitted through the Embassy and was paid to the Reichsmark ac-
count of Eelchers & Co. Accounts were carefully kept and a bal-
ance sheet was made out each month. Expenses were the salaries
of theemployees and all sorts of running expenses such as rents,
telegram expenses, offices expenses, entertainment, etc. The total
amounts came to in 1942 about MI 25,000 per month, which later went
up to RM 35,000 per month, Although one Dilbassy official stated
that the monthly appropriation of funds to the KO amounted to fifty
to sixty thousand marks. The balance sheets were destroyed on the
oapptulation of Germany. !Our months salary was paid to each em-
ployee and the accounts were closed.

Alter it became impossible for the German Government to remit
funds directly to the various diplomatic missions in the Far East,
this was handled through Defag, a subsidiary of I.G. Farbenindustrie
in Germany, who had offices all over Ching, and were abAe by arrange-
ment with their head offices in Germany to cooperate with the Ger-
man Government in making payments to the various embassies and
consulatesin China on their behalf.

A000rding to statements of BUREAU members in Canton, remittance
money to the Far East was made in the so-Called "Frei Reiobsmarks",
and was arranged in China by the Deutsche-Astatische Bank, which ...
had branches in Shanghai, Canton, Hankow, Peiping, Tientsin, Tsing-
tao, Berlin and Tokyo. In China, most payments were made in CRB or
FRB banknotes. These currencies were acquired in exchange for 7ap-
anese Yen from Tokyo out of tremendous Yen credit balances held by
the German Government in Tokyo. There were also "special-funds"
accounts in big German business firms. These accounts were in ,he
form of cash or other assets set aside and earmarked, *Joh could
easily be converted into cash. BUREAU . EHRHARDT in Shanghai had such
drawing accounts in Defag and Bayer. 	 . .

The monthly salaries paid to some of the members of the EHRHARDT
BUREAU were, according to a statement made by Miss GERDA KOCHER as
follows:
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HAEMAN 	
R"FROEMEL 	

650.00RICHTER 	
450.00JAEGER 	
700.00RATHJE 	

IERMANN 	 CRB 60,000.

7, DUTIES Al ACTIVITIES OF PEI-450111:EL LLI-LOYED BY TEE EHREARDT AIREI

a. LT. COL. LUDWIG EISEUTRAECrER. 

LT. COI. LUDWIG EISENTRAEGER, who had been working fbr the
ED in BulEaria, was assigned by the KO to he Far East in June
1942, to arrange for the purchase of essen4ial war materials
for the German Government, and to represen ABAEHR I Wi DD1
the gathering of economic information in thb Far East. In the
end of 1942 he was ordered to take over the SIEFKEN ORGANIZA-
TION, (A.BWEIIR	 - Naval Intelligence) and incorporate it
with his own. EISENTRAEGER did this, and after considerable
negotiating with the Japanese succeeded in establishing an
extensive organization called the EIERLAT RDT BUREAU, which re-
presented bothAB:a12.7Z Wi and ABAEHR I.M., with radio listening-
in stations in Ferry Road, Shanghai, in Canton and in Peking,
and considerable staff in all three places for the purtose of
collecting all possible information on military, naval, aerial,
and economic matters. EISENTRAEGER managed to maintain the
independence of his bureau throughout, although idEI6Ii4U4 and
PUBER both tried to take it over after the SD took over the
ABAHR in Europe; EISENTRAEGER maintained that this was possible
because of the favourable attitude of the Japanese Army to-
wards him, although his relations with the Navy were not so good.

The direct and central place for collection of all in-
coming and outgoing news was EHRHARDT's oifice in the Embassy.
From there he issued orders for investigations and initiated
the sifting and processing of current incoming matter. An
matters of organization and division and distribution of work
in this connection were under EHRBARDT's control, and basic
management, although he made every effort with in the scepe
of his orders and directives to leave the greatest possible in-
itiative and personal responsibility with the managers of the
three offices in the carrying on of their tasks.
b. INGWARD RUDLOFF. 

At the time of SIEFKEN's dismissal and the taking over
of his organization by EHRHARDT, RUDLOFF was in charge of the
Shanghai Office in the Defag Building, WEBER having died and
RICHTER having gone to the hospital with TB. When EHRHARDT



established his Head office in the German Consulate, and the'
offices in the Defag Building were closed, RUDLOFF was noved
to the offices in the Consulate and there took. up the duties
of general office work, supervising inooming and outgoing mes-
sages to Berlin and Peking, registration, bhecking and keeping
a summary of all messages. RUDLOFF was also especially assigned
to the preparation of reports on shipping.

As the German wireless station in Japan was in need of
more personnel, RUDLOFF had the idea of training local young
Gennans who had finished school, as wireless operators.
RUDLOFF trained a first group of ten persons. When the Ferry
Road offices were established, WEDEL took over the training
of the young operators in the Radio School. Further details
of the Radio School are given in a special sub-section devoted
thereto.

ct. ERICH KOCHER. 

On taking over the SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION, EHRHARDT
found that he could not handle the accounting and financial
matters for so extensive an office as it was planned to es-
taplish. Therefore, on the recommendation of his secretary,
Liss GSRDA KOCHER, (who had become friendly with, and had
been adopted by Mx. and Mrs. KOCHER), he employed KOCHER to
take care of all financial matters and accounting connected
with the EHRHARDT BUREAU. KOCHER continued with this work
until 3-line 6, 1945, when he resigned, as he did not wish to
have anything to do with the Japanese Military Authorities to
whom EHRHARDT had to hand over on the capitulation of Germany.

1. MISS GERDA KOCHER. (Formerly, GERDA WERTER)

On first arriving in Shanghai, GkaiDA LOGHER's duties
as EHRHARDT/s secretary were not very arduous, as she had only
to tyre occasional_reports and deliver them to SIEFKEN at the
Consulate. After EHRHARDT took over SIEFKEN's ORGANIZATION,
and her fosterfather, who was employed by EHRHARDT as an
accountant and financial supervisor, needed an assistant, Miss
KOCHER was chiefly occupied in assisting KOCHER with the
financial affairs of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, paying pf salaries,
etc., and only occasionallyllad to act in-a secretarial capa-
city to EERHARDT. During the winter of 1944/45 Miss KOCHER
became ill and was unable to continue with her' duties.
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e. HANS DETHLEFFS. 

When EHRHARDT took over the SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION,
DETNTTIFFS was left in Peking to look after the office and
equipment. In March 1943, FUELIKRUG, who had arrived from
Germany by blockade runner, was put in charge of the Peking
office and in April 1943 DETBIEFFS returned to . Shanghai where
he worked in the EERBARDT office in the DefaeBuilding (moved
to the Consulate in July or August 1943) on coding and de-
coding radio messages, on the coding machine.

f. HERBERT FROETEI.

FROEMEL t s chief duties after EHRHARDT took over the
SIEFKEN ORGANIZATION Were those of messenger boy, delivering
messages back and forth on a bicycle between Columbia Road
and the ofAces in the Consulate.

After the Italian capitulation, these trips were less
frequent, and FROENEL was given English, language press reports
to ranslate into German; also it was his job to go around
and collect the daily reports from DNB, Transocean, and letter,
from other departments of the Embassy and the Consulate, buy
office supplies, pay bills and go to the bank for cash, (from
private accounts of the employees).

HANS ADOLF MOSBERG. 

MOSBERG was an officer in the German army during the
first world war, and after the war continued his interrupted
study of low, specializing in international law, especially
the law of minorities, under Professor Dr. H. KAAUSS, then
one of the loading German experts in International law. In
1925 went to Geneva for a year, and there worked in the seminar
of Prof. BOREL, as well as in the library of the League of
Nations. Through his connection with the League* of Nations and
because of his knowledge of Eastern European countries, he be-
came a newspaperman, connected with the Berliner Boersenzeituag,
From 1926 to 1935 MOSBERG continued his work as a journalist,
attending sessions of the council of the League, and also

•
studying the national minorities problems in the different
countries of Eastern Europe, especially in the Baltic States ani

Poland, and the legal aspects of the Dantzig and Memel question■
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During this period, MDSBERG was also writing and lecturing
at the Koenigsberg university. MOSBERG was friendly with Dr.
RAUSHNING, president of the Dantzig Senate, and was asked by
him to go to Warsaw, which UDSBERG did as representative of
the Press Department of the Dantzig Senate, and at the sane

time, as correspondent of the Berliner Boersenzeitung, switch-
lug later to the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Whichoffered him
better conditions. At the end of 1943, RA U6CHNING , 8 friction
with Hitler and the Nazi Party, finished his career and he
became a political emigrant. MOSBERG was, however, able to
stay on in Warsaw with the influence of other leading officials
of the Senate. In 1936, after the passing of the NUremburg
Laws in 1935, MOSHERG lost his membership in the German journa-
lists association (owing to his Tewish ancestry). However,
through the influence of an important member of the Democratic
Party, a Dr. STEPHAN, MOSBERG was allowed to continue his work
as a kind of free-lance writer, his articles being published in
the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung without a signature. He was
able to retain his German citizenship with the assistance of
old friends from his army days, owing to his excellent record
from the first World War. Be was, however, not comfortable
about the situation, and used his first long leave from the .
D.A.Z. to go to America in 1939 in the hope of getting work
there and having his family join him. He was caught by the war
in America, and remained there to continue a feature service
from New York for the D.A.Z., until finally no further exten-
sions to his visa were granted and he had to leave the United
States before March 31, 1941. While in America, he made several
helpful connections: Mr. LYONS of the American Mercury; Mr.
ENGEIMANN, a free lance refugee journalist; the late dean of
Harvard, Mr. KAEPPML, Chairman of the Intellectual Branch of
the Carnegie Foundation; Mr. ISSAC DON LEVINE, interested in

all Eastern European affairs.
MDSBERG left Los Angeles by the “Nan Marli n , arriving at

Yokohama the beginning of April, 19411 and arrived in Shanghai

from Japan in May of the same year. In Shanghai he reported,
in accordance with the rules, at the German Consulate. A few
weeks later SIEFKEN got in touch with him and told him that an

order had been received from Berlin requiring him to work for
the KD in Shanghai. SIMPKEN told MOSHERG that he would have

nothing to do with himself, but would be working on purely
economic matters for lir. maammyr, who was due to arrive
shortly in Shanghai.
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During the first months after EERHARDT's arrival, EDSBERG
looked through the news in the papers and news services availdi.
to become as well informed as possible about the general and
economical conditions in China. For nearly a year, according
to MOSBrrIG's statement, he did very little except study Chinese
conditions and the Chinese language, giving short re ports oo-
casionally, whenever he found anything interesting in the news.,
At first there wasasmall room in ERHARDTPs offices in the Defag
Building available to 1XSBERG, but on the removal of the ERHARDT
Bureau to the Consulate in Peking Road, 1606BLEq was told that
only persons accredited to the German Embassy would be allowed
to work there, so he continued his work at his home. The first
important work which MDSBERG undertook was in the spring of
1943, when he was given photocopies of an old Russian Atlas,
published under the Czarist . regime, with hundreds of maps of
the economic, geological and climatic details of the different
regions of the Russian empire. The alleged idea was to pre-
pare a new edition of this special atlas, and LOSBERG's assign-
ment was to analyse the whole material, select the most inter-
esting maps and write a condensed explanatory text. In the
summer of 1944, upon the opening of EHRHARDT's office at 225
Ferry Road, MOSBERG was given office speoe there, where his
work was to look carefully through the different news services,
especially Reuter end Tass, through press reports from Allied
correspondents at Chungking, broadcasts from Yenan, and through .
reports from the listening post of the Radio Attache of the
German Embassy which were received every day at Ferry Road. The
most important work which aDSIABG did, however, was on reports
received from the EHRHARDT BUREAU t s own listening post in Pek-
ing, which intercepted open-language Morse messages from Siberia
and the Soviet Pacific Coast. These reports, while individually
unimportant, when taken together and coordinated with all 6ther
available news, gave a very clean picture of the exonomio, so-
cial and transportation situation in that part of the worlds
and it was MOSBERG's task to iand1e all those news items ex-
cept such as concerned aviati ns which were given to HAMM,
and shppings which were given to RUDIOF7.

About twice . a month WISBERG had to write a report about the,
whole situation in the China Theater of war. Once weekly he hadC-+A
to write a digest of the messages which the EHRHARDT BUREAU had
sent to Germany for the Japanese Liaison Officer, Dr. TAKABEEKL.,
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When Germany surrendered on May 9, 1945, the work of the
EHRHARDT BURKAU ceased completely and the Japanese took over
the Ferry Road station. When the Japanese surrendered, NOSBERG
got in touch with the Shanghai representative of the Generalissimo
Etei Shek and made an arrangement with him so that the Chinese
National Government should take over the premises before the
Japanese removed the equipment and installations from the Ferry
Road station.

h. BODO HABENICHT 

When EHRHARDT took over the SIEFHEN ORGANIZATION he made
HABENICHT manager at Columbia Road: In 1943, EHRHARDT went to jape
for several months to negotiate for better cooperation with the
Japanese, and HABENIGHT was left in charge of the Shanghai or-
ganization. During the time EHRHARDT was away, HABENIGHT re-
ceived reports from MOSBERG on Rusdia and from SCHEME (of DNB)
on China, which were passed on to RUDLOFF or DETHLEFFS for coding
and transmission to Berlin.

While EHRHARDT was in Japan, the Italian surrender took plaoe
in September 1943, and HABENIOHT arranged immediately for the
transfer of the radio equipment and listening post, with PECRSCHEE,
WEDEL and HANMANN , to the office of the German Radio Attache in
Avenue Petain, to avoid commandeering by the Japanese.

Also during ERHARDT's absence, HABENICHT was approached by
=mums, who claimed that he had worked for the Italian Naval
Attache. =MISS submitted some astonishing reports on pol-
itical and strategic subjects, which were transmitted to Berlin,
but proved untrue ana aroused caustic replies from Berlin, so
that eventually contact with EaRtIAEUISS was dropped:

Early in 1944, HABENICHT was replaced as manager of the
Shanghai offices by RATHag, and returned to his work on codes.
Upon the opening of the Ferry Road offices in July 1944, HARENICHT
supervised the work of the radio operators there. At this time,
the Japanese became interested in code-messages which were interoep-)
ted from uncontrolled stations in Indo-China, and HABENICHT was
asked to help in breaking these codes. His efforts both in this
connection and with other enemy codes had no result, and he was
given the assignment of reading and reporting on the radio and
telephone traffic between India and Damming, Suifu and Chlingking
of the A/C, these reports being given to RATHM, 'as aviation ex-
pert. HABENICHT's work stopped with the German surrender.
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HEINZ HERBERT PEERSCHKE. 

When EHRHARDT took over the SIEHKEN ORGUIZATION he
kept PEERSCHKE on as expert photographer in the Columbia Road
offiCes, although at first there was very little for him to
do. From the beginning of 1943 to about May or June_of the same
year, PEERSCiJiE was occupied in making enlargements of sections of
Russian maps into which were drawn new railroad systems, in-
dustrial enterprises, crops, mines, etc. (a total of approximately
150 negatives). The finished enlargements were given to MOSBERG
for,his attention. He also made a photostat of a large map,
about 4 1 x 6 1 , received from the Italians; this was a map of
the Soviet Union, printed in Moscow in 1941, showing the different
republics and provinces, roads, oilwells, etc. When the Italian
capitulation came in September 1943, the Columbia Road offices
were swiftly evacuated before the arrival of the Japanese to take'
over. The dark room equipment was stored first in Ave. Petain
in the Radio Attache's premises, and later in HEISE's house in
Route Dufour, and PEERSCHKE was not actively employed from Sept-
ember 1943 until March 1944, although he continued on the payroll
of the EHRBRADT BUREAU, In March 1944, he was told to report
to the offices in the Consulate, where he was given the assign-
ment of working out check statistics reports picked up by radio
on events on the Russian front. He checked copies of these re-
ports with the current news services, evaluating their accuracy
from this comparison, and found them correct on the Whole, though
details were often not accurate and gave rise to suspicions that
there was considerable guessWe'rk in the reports.

In May 1944, EHRHARDT _planned to start up the Ferry Road
offices, and DETHIEFFS was assigned to assist RUDLOFF in having
the necessary repairs and alterations made to the premises in
Ferry Road, which were ready for occupation in July 1944. Here
a dark room was again set up and equipped, and PEERSCHKE was given
the job of copying pictures of planes of belligerent, countries
from different magazines for RATHITE; making enlargements from
films given him by HABENICHT, which seemed to be Chinese codes,
and 14 one case a Dutch code; passport pictures for EHRHARDT
and members of the staff. As he MB not very busy with this • .
work., he also helped in the main offices with coding and decoding
as before.

al■ LOTHAR AMANN. 

At the time of SIEFKEN t s dismissal, HAMANN was working
on the automatic receiver in Columbia Road. He continued work
under,EHRHARDT and when the Columbia Road station had to be
evacuated, he worked for only a very short time until HABENICHT
brought in the Greek, KIRIAKULIS. There was much secrecy re-
quired in this connection, and the other operators of the
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EBIRHARDT BUREAU in Ave. Petain were given a holiday. HAMANN
did not begin work again until the opening of the Ferry Road
offices in July 1944. In Ferry Road BAUMANN was put in charge
of the technical department, where he remained until the col-
lapse of Germany.

k. ARTHUR WEDEL.

At the time of SIEFKEN t s dismissal, WEDEL was working
in the Columbia Road office as radio operator, and continued
his work there until the evacuation of the station to Ave. Petain
on the capitulation of Italy. For a time he reported for duty
in Ave. Petain, but on BABENICHT's employment of KYRIAKULIS
(introduced by BABENICBT under the alias GROSSO), about Whom
there seemed to be considerable secrecy, WEDEL was given a
holiday, Which continued until February 1944 when he made a trip
to Peking with BABENICBT and was left there to assist in the
Peking radio staAion of the EHRHARDT BUREAU. He made good con-
tacts with the Italians and Japanese, but did not get along with
FUEILKRUG, who complained to Shanghai accusing him of interfering
with things out of his proper sphere, fostering dissatisfaction
among the Itlaians and complicating relations between the Jap-
anese and the Germans. Be was therefore sent back to Shanghai
after two weeks, and was ordered by RUDLOFF to take over his
training of young radio operators. This order was countermanded
by HABENICBT, who forbad him to work for RUDLOFF, and When the
Ferry Road station was' started up in July 1944, WEDEL was given
the assignment of listening in on the "Duetscher Soldaten“ Sender
in Calais. The material obtained from-this station MB all in-
tensely anti-Nazi propaganda, and WEDEL was told to drop it and
concentrate on Reuter t s press reports. BABENICHT, who had re-
ceived from MIMI'S a long message purporting to have been
picked up on 28 megacycles at 2 a.m. (Which NIESEL states was an •
absolute impossibility) from Italy, ordered:WE= to try to get
further messages from the same source. 	 DEL stated that due
to a technical difficulty no messages could be received on that
frequency at that time and that the message from KYRIAKULIS must
have been a fake. On the collapse of Germany, vtrim was dis-* 	•
missed with the other employees of the EBBBARDT BUREAU . , but was
asked to continue working at the station under the Japanese,
whivh he, howevee, refused to do. While in Ferry Road, vora.
took over the training of German youth as wireless operators,
(Radio School), and trained FREYGANG, AMY, IAUTENSOBIAGER
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and GLATZEL; the first three went to Peking and GLATZEL was
supposed to go to Canton, but the German capitulation intervened.

1. JOHANNES HEINRICH RATHJE. 

On February 8, 1944, RATHXE, who had been previously
employed by the Lufthansa, piloting planes in Europe and. in
China, was ordered by the "Wehroewirkskommando Ausland" in
Berlin to report on all matters concerning aviation for the
Kriegs-organization under Er. :EHRHARDT in his office in the
German Embassy in Shanghai. His salary was fixed at RM700
LI addition to the RM300 per month he had been receiving as
subsistence money from the Lufthansa.

As a foundation for his reports about air-warfare in the
Far East and the Pacific, RATHJE kep a journal about all Allied
and Japanese broadcasts and newspaper reports available to him:
number of planes in an attack, number brought down, reports about
new planes, new arms, technical data and changes in command,
etc. From this journal he made monthly reports, in addition to
which his duties included the assembling into cable of incoming
reports fram Canton and Peiping. Beside the reports from Canton,
which included results of listening in to Pacific War front
news and statistics on airtransports flying to China obtained
from intercepting reports, RATHJE used information obtained by
the listening station in Shanghai in Ferry Road, as well as
reports from Reuter, Tass, Domei and other press agencies. The
station in Ferry Road occasionally interecepted communications
of airtransport and combat planes, also.

The end of July and beginning of August 1944, RAM'S made
a trip to Hongkong and Canton, with a view to inspecting the
transmitter station in Canton, which was not functioning satis-

factorily. In February 1945, he made a trip to Nanking in'con-
nection with oil stocks of the German Embassy, and prices there-
of.

When RATE was first hired by EHRHARDT, HABENICHT was
second in command underEBEHAfDT in Shanghai, but was then re-
turned to his Work on codes, end. RAM'S put in charge. RATHIE
became manager of therFerry Road offices in their establishment,
and remained in charge there until the capitulation of Germany.

Be Was described as the "Executive Officer“ by EHRHARDT.

116 HERMAN ERNST JAEGER. 

JAEGER who had been in business in Manila, and was caught'
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on hid way home to Germany in Shanghai by the outbreak of the
was employed by EHRHARDT in his ofrioes at the

Russ ian war,
Consulate on the recommendation of HABEITICHT, for, typing letters,

translating reports (GERMAN-ENGLISH and vice versa), and look-
ing through radio reports from Reuters with regard to events in
the Far Eastern theater of war, and especially for anything in
the industrial and economic sphere. When the Ferry Road offices
were eatablished , JAEGER was transferred thereto, and given

of the house arrangements, stationery, and also of thecharge
mess which had been established there for the EHRHARDT BUREAU

employees. In Fdrry Road he also took dictation from RATIITE,

coded arid decoded messages exchanged with Canton, and coded mes-
sages to Berlin.

-
Re GUSTAV PAUL GERHARD HERAviANN.

In August 1942, EHRHARDT got in touch with HERMANN, who•

bad been sending reports on industrial and economic donditions in
Shanghai to a Dr. MAUS= in Germany under a promise made to
KLAUSSEN in return for help received in getting out of Germany.

IIHRHARDT said that he had received orders from Germany to pay
EXTIMMANN RU2000. On several occasions thereafter, he received

money from EHRHARDT, and finally in October 1944, took a regular
Job under RATHJE in the EHRHARDT BUREAU f s Ferry Road offices,

'marking on Aerial activity in China, Japanese as well as Allied.
110 Continued to work for the EHRHARDT BUREAU until the capitula-

tion of Germany.

At the time ofj5IEFKEN ts dismissal, RICHTER was ill in the
tal and was sent to Peking to recuperate. In the autumn of
4 114 was employed by EHRHARDT to work under FUELLKRUG in the

office. There he was in charge of the bookkeeping, and

ppared reports for forwarding to Shanghai. The Peking
CI EHRHARDT were on very bad terms with the Gestapo agentz, f
ISOMMDT alias JOOCHEIM, and after a dispute between SCHMIDT

.,a 4 . wA:.which ended in a brawl, RICHTER was recalled to
• in January 1945, where he worked under RATHJE in the
"Road office. There he made an index for reference purposes

•legrams sent to Berlin since June 1944, and helped in
ilegrams to Canton.
14-
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DIMITRIOS KYRIAKULIS. 

DIMITRIOS KYRIAKULIS, alias KROSS, called also GROESSE
by members of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, was of Greek birth but with
Italian passport, obtained from the Italians when doing press
and propaganda work for them in Abbysinnia. After his arrival
in Shanghai in 1939, KYRIAKULIS did interception work for the
Italians, and after the fall of Italy in September 1943, be-
came connected with the EHRHARDT BUREAU through ii,di-Zi4ICHT. He
claimed to have special access to information, and was taken on
at Ave. Petain station. The whole matter being handled with
great secrecy, and the other members of the Bureau (WEDEL and
HAMMANNO working there being given a "holiday ,' to keep them
away from him. He and his radio apparatus were later trans-
ferred to the house of HEISE in Route Dufour, where he con-
tinued working, still with great secrecy surrounding his h*it■..,
ivities. KYRIAKULIS claims that this was all a hoax, and that
he held the position with the EHRHARDT BUREAU for monitoring
work, only by pretending to have in portant Allied codes and
contacts, and by pretending to intereept Allied messages and
submitting fictitious reports thereon. This is supported by
statements made by other members of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, wPc
relate that KYRIAKULIS claimed to have received his information
over absolutely impossible wave lengths, and that complaints
were constantly received from Berlin about the inaccuracy of
the reports which originated with KYRIAKULIS. RABENICHT, who
was the introducer and strongest, supporter of KYRIAKUIIS, and
who arranged for him to work under the closest possible cover
while associated with the Bureau, states that he belieyes
KYRIAKULIS "acted in good faith" but was duped by his informers,
thus admitting that he had been foreed to come to the conclusion
that a fraud had been perpetrated through laRIAKULIS.

SIGFRIED FUELLKRUG. 

FUELLKRUG, who had been an employee of Defag, went
by blockade runner to Germany in 1941, together with eleven
other members of the German Community who were destined for
service in the Wehrmacht. He was returned to China again id.,
blockade runner, in 1943 and announced on arrival that he woule
not return to Defag but would be working for the German govern-
ment. About ten days later he left for Peking after stating
that he "had attempted to showy some of the others who went to
Germany with him, how "they could get sent back to China",
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by working for the "German Government". He was engaged by
EHRHARDT in Larch 1943 to take charge . of the Peking office or
the EERI1ARDT BUREAU. It is reasonably certain that FUELLKRUG
employed undercover agents, as according to RICh.T1!;10	 -s state
ment, there was a Chinese agent fro:a whom FUELLICRUG_received
information, and there were regular items in the accounts of
the Peking office si;ned by FULTJ':RUG and entered as “for
information received". FUELLYRUG had worked for Defag in
Japan and waE thus conversant both with Japanese cuStOmis and
ways, and with the lancuce, wi ,.ich it is believed was the
final decidinc factor in is ultimate success in obtaining
the cooperation of the Ja panese in Eorth China and their per-
mission to reo-oen the Italian Eaval radio station in Peking
for the joint use of the MIRHARDT BUREAU and the Japanese.

I. 	 DR. VLILLTER EEISSIG.

Dr.	 who bad been an independent agent in
Esingking for :LE21. , was transferred frola lisinGking on the
order of the Japanese Authorities, and put in charge of radio
reception in Peking when the Japanese finally allowed EHRHARDT
to take over the Italian Radio station there, with from four-
teen to twenty Italian operators working under him. HEISSIG
arrived in Peking in October, 1943. It was his duty to compile
hyDothetical reorts on the econo lie social and daily conditions
in Siberia and Central 4:Lsia, based on Russian news and open
telegrams, which were picked up by the Italian operators. His
re2,01-ts were delivered to FUELLKRUG in the German Embassy and
sent by him to EHREA2DT in Shanghai. HEIbbIG had also to watoh
the political conditions in all Mongol districts, based on
various press reports. his work for the AEZER ceased on the
capitulation of Germany and the closing of FUELLLRUG's offices
in May, 1945. From October 1945, HEISSIG has been lecturing in
the FUJEU University in Peking, on Mongol history and literature.

• Z.B.V. VON 1WiSEVI1'1. 

FIALLa,:auai. had been an employee of . Jebsen & Co., a
Danish firm, having been first engaged b; them in Canton in
1935, transferred to Hongkong in . 1937, and to Shanghai on the
outbreak of the European wur in 1939. Ho made a trip on leave
to Gemany in 1941, and returned to Shanghai via Siberia just
before the Russians entered the war. HANSELANN was employed by
EISErTRAEGER and worked in the Peking Station from the autumn
of 1944 until the office was closed in May 1945, when he
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rejoined his old firm of Jebsen a Co. His work for FIT2LLYITUG
was clerical work in the office, accountin, clipping newitpaper
cuttings and extracts and suunaries from radio-reports and the
Chinese press on the Chinese Cohnaunists, conditiuns in Sinkiang
and rural conditions in 1Torth China. It was also his duty to
prepare and arrange Chinese dinners and other fol-ras of entertain-

ment which La-. FI7ELLICIZUG had to give to Japanose officials.

• ERS. L. iaiELLI!.R. 

Mrs. EUELLZR was born in Urga of Russian parents. She

married a German dealer in semi-precious stones in 1930, and was
in Germany in 2.36, 1938 and 1940 for vacations with her husband.
Her husband returned to Germany on a business trip in 1941 and
was caught there by the war. In 1944, 'Iris. LITEILER accepted
FUELLKRUG's offer of work under EEISSIG as a translator, and
continued work for his office until it closed in Lay 1945, after
which she worked until the end of July with 1:r. A. STOCK, for the
Japanese, who had taken over the station.

U. A. STOCK.

A. STOCK was born in Harbin in 1924, of an Austrian
father and Latvian mother, and was brought up and educated in
Harbin. On completing his education, he joined his father, who
had in the meantime moved to Hsingking (where his mother died in
1938), and worked at various small clerical jobs, doing Russian
translation work for DNB and giving Russian lessons. In August
1944, he was employed by FUELLKRUG to assist Ml's. EUELLER in the
translation work of the Peking Office of the EHRHARDT BUREAU,
was working there at the time of the German capitulation in Lay,
and continued work for the Japanese who took over the station at
that time until the end of July.

v. A. VON RAISCH.

A. VON FAIscH was en$aged as a translator for the
EHRHARDT BUREAU in December 1944, and worked for the Bureau until
it was closed in May 1945.

,31R10HMISE.

HEISE served in the first world war, and resigned from
the German Army in 1920 with the rank of Captain. After that
he did agricultural work for a tine and busied himself with poli-
tical activities working for the independence of Hanover 'ram the
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government of Prussia. In 1928, he joined the BAUER mission
to China. He arrived in Nanking in 1928 and from that time
has acted as military adviser to various Chinese governments,
in Nanking and in Kvil1n, as well as working with AMANN, ad-
visor to T. V. SOONG for many years. He also worked in 1940
for the British intelligence, in giving them (J. COOK), information
about the NAP and their secret organizations, war preparations,
trade, eta., continuing his cooperation with COOK until the lat-
ter was interned in 1942. He also cooperated with Chungking
agents in Shanghai, a Mr. HU, Mr. CHEN, and Er. HWONG being men-
tioned by him in this connection. It is believed that ITRTsE waz
actually anti-Nazi, and that his work for the German intelligenoe
was prompted mainly by his having fallen into dire financial s.d.raits
and being in urgent need of money.

He Was engaged by EHRHAR)T in Shanghai in the autumn of 1g43.
to take charge of the listening post which the EHRHARDT BUREAU
proposed to establish in Canton. His house in Route Dufour in
Shanghai bad been used to house the reception equipment for the
use of KNRIAKUIIS on its transfer from the listening post in Ave.
Petain. HEISE was considered an authority of military matters in
China, and is alleged to have worked, during his stay in Canton in
charge of the AMEHR Work there, for a separate peace between the
Japanese and the EVangsi generals. He continued operating his
office in Canton after the surrender of Germany, in cooperation
with the Japanese.

x. OTTO Mt:SE. 

OTTO FRESH claims that he was not a Nazi., but through.
his connections with HEISE in the business firm of Feld & Co.,
for which both of them had worked, he became connected against
his will with the Canton office of the EHRHARDT BUREAU. He gave
considerable information about the HEISE OFFICE in Canton and its
personnel. FREE was first under orders from NAND, from June
to October 1943, who instructed him to gather information about all
types of aeroplanes used in KANTingsi, new types of machines, es-
pecially news about new tupes of engines, log-books, and day-
books of the pilots, conditions Of roads and air-fields, types
and numbers of heavy and light trucks available, new kinds of
ammunition, especially bombs and the machinery on aeroplanes to
throw the bombs. He tried without result to contact various
Chinese friends, until finally one Chinese friend arrived from
Kvireilin to order spare parts for Bosch trucks, and FESSE managed

to get some information from him about 00 airforce, Americans he
had seen in nangsii conditions of the roads, etc., which he
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forwarded in a letter to LAND —through the Japanese Navy in
Shameen. In October, TAKASHIMA arrived in Canton 'Aith a letter
from HEISE asking FRESH to assist TAKASHIMA in various personal
ways. Through TAKAHIMA FRESE met another Japanese, hr.
to whom he was asked to give German conversation lessons. In
December 1943, HEISE, himself, arrived in Canton, and FRESE
was informed that MAND's work was no longer of any interest,
but that Feld & Co. would try to do some business with the in-
terior in ores, etc., and that a receivin6 station would be
erected in Canton, and F.-ESE should assist in finding premises
for same. When the premises weft decided on, one house in
Pak-Hok-Tung and another in Shameen, re.e1SE was given the job
of having them put in order and renovated. After the receiving
Station was established and ULBRICHT began to receive messages, it
was FRESE's duty to translate the messages into German, to be
sent to Shanghai. When the transmitter set was installed, rAESEls
work was extended to include the job of checking telegrams made
out by HEISE. Later he took over the coding and decoding of the
telegrams, as well as the filing and the bookkeeping in the office,
on December 1st, 1944. nit:SE stopped work for the HEISE OFFICE
on May 1, 1945.

z. 0. ULBRICHT. 

ULBRICHT who had been engaged as a wireless mechanic by
.SIEFEEN, was kept on by EHRHARDT and sent to Canton when the
ZARHARDT BUREAU opened their station there in 1944 9 as he had
when first working for SIEFKEN learned wireless reception and
become an all round radio expert. He is said by HAMANN to have
been a hard worker and ambitious. UIBRICHT was transferred to
Canton in February 1944 to set up and operate the Canton station
under HEISE's supervision.

z. NIEMANN. 

N1ELANN was a wireless operator from a blockade runner
(Capt. BORNSCHEIN) which had been sunk, and was engaged by
EHRHARDT in September 1944 to assist ULBRICHT in Canton. He
arrived in China in 1942, and had previously been a .radio opera-
tor on a pocket battleship, according to a report reOeived from
Canton.

a l . HAJINU 1.;ASUDA.

HAZINU MASUDA, an American born Japanese, Who still cliims
U.S. citizenship, and who had been traveling freely between Lay
1941 and October 1942 with a Korean road show (as saxophonist)
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which toured Korea, Manchuria and Northern China, joined the
Japanese army in December 1943, in Nagoya. In January 1944, he
left from Noji in convoy, via Okinawa, Formosa and Kowloon
(Hongkong), arriving eventually at a trqining station about six-
ty miles froLa Canton, where he trained for six months, finishing
his basic training in July 1944. In September 1944, he was told
to rev)ort for duty as an,interpreter for Col. OKAD1t, but on reach-
ing Canton was directed to reort to Lt. A...IA:Y.:ALA. He ;was then put
to work in the OFJICE 1=5E, together with 'SASAKI, a German in-
terpreter, WADA, a radio man, and NUNOME, under the orders of
NITTA Of the main office of Japanese Intellic;ence in Hankow.
ULBRICHT and NITTA informed NASUDA that he would have to learn the
phonetic alphabet, and that he would be taking down every wore
that was heard on the monitored broadcasts of the American and
Chinese Airforces. He listened mostly to the Air-Ground conver-
sations of take-off and landing times, and plane numbers. The
only personal contact EASUDA had with HEISE was when on a few
occasions the Japanese staff was invited to his house for tea.
After the collapse of Germany, NASUDA was told to begin listenirR
in on 2730 kilocycles to pick LID all Naval broadcasts off the
Philippines and to take down all information of floating docks,
damaged ships, etc. He was ordered by the headquarters of the
Japanese Telegraphy Intelligence, who were directing this oper-
ation, to move u7; and down the dial listening to other frequencies,
but was later told to abandon this and stick to 2730 Kc. He con-
tinued his work for the OFFICE HEISE until the Japanese capitula-
tion, when he went into hidin_: for some time, but was finally
located and interviewed in Canton, as a result of his application
for employment with ATC in Canton.

V.. SUNDRY i,GMITS EMPLOYED BY AND OTHIP.R PERSONS HELPFUL TO -EHRHARDT.

EHRHARDT claims that his bureau did not make use of under-
cover agents for obtaining information. He admits, however, having
used a certain German Russian named V. HEYKING, now dead, with
instructions to listen to and observe the Soviet Russian circles
in Shanghai. This man's reports were useful in the beginning,
according to EHRHARDT's statement, but lost value and he was later
dismissed and compensated, and at his wish received German citizen-
shin through the recommendation of EHRHARDT. Other persons reputed
to be his agents were only hired by him to work under HUBER in the
ABTIHR III, which EHRHARDT states was started by him as a "tactical
manoeuver" to satisfy the demands of the SS for interference and
supervision of KO activities.

•
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One source stat-23 that -;2;,:-.111 tvit was . heard to say, on one
occasion, that a Prof. i.50 .-r-Lk1 was workinE as an informer for
him, and that Jews v.oild d o anythinc for money. ]30EI-a.i is
Czechoslovakian.

Accordinc, to a statement made by Consul	 of
Tientsin, a certain Hrs. ETA.J:SS7]1"., Danish, froraShanc-,Ilai,
was very friendly	 travelled to pe!d_nc, in the
summer of 19 ,L4 ith hiL, and ,../as be...ieved to be v.orkinL; for
him.

It is reaonably certain that ZU - -1-11.1-;EUG, head of Eid111-DTis
Poking office, did efaploy agents, as accordinu to a statement
made by '.;ALTER aic=m, regular entries were made in the Peking
Office accounts by FUEILERUG for "information received". FUELLKRU
however, denies this.

According to RICHTER, a certain Chinese, name unknown, reg-
ularly supplied FUELLKRUG with information. According to WEIDE-
ITAITIT's -statement, 1-1j-LAMIUS, the representative of I. G. Farbenin-
dustrie ja Peking, was closely connected with FUELLYRUG.

Other tersons mentioned by  'aEIDEIIAIY as probably working for
the EImIIARDT BUREAU were GIESENEARHEN, IVAR LISSNER (denied by
both . EHRHARDT and SIEFKEN), SCHIEBAJEGGE and LORENZEN, the last
df Wham WEIDEMANN refers to as an agent for FUELLKRUG.

8. THE RADIO SCHOOL. 

Early in 1943, RUDLOFF suggested starting a school for the
training of German youths for service as radio o perators, which were
much needed by the German Navy in Tokyo. The volunteers for this
course were given training in receiving and transmitting Morse Code,
and technical training on radio equipment.

A first group of ten operators trained by RUDIOFF were ROLF
DIETER IAUTENSCHLAGER, GERHARD FRANZ, HERNANN FLOECK, HEIMUT SIKMBSEN,
GEORGE IMMIG HEISE (the son of ERICH HEISE), FRIDOLIN IRXMAYER,
HERBERT NOHREAENER, GILRERT FINDORFF, EXINGER, and HANS ULLRICH
and they left Shanghai in November 1943, travelled by way of Tientsin
to Yokohama, and boarded a blockade runner for shi pment to destinations
unknown. Members of their families believe that they were sent to
the Netherlands East Indies, but some people expressed the opinion that
they actually reached Germany. 	 4

When the Ferry Road offices o the EHRHARDT BUREAU were establish-
ed, WEDEL took over the training, and a second group was sent to Japan.
This second group, numbering seven persons,. KARL 	 HARALD
IUEHR, JOACHIM FRANZ, GERRIT KRELING, HENNING KRELIrG, RONALD DOHSE,
HEINZ OTTO HACIGIACK, left Shanghai early in January 1945, and pro-
ceeded to Yokohama, where they were transferred to the Japanese Navy
for service as wireless operators engaged in weather reporting.
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The third group was scheduled to leave Shanghai early in May,
but only got as far as Peking when hostilities ended in Europe.
This group consisted of ASMIE, FREIGANG, LAUTENSCHIAGER, who went
to Peking,. and GLATZEL, who was destined for seryide in Canton, but
never left Shanghai.

9. RELATIONS OF THE EHRHARDT BUREAU WITH OTHER ORG;C:IZATIJN3. 

a. WITH THE DIPLOMATIC BODIES. 

EHRHARDT's relations with the Embassy and Consulate
officials continued to be somewhat strained, (though not so
much so as those of SIMON), not apparently because of any pergonal
antagonism, but because of the Embassy's disapproval of the
uation where messages could be sent through them in a code Whiah
they could not decipher. EHRHARDT was later required to pre-
sent copies of his reports to the Ambassador or to his Charge
d'Affaires, usually senior Consul STOLLER, but his activities
continued to be independent of the Embassy, and there existed,
acCording to EHRHARDT's statement, considerable tension in the
relationship between the Embassy and the K.O., as the former
considered the activities of the latter an uncontrollable and
inconvenient competition.

b. WITH TEE SS. 

According to the statements of the Various members of
the EHRHARDT BUREAU, relations with the SS were not cordial. The
only member of the Bureau who had any friendly relations with any -
member of the SS was HABENICHT, who was a personal friend of HUBER.

RUDLOFF States that the relations between the EHRHARDT BUREAU -
and the SS were usually strained. At the time when KABNER was
the locql SS Chief, this organization made persistent enquiries
into the private lives of the KO members, causing a profound per-
sonal and professional antipathy. In 1943, HUBER replaced KAHNER
in Shanghai, and the cooperation which HUBER tried to establish
was refused by EHRHARDT on account of the entirely different tasks,
of the two organizations. HUBER's efforts to obtain an order
from Berlin for a fusion of the tilo organizations and elimination
of EHRHARDT did not succeed.	 •

EHRHARDT states that after the plot on Hitler's ldfe on ZUMA

20 1944, SS pressure on him to force his cooperation . with them
was increased and developed into a planned campaign of all party
circles with the object of his deposition, but EHRHARDT was More
than ever determined not to give in, but to maintain the indnend-
emme Of his organization from HUBER and NEISINGER, although
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Europe the SS had assumed complete control of the ABWEHR. At •
this time, ERHARDT further states, the matter was complicated
by the fact that the Japanese got information of these internal
intrigues among the Germans, and EHRHARDT's friends in the Jap-
anese Army got so worked up about the attacks on him that he had
considerable trouble to restrain them from independent action
against the slanderers, which could have been used by the SS
for justified accusations against EHRHARDT of di4oyalty to the
German Government. According to EHRHARDT it was only due to
the friendship of the Japanese Army and the stand which they
took that he was able to keep his organization running independen
tly of HUBER and MEISINGER in spite of all their efforts to take
it over.

c. WITH THE ITALIANS. 

Relations with the Italians started by SIEFKEN con-
tinued cooperative until the 'collapse of Italy in September 1943.
Furthermore, when permission was obtained from the Japanese for
the EHRHARDT BUREAU to reopen the Itlaian Naval Station in Peking,
14 or 20 Italian operators were released from internment to oper-
ate the station under EHRHARDT.

. d. WITH THE JAPANESE. 

According to a statement made by NOSBERG, there was
mostly bitter feeling as far as the Navy was concerned, and they
did everything possible to hinder the activities of the EHRHARDT
BUREAU. Although the Army was more cooperative, it was not as
-helpful as might have been expected from an allied power -- per-
mission to establish a transmitting station for direct commun-
ication from Shanghai to Berlin was consistently refused.

EHRHARDT states that to start with it was very difficult to
establish contacts with the J-apanese or inspire any confidence
in them. The relations between the Tapanese and the Germans in
Shanghai were tense, and the former suspected the latter, with
some justification, of being pro-Chungking. SIETE= and his
organization were in great disfavour with VA() Zapanese, except
for his contact with Commander OTANI, of the Naval Landing Party,
which was chiefly of personal benefit to OTANI, through the servici
of LAND. Alter EHRHARDT's discovery of NAND's misdealings and
his consequent dismissal of hint, OTANI was very embittered against
the EHRHARDT BUREAU, and it was newer possible after that to
make any kind of friendly contact with any branch of the Zapanese
Navy. However, this short contact with the Navy welts sufficient
at first to block any possible contacts with the Army, as the
internal rivalry and jealousy between the Zapanese Army and Navy
factions bordered enmity. In the end, it was possible, through
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an official visit of HIDAKA from Peking to Shanghai, with a
recommendation of EHRHARDT from a mutual friend in Peking, to
establish friendly relations with Major General . KAWAMOTO, and
Dr. TAKASEIMA. Introductions from these people to the Japanese
authorities in Tokyo, together with EHRHARDT's appointment by
the German Government to displmatic status, finally resulted in
a working arrangement being established for , the EBREARDT BUREAU,
and the friendship of the various Japanese Army Officials con-
tacted by EHRHARDT in this connection enabled him finally to
prevent absorption by the SS of his organization, although the
friendship was never sufficient to give EHRHARDT all the facili-
ties for transmission of messages to Berlin and freedom of action
in China that he would have liked. In Canton, the HEISE OFFICE
cooperated with the Japanese, having Japanese intelligence agents
attached to their office, and actually continuing work under the
Japanese after Germanys surrender.

IV. ABAEHR III (COUNTERESPIONAGE)

AA will have been seen from the foregoing' sections ofthia
report, EIMHAMDT (Lt. Col. EISENTRAEGER) made determined and suo-
cessful efforts to keep his Bureau, representing ABWEHR I (WI & NO
independent of both diplomatic and SS supervision and control.
However, in December 1944, EHRHARDT received orders from Berlin to
take up collaboration with the Police Attache (HUBER) in connection
with the inauguration of an ABWEHR III (Counterespionage) section
in China, for which purpose an additional RM 5000 per month was
put at his disposal.

After his return the end of December 1944 from Tokyo, where
he had been negotiating for the taking over of full control of tneT
EHRHARDT BURRAU, but without success, HUBER called on EHRHARDT
(according to EHRHARDT for the first time in several years) and
made an explanation of his attitude in a "relatively decent =A
straightforward manner“. Be explained that he had been in Tokyo to•
take part in a conference on the subject of*EHRHARDT t s deposition'
and the taking over of his bureau (the RAO by the sp. He had
found that most of the accusations against EHRHARDT were wunfounded".
sincerely regretted having participated in this action and tendered,
his Official apologies. On the other hand, he expressed the hope that,:
it would be possible in the future to arrive at the collaboration-
which was urgently desired by the home country, and Which was a de- •
mand of necessity considering the war situation.

EHRHARDT replied that he , had in the meantime for the first time
received corresponding orders from his superiors in Germany and was .11



Cnow fully prepared for complete cooperation wherever practical.
TAKASHIEA, who had already been contacted by HUBER in this connect-

ion, EIIRHALDT, IlUBT'R and finally MARES had a number of conferences,

and 1aTT 71/ suLeFted that mimuur should organize a section III to
be addedtp the KO office in Ferry Road, which would coonerate closely
with the SS. '2211-UIPCOT objected to this on the grounds that he knew
nothing about the scone and activities of area III, haying never
had any contact therewith, and that such an additional organization
to the KO or even the mere utilization of their office space was out
of the question and would lead to nothLig but trouble. Dr. TAKASHIMA
concurred with this refusal on EHRHARDT's part, although he strongly
welcomed and suported the idea of intensified anti-espionage work,
in ' nrinciple. EHRHARDT insisted that a new separte organization should
be created, to be led and developed quite independently from the KO,
by experts in the new field of endeavour. EEREARDT insisted that
his own part in the new organization would have to be limited to oc-
casional adgice and financial support up to RE: 5000 peNmonth, and sug-
gested that as he and his own staff were already fully occupied,
MARES should be entrusted with the task of setting up the new organiza-
tion. EHRHARDT further recommended FRIES as an assistant to MARES.
A Mx. LUDERS was engaged as cashier. EHRHARDT states that he took no
further interest in the new organization after these establishment
of negotiations, having reported to. Berlin that the "ordered collabor-
ation between III and Gestapo was initiated and was being taken care
of by MARES under the direction of the Police Attache". EHRHARDT
states that as far as he was aware, the only practical achievement
of the new organization was in connection with the activities of a
certain RIVA KAUFMANN, a Bolshevist agent, the suppression of which
both HUBER and TAKASHIMA were very pleased. This result was achieved'
through a French confidential agent recommended by RUDLOFF, who had
received language lessons from him.

According to EHRHARDT, the activities of MARES and his assistants
could not be construed as a staff of agents for the KO, as the es-
tablishment of the AMEHR III was purely a "tactical manoevuer, and
organizational compromise with the Gestapo", which could not have
been completed in a way more favourable to prevention of the intrusion
and influence of the Gestapo in the working of the KO, and utilized
and "guided HUBER's ambitions add craving for importance into the
most harmless channels". The p4rticipation of the KO in AB;IEHR III
consisted only of a financial share, which might be considered a
minimum concession to the Berlin directives. Even EHRHARDT t s &Lig-
gestion in personnel matters were essentially anticipatory security
measures and the men engaged could be counted on not to interfere with
EHRHARDT or MARES because of favours performed by EHRHARDT in assis-
ting him in the transfer of money to Germany, and FRIES because of
hie previous connection with the SIEFKEN organization.

Col. EISENTRAEGER is the only ABWEHR representative who had ad-
mitted the existence of such an organization in China as ABWEHR III.
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(77 H. H. H. FRIES, whom EISENTRAEGER said he employed in ABWEHR III,
claims that he never heard of such an organization as AB■ZEHR III,
and never under any circumstances worked for EISENTRAEGER. He
advised that in the early part of 1945, he met EISENTRAEGER on the
street, and the latter told him that he might .have . a job for him.
No further contact was made with him by EISENTRAEGER in this matter.
Investigation of FRIES tends to verify this statement.

E. 0 TILER AIIIEHR REPRESENTATIVES IN CI 'INA . 

In aduition to agents of SIEFKEN's organization and the FaTawma,
BUREAU, there were other .A13 -.M1 representatives in China during the
war, some of themes active agents and others who had worked for the
ABAEIER in other. countries.

a. WOLF SCHENKE. 

In 1941, WOLF SCHENKE arrived in Shanghai as a prepresentative
of DNB. SCHENKE Was, however, also a representative of the ABIEHR
and had his own code for use in sending information to Germany. Lt.
Col. EISENTRAEGER, head of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, considered SCHEME -
the obvious exponent of systematic investigation against Chungking.
EHRHARDT advised that on his arrival in Shanghai he was instructed
by Berlin to pay certain money to SCHENKE and to transmit his tele,.
grams, which were in a code unknown to EHRHARDT, to Berlin, Colonel
LEISINGER, head of the SS in the Far East, was also interested in
obtaining information regarding the Chungking Government from SCHENKE.
SCHEME was the author of several strongly anti-Japanese articles
in Chungking, and wax believed by the Japanese to be a spy against
them.

FUEILKRUG, head of the EHRHARDT BUREAU'S Peking Office, has
verified SCHENKE's connections with the ABWEHR and further indicated
that relations between EISENTRAEGER and LSCHENNR were not good, and
that EISENTRAEGER tried to have SCHEME recalled to Germany, bat
without success as Berlin considered SCHEME a very able man,

b. IVAR LISSNER. 

IVAR LISSNER was a German intelligence agent working in
Manchurii. At the present time it is not clear as to which German
go7ernmental organ LISSNER was representing as all 'German intelligence
aOltdiplomatic officials, who have been interrogated; have claimed
tó; have no definite information relative to his status. It has been
stated that he was representing the ABWEHR and was reporting through
the EHRHARDT BUREAU. Col. EISENTRAEGER has denied any connection at
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all with IISSNER, although it is interesting to note that when
(7	 LISSNER became involved in difficulties with the Japanese in Man-

churia, Ool. EISENTRAEGER made a trip to Manchuria to get the matter
straightened out with the Japanese. SIEFKEN also denied that he had
any connection with LISSNER. WEIIKRUG, of the EERBARDT BUREAUts
Peking office, claimed that LISSNER was representing Goeringts
Luftwaffe.

Reports 'received, indicate that LISSNER was probably working as
a German agent with the assignment of securing informatiOn on the
Russians. To achieve his objective, he made certain information
available to the Russians, and was suspected by the Japanese of work-
ing for the Russians. The possibility exists, of course, that the
Japanese concocted, this ttory in order to have LISSNER ranoved from
Manchuria.

Col. JOSEPH MEISINGER, head of the SS, distrusted LISSNER and
had his activities obsoirved by EDUARD SCHULTZE, an agent of tip
Gestapo. The theory has been set forth, that possibly NEISINgiR
collaborated with the Japanese
churia.

IVAR IISSNER was taken to
and Is in Tokyo at the present

In having' LISSNER removed from Man-

japan by the Japanese under arrest,
time.

c. FREDERICK KARL VON SCHIEBRUEGGE.

SCHIEBRUEGGE had worked as an-ABWEHR agent in South
Americanand Mexico. He travelled as courier to Manchuria, and be-
oame involved in the LISSNER affair, after Which he does not appear
to have been active.

d. COUNT ARCHIBALD DOUGLAS. 

••	 DOUGLAS had been an ABWEHR agent in South America. He
was ill in the hospital most of the time after coning to China, and
since died. FUEILKRUG considered DOUGLAS quite unreliable.

P. EVAIUATION OF ABAEHR ACTIVITIES IN ChINA. 

As an over all evaluation of ABWEHR activities in China, in-
formation available indioates that the work of the ABWEHR in China
did not contribute materially to Germany's prosecution of the war.

1. SIE7KEN's ORGANIZATION. 

German Foreign Office offioials in Shanghai have voiced
the opinion that SIEFKEN was replaced as head of ABWEHR
because the ABWEER Headquarters in Germany were dissatisfied
with his accomplishments. .
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A proper evaluation of the service SIEFEEN rendered to
the ABAEHR in his capacity of "traffic clerk", i.e. forwarding
milt1 from other countries, cannot be made without access to
the material received in Germany. SIEFKEN disclaimed any know-
ledge as to the contents of the envelopes he forwarded to Ger-
many, but he was aware that many of them contained microdots.

With regard to SIEFEIEN t s collection of naval information,
LOTHAR BAUMANN stated in connection with the charts which he
made of ships' positions that these were made from data which
was nionthe old and that when IIIEFKEN took twelve ot them to
Tokyo he was laughed at there as they were considered useless
and he brought them all back to Shanghai.

All information available indicates, that While the SIEFICEN
ORGANIZATION did render a useful service to the German Govern-
ment, this usefulness cannot be rated very high.

2. EBNHARDT BUREAU. 

DR. ERICH KORDT, former German Envoy to the Embassy at
Nanking, Whose background is set forth in the "FOREIGN SERVICE	 .
SECTION" of this document, was asked to furnish an evaluation
of the:EBNBRADT BUREAU. Portion's of his report are set forth
hereinafter:

"The KO was dependent on the Intelligence Department of
the German War Office (Abwehrabteilung). Its purpose
was to furnish general information with an emphasis on
military and such economic matters that were of military
importance. Reports on German colonies abroad were not
among the topics for reports of the KO.

"Originally the whole organization abroad was working in
complete separation from the Missions and Consulates, which
were under the jurisdiction of the German Foreign Office.
Reports etmanating from the KO which had a political im-
plication were passed to the Foreign Office by the Abwehr-
Department at its own discretion.

"After the outbreak of the war in 1939, the principle of .
independent functioning and independent transmission of
reports Of the ED to Berlin was modified. At. the request •
of the War Office the Foreign Office agreed that certain
members of the KO-be put on the lists of the staffs of
Missions and Consulates abroad. As these ED members still
received instructions independently, the Foreign Office
only reluctantly gave Its consent and tried to limit the

t hrough Foreign Office channels. Only
1

number of ED members Who figured on the offioial lists as
much as possible. Ite agreement between the War and Foreign'
Offices 

be
furthertransmitted that reports of such Abmehr men
we 
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reports from agents not listed as diplomatic or consular
staff were allowed to be coded by special Abwehr code.
These reports were also posted as official telegrams, but
the Foreign Office had no access to their contents. Re-
ports of officially. listed Abwehr men were not supposed
to deal with political matters; any political information'
procured by them was to oe submitted to thej4issions and
Consulates to be used in their respective reports.

"This agreement proved rather meaningless, as an officially
listed Abwehr man could always pretend that a political re-
port originated not with him but with one of his agents.
Consequently there was freguent friction between the Foreigx
Office and the Abwehr-Department. The Chiefs of Missions
abroad were requested by the Foreign Office to ask for an
explicit assurance that all reports coded by the HD, but
transmitted as official telegrams, contained no political
information.

nay . EHRHÄRDT, Chief of the KO in China, had pressed through'
the Abwehr-Department for his inclusion on the official
list of the Embassy Office in Shanghai. As a reason for his
request he pointed out that he might thereby be protected
against incursions from the Zapanese authorities. He figure
thereafter as "Spezialreferent" on the official list of
the Embassy in-Shanghai, an unusual designation, which hardly
ooncealed that he was not one of the ordinary officials.
Contrary to his instructions, Mr. EHRHARDT contributed con-
siderably to make this position widely known, an attitude
which did not increase the efficiency of his organization.

to . September 1943, Mr. pIREARD111 was able, by using the
Italian Marine transmitter in Shanghai, to avoid having his
reports scrutinized by the Embassy. After the. surrender of
Italy, he. first attempted to set up a transmitter of his
own, but this was frustrated by the Japanese authorities.
He had therefore to hand his reports to the Embassy for
transmission, and finally agreed to show a clear text of
all his , reports. Mr. STOLLER, Chief of the Etbawsy °Pricey
instructed First Secretary von RANDOW to look over these re-
ports and to see that hey dealt with no political matters.
The distinction between political and military matters some-
times caused difficulties, as the KO would list a report
as chiefly military, which in feet contained much un-
qualified political gossip. The KO . pointed out that they
had.instructions to furnish all available information and
that it was not their duty to determine whether or not the
information was correct. On a number of occasions absolutely
absurd information passed by the KO provoked regular in-
quiries from the Foreign Office to the'Embassy . with requests
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to report urgently on the allegedly "sensational" news.
The Embassy Offioe tried therefore all the more to put a
stop to this practice, in which it finally succeeded.

"The KO reports on Iailitary and economic affairswere
mostly no less inaccurate than their appreciation of politi-
oal events. For anybody acquainted with agent reports it
was easy to see that most of them bore the trade mark:
"Made in Shanghai". Some of the reports were apparently
furnished by Japanese sources, but these also were on the
whole rather unsubstatial. lowing the items for report
were production figures from Chungking China, from tae
.Soviet Union and other Far Eastern countries, rather ve'o-te
information about troop movements, appointments of leadi.ng
officers in China, information about traffic, conditions of
roads, relations between the Chinese Government and the:
American Expeditionary Force. Most of this information._
could be drawn from Chinese and Russian newspapers, radio
reports and the intercepted services of Reuter, U.P.
A.P.

"The monthly appropriation of funds to the ED amounted to
fifty to sixty thousand Marks. The larger part of this
money was spent for salaries, the KO in Shanghai having
fifty and more people on their pay-roll. Though the funds
were not very considerable for an organization Which waS
supposed to report on the whole Far Eastern war theater,
it cannot be said that even these limited expenses were:
justified by the achievements of the organization."

GERDA KOCHER, who worked for the ANIEHR in Europe before
her assignment to China, as EISENTRAEGER's secretary, was able
to observe the activities of the Abwehr in China in comparison
to its work in Europe. She expressed the following opinions:

"During my work I got the impression that the whole service
was quite inefficient. There were many quarrels and in-
trigues among the officers of the headquarters, and the
officers sent out to foreign countries were inexperienced
and not fit for their job.

"Concerning AV. EHRHARDT, I have to go into details. Be is
entirely unfit for his job, and I became g awure of it already
during our journey to Shanghai. In NAnchutia, at the Nikitin
Hotel, were many Germans, waiting to go to Germany. tar.
EHRHARDT invited almost all of them to his room, treating
them with Vodka until late in the night. He talked a lot,
hinting at his job. In Harbin he kept on drinking and talk-'
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ing to all sorts of people, of Wham he could not possibly
know the identity. My opinion that Mr. EHRHARDT was unfit
for his job was later confirmed by sereral little incident
of 'which I will relate three only:

1. "At Harbin, when ordering the steamer tickets,
he wrote down his real name instead of using his alias
as stated in his papers. It could be straightened out
only with difficulty.	 •

2. "During an invitiation of people at Shanghai in
a public place shortly. after our arrival, he talked about
his family-and mentioned his real nano so laud that it
was heard by• all the Other guests in the place.

.3. "At another occasion he saw me stqnding in a shop
Newish) to make some purohases. He opened the door and
shouted to me with a loud voice for everybody . else to hear
that he had been promoted to Lt. Colonel.' Upoi a sharp
glance from me, he withdrew somewhat ashamed.

"In the German Community he has the reputation to have a
"soft heart", and to be a "darling", because he does not
know the anser "NO". But it is simply weakness of his
mind, lack of power of resistance and laziness. He is
very clever in shifting work to other persons, and in
avoiding working himself. He is unable to keep a secret,
babbling out everything, when he has drunk none too many".
He is a boaster and a spendthrift. His presents to his.-
friends and servants were out of proportion. Presents
were ordered and given in series. For Christmas or other
occasions all his friends got alnost the same presents,
on which his initials and coat of arms were engraved. I
have never underEitood howsuch a man cOuld be appointedto
this job.“

■•■•

ARSHUR WEDEL,A Dane employed by SIMS= and EHRHARDT, in
his statements gives a-good deal of technical data to show that
the radio stations were very inefficiently, and badly rin both
from the point of view of technical service, and from that of
organization. He states that “The Germans in Canton, Shanghai
and, Peiping were never able to-decode messages from the Allies.
I have heard of one instance where a telegram from an American
ship lying in Shanghai was decoded, but that was before the
outbreak of the Pacific War. The German code expert (HABINIOHT
worked for about four years on different codes,. but 	 never

, Suoceeeded in deciphering any telggrams.” WEDEL goes on in hie4
Statement to give some.examples . of HABWICHT's futile methods,
and they continue as follows: .
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"The Germans handed out orders, despite the fact that
they lacked the most elementary knowledge about radio
work. It was not necessary to resort to sabotage, and
all I had to do was to follew their incompetent orders,
and the sabotage was automatically accomplished. The
opportunity for sabotage was all the more easy on account
of personal rivalries. For example, orders frpm Berlin
and Canton to the Radio station were deliberately, and
with the full knowledge Of the sabotage acts the Germans
themselves were committing, put away in the safe, so that
the orders could not be carried out.

"On account of incompetence and rivalry, the radio con-
nection between Berlin and Canton-Shanghai, were witheld
for many months. The boss, as well as the incompetent
radio operators in Canton, did not know the difference be-
tween the German abbteviations MGZ and MEZ (Mittel Greens.
which Zeit and Mittel Europaeische Zeit), with the result
that we were always one full hour wrong. The radio operator
in Canton had chosen wave lengths and times so wrongly,
that communications were impossible.

"The radio connection between Berlin, Canton and Shanghai;
which was scheduled to commence on July 24, 1944, did not
came through until October, due to the incompetency of the
commanding and working personnel, and even after that time,
the traffic was witheld for days. Messages from Berlin had
to be repeated up to 20 times. Canton at last complained
that we give the Allies too many chances for interception.
The lack of elementary radio knowledge, carelessness,
stupidity and rivalry, along with the fact that I did not
make the true position clear, worsened the aituationAkTifth
columnists working among the Germans could not have accom-
plished better results for the Allies."

While WEDEL l s depreciation of the capabilities of the German
technicians is probably somewhat exaggerated, all ingestigations
bear out the idea that rivalry, inefficiency and personal argumahts
and disagreements and friction, did quite a lot to interfere with the
smooth and effective working of the EHRHARDT BUREAU.

In evaluating the work of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, the case of
DINZTRIOUS KYRIAKULIS is of interest:

-113171AEUISS claimed that his work for both the EENHARDT BUREAU,
and for the Italians constitued a colossal fraud, Which continued
over a period of years with the Italians and for seven months with
the EHRHARDT BUREAU, and expressed surprise .that he managed to 480
away with it" for so long. He originally got the job by pretending
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to be in touch with very secret sources .of information, and loSr havJ
knowledge of special Allied codes, and being able to intercept broe
casts from imrortant Allied stations in Europe .as well as in the
Pacific. He submitted purely fictitious rerorts based on a general
knowledge of the war situation, and managed to guess right part or
the time, though there were constant complaints from headuarters
about the inaccuracy of the material in his re:-orts, which is sup-
ported by the statements of other members of the ElEt)diAzDT CURI:AU.
In fact, HABIIICI;T, who, having introauced him, supp orted him long
after it was co , amon tqlk between other members of the Bureau, that
he was a fraud, was finally, forced into'the conclusion that a fraud
had been perpetrated through KY1IAKU1IS, although he continued to
believe that KYRIAKULIS had "acted in good faith, but was duped by
his informers". On one occasi,,n when Berlin pointed out, with
considerable asperity that one of his re ports referred to oruers
given by an Allied commander in the Rediterranean at a time when
the commander in question was not in the Eediterranean, but in the
North Sea, KYRIAKULIS was obliged to admit that he had not intercepte
any name, but had added it to make the re port "look good“. In point
of fact the whole report had been fictitious.

All information received, indicates that the -1..;hiaiAliDT
did not make any great contribution to Germany's prosecution of
the war, and re ports tend to verify the statement of Dr. KORDT,
"though the funds were not very considerable for an organization
which was supposed to re port on the whole Far Eastern war theatet,
it can not be said that even these limited expenses were justified
by the achievements of the organization."

3. ABWEHR III. 

Col. EISENTRA:GER is the only person who has admitted the
existence of such an organization in China as ARZIER III. HUBER
and others whom EISENTRAEGER claimed worked for AKEHR III have
denied engaging in counterespionage activities.

If such an organization as ABIIEHR III existed, as described
by EISENTRAEGER, it could not have been effective to any great
extent as it was not formed according to EISENTRAEGER until December
1944. It is entirely possible that Col. EISENTRAEGER made such a
statement to place Major HUBER in an adverse position because of the
personal animosity which existed between these two men.
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B. GENERAL SURVEY. 

After 1935 the Japanese Army, which had become the most
powerful factor in Japanese politics, sought closer oollaboration with
Germany. OSHIYA, the Japanese Military Attache to Berlin, made con-
tact with RIBBENTROP, whowas then Hitler's Ambassador at large. In
Berlin a PartrOffice with a considerable staff had been formed by
RIBBENTROP independently of the Foreign Office, which tried to gain
influence in German foreign policy. RIBBENTROP soon succeeded in
monopolizing German/Japanese political relations, and started ne-
gotiations with OSHILIA for the conclusion of an anti-Comintern Pact.
These negotiations were conducted secretly, the German and Japanese
Foreign Offices being keplin ignorance up to the day the Pact was
signed, in November 1936. The terms of the anti-Comintern Pact were
rather vague. They provided for a .general exchange of information*
and the creation of an anti-Comintern Commission to act against-the
3rd International. However, this commission was never actually con-
5ilat1t64; and the provision remained a dead letter.

The Reichssicherheitshauptamt (SS) however, took advantage of .
the conclusion of the anti-Comintern Pact to arrange the appoint-
ment of Police Attaches whose duties would be to collaborate with
the Japaneso police in the anti-Communist field. As a consequence,
Major FRANZ HUBER was sent to Tokyo in 1939. The official designa-
tion of Police Attache was only adopted when MEISINGER arrived in
Japan in 1941. HUBER claimed that upon his arrival in Tokyo his
duties did not consist of any work other than that entailed by the
anti-Comintern Pact. He claimed that there were never any results
of the anti-Comintern Pact, principally because the Japanese would
not furnish information to the Germans on the Russians. HUBER ad-
vised that he did look after the interests of German nationals in
Tokyo, but that at no time did he have authority to take action
against German nationals. Upon the arrival of Col. REISINGER in
Tokyo HUBER was transferred to Bangkok as assistant Military Attache.Tokyo,
	 the head offices of the SS in Berlin were established by

RImmtn, one of the departments as organized by him was placed under
the direotion of Col. ZOSEF REISINGER. After working for several
years in Europe, first in Berlin specializing on anti-homosexuality,
then in Warsaw as Commandant of tbe Peace Preservation Police, where -
he was responsible for the establishment of the infamous WarsaW . .
Ghetto, REISINGER was assigned to the Ear East, in April, 1941. He
was sent out to represent the Geheime Statspolitzei and the Sioher.-
beitbdienst in the entire Far East, relaying information to Man,
HE7DRICH and MUELLER. His chief assignment was at first in oon-1
neotion with the anti-Comintern Pact, and he was also working on the
Zemish emigrant question. His head offices in the Far East were in
Tokyo, where be was attached to the German Embassy with the title of

Police Attache, but he travelled frequently to Shanghai, North China .
dhd Mkinchuria, and established SS agents and contacts in all the
important cities.
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GERHARDT KAHNER was the first SS representative in Shanghai,C having been sent out to China by NEISINGER with Whom he had worked
in Poland. He was not a success in the position, and was trans-
ferred to Kobe in 1942. HUBER was brought back from Bangkok, where -
he had been assistant Military Attache under SCHOLL, and put in
charge of the SS in Shanghai. CHARLIE SCHMIDT (alias JOCHHEIM),
who had been working in Shanghai under WINE, did not get along
with HUBER and was transferred by MEISINGER to Peking.

It is interesting to note that one of the most extensive agent
net works supplying the SS with information was that organized by
FREDERICK KEHL (alias Captain KAM) under PAUL RUDOLPH KIARE.
Dr. KIARE was officially an employee of the German Information Bur-
eau under PUTTKAMNER, but his intelligence activities were primarily
for the SS and information relative thereto is included in this
section. In this, as as in other connections such as the radio
station XGRS, with RUDOLPH GRAU and CARL FLIM-STEGER, and the var-
ious German press and propaganda agents, PUTTRA•NER's organization
tied in closely with the SS.

MEISINGER was not only interested in fulfilling the duties of
head representative of the GESTAPO, but also collected all types of
information, naval, military, etc., one of his best agents being
CHARLIE SCHIIIDT, who had good connections with American sailors.
LEISINGER was also responsible for sending sevdral Germans back to
Germany by blockade runner. He and HUBER, at the time when in 1944
the Sicherheitsienst in Europe toOk over the AHAEHR, tried hard,
but without success, to gain control of the Abwehr organization in
the Far East, represented by Lt. Col. LUDWIG EISENTRAEGER (the
EHRHARDT BUREAU).

One of Mehl's assignments was to penetrate Japanese Intelligence
and consequently he cooperated closely with the Japanese: According
to FRITZ WIEDELANN, consul general in Tientsin, MEISINGER and HUBER
did not have quite the same outlook -- HUBER's ambitions were less
in the purely police field, and though he did, in his capacity as
Gestapo Chief in Shanghai, keep an eye on the personal affairs and
activities of German subjects and firms, he showed only limited -
zeal in this direction, and instead dedicated much time to gathering
information about communist activities and posed, in competition with
the ED (EHRHARDT BUREAU) as an expert on the Soviet Union. MEM-INGER
was, as far as can be ascertained, the most feared man in the Far
East, among the German nationals, and zeillously pursued the traditions.
Gestapo and SS activities of police surveillance of German nationals
and their fenilies as well as Government organs commercial firme,
Nazi Party affairs and other organs managed by Germans, in order to
uncover any unpatriotic acts. HUBER at first reported to MEMINGER,
but he was eventually permitted to 'report direct to Germany. -

The SS in the Far East was frustrated. in its efforts to tale
action against German nationals, inasmuch as the Japanese insisted
that When the SS desired positive action taken, the request be made
to them and they would handle the ease. In most instahoes the SS

refrained from initiating steps against German Nationals in order to
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.avoid having -action taken by the Japanese, although in a few in-
stances the SS did request the Japanese to take action against
German nationals. There were also a number of oases of German
Nationals, who had become persona non grata with the SS, being
sent back to Germany on blockade runners. However, there was no
question of any ofrioial arrest taking place, such 'cases being
handled by the SS with persuasion and threats, and there are
several instances (notably those of LOUIS THODOR SIEFKEN and
WALTER 8TENNES) where the individuals concerned simply defied the
wishes of the SS.

0. All/ AND SCOPE AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

The SS overlooked the affairs of German residents in China,
dealt with anti-Nazi factions gathered information for use against
Soviet Russia and maintained liaison with the Japanese authorities,
as well as gathering as much information on the Japanese as could be
done without endangering their position in the Japanese occupied
territories:

In:HUMER I s office was maintained a card index file with photos
of German residents under police surveillance. Undercover agents
were employed and recruited from the Mite Russians, Jews, Chinese
and others of the very mixed population of Shanghai, as well as in
Peking, Tientsin, Harbin, Hsingking and elsewhere in the Per East.
The Gestapo had police power over all German Nationals, and m pin-
tained a blacklist of undesirable Germans. RUnprous reports have
been received that many individuals were Gestapo agents. However,

gli	 in many instances it has been determined that such people were
merely informers and not paid agents. _,Many Ger:gabs felt 'that in
order to protect their own positions they had to - fUrnish informa-
tion on other . Germat nationals and consequently reports have been
reeeived that they were Gestapo agelits. The official SS repre-
sentatives kept themselves advised of the activities of German
nationals primarily by receiving 'information from such informers;

In 'addition to these police activities the Gespapo interested

on to maS2iatetReiltiygrbinalagrniS mihnagoefOrs Were passeditselt_i	 rum
not onlyi

from their regular agents, but froL

	
rm	

s'
oo	

. the German press representative
and particularly from cooperation th the German Information Office
under PUTTHANNER, which, although:1 fficially a propaganda agency was,
'in oonneotion with the various branches of propaganda . *ork, operating
an extensive agent net-work. In Pact one of PUITKAMMER's employees,
Dr. XIABE was also an agent of the SS, and was passing on to HUBER'
and MEIBINGER the results of the investigations carried on under him -ye
by VIEHLt o complieated system of manta.

D. METHODS OF COMMUNICATION:

Communications were maintained between the Far Eastern Office
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C by Embassy courier. FRITZ WIEDEMANN, Consul at Tientsin, states
that he discovered EMME's connection with the SS through a letter,
inadvertently left unsealed, which was given him for delivery through
the pouch; also that HUBER used couriers for contacting EDWARD
ADELBERT SCHULTZE while he was in Harbin, one such letter going
through WlEDEMANN I s office. At first all SS reports went to MEISDINGER
in Tokyo, though eventually HUBER was reporting to Germany;.direot
from the Shanghai Embassy. MEISINGER, as has been stated, reported
to FUNNIER, HEYDRICH and MUELLER, the reports being sent to MUELLER
for attention of HIMMLER and EEYDRICH. NEISINGER was in telephonic
communication with MUELLER at least once a week, according to infor-
nation received from his ex-wife. All HUBER I s telegrams to Beilin
were sent in the Embassy code and passed through the hands of the
Consul General, Counsellor, or First Secretaryb The messages were,
however, seldom changed by the Embassy officials.,

Z. FINANCING. 

The Police Attaches were-attached to the Embassy staffs,
and funds for their activities were, though supplied by the SS
organization in Germany, handled through Embassy channels, which,
after the usual avenues for transfer of funds from Europe were
closed, consisted of arrangements with =FAG whereby this firm
disbursed funds through its many offices all over Asia against pay-
ments to Germany. HUBER received between five and six thousand marks.
monthly which included his own salary and salaries of his staff.
WIEHL and his agent network were financed partly by HUBER and partly
by PUTTEAMMER (in so far as WIEHL I s activities came under the scope
of propaganda). MEISINGER, according to his ex-wife, received money
direct from Germany; she did not know how much, but stated that he
was "very wealthy".

F. PERSONNEL, AGENTS AND INFORMERS Ih.VEK VARIOUS SS OFFICES. (see OhatO

1. TOKYO.

It the time of MEISINGER I s arrival in Tokyo, General =USN
.OTT was Ambassador. The relations between OTT and MEISINGER were *polite
but not cooperative, and it was not until OTT was replaced by HEINRICH
STAHNER, who was more in sympathy with,-the modern Nazi ideas, in
December 1942, that MEISINGER attained the predominant position which
he continued afterwards to hold. His secretary in Tokyo was ILEUM
ABT, who had been interned in N.E.I. and arrived in Tokyo in the
autumn of 1941. She became intimate with MEISINGER, according to his
ex-ml.fe, and had great influenoe over him, and thus considerable
power in the Tokyo office of MEISINGER. It. EARL HAMEL was a trans-
lator and interpreter in MEISINGER I s office in .Tokyo; his work was,

adoording to MEISINGER t s ex-wife, supervisory and unimportant and he
was completely under the influence of MEISINGER. Working as HAMELIs
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secretary was a Mrs. GERTRUDE LINK, who was later replaced by a Mrs.
GERTRUDE PREISS. In 1944 WALTER PEKRUN joined the MEISINGER.office-
in Tokyo, Where he did general office-work. HEIVRICHHLOY (AGFA's
man in Tokyo) was an active represehtative of MEISINGER in To o,
and was contact man between MEISINGER and the Japanese; MEISIMMOW0
ex-wife states lt-lat it would have been extremely difficult for '.
MEISINGER to carry on relations with the Japanese had it. not been
for LOT.

In the Embassy, KRETSCHMER, the military Attache, and WERNEKER,
the Naval Attache, exchanged information with MEISINGER, and reported
to him on anything of interest, although there WAS never close coopel
ation between NEISINGER and the Military and Naval Attaches. Other
persons supplying MEISINGER with information	 Tokyo were NERNER
VERMEHREN (Senior Captain in NERNEKER's offio BLOMF1EID, OTTO -
BURMEISTER and Dr." EMICH.E1NDERMANN.

2.'HSINGKING.

According . to FRITZ EMME, the Gestapo agent in Hang-
king was MAIMED BOEKENKAMPF. It is believed, homevever, that he
was an informer, not a paid agent.

5. HARBIN. 

NEMER FUETPRER reported to MEISINGER, and closely'
associated with him were Consul PONCHAB and ERNST REIMERS,. Manager o
Carlowitz & Co., the latter of whom was also known as right hand man

. to EDUARD ADELBERT SCHULTZE who was also in Harbin until April 1945
when he was transferred to Peking to replace CHARLIE SCHMIDT.

4. nstila

When Malt was replaoed'in Shanghai by HUBER there
developed so much friction between CHARLIE SCHMIDT (alias 3OSCHR11():
that,NEISINGER via obliged to transfer somm . He therfore esn% =
SCHMIDT to Peking where he needed an agent,. and SCHMIDT continued 1;6
be 88 representative in . Peking until the spring, of 1945, when on
;account of'aeoumlileted Objections by. the German.00mmunity otFekingo

was removed and replaoad • by EDUARD , ADUMT SCHULTZE from Barbi*
4.7ilir one year prior to the collapse of Germany, Mrs. SAWA U'iSOR w01

2:tig
- 	 fis:seoretary.	 receivedcertain that SCHNIDT'reoeid intO

7itift a large variety of sources, it is believed ttiat . most of
„):theme'	 (mild not be 01080 as regular paid agents, but. were,

•-iiithato tioi0ona giving GOB DT informatioa . .dixt of spite or .. fear or' fa
sense of,:Nazi,•1	 y, ovsimply . in the line of inebriate,

)	 4:11143,1444	 w‘i:•oertain; • aOoordiiig,
••••4--agent of .1301BCCDO;„

• •	 ,	 .•
' ne..;.atta 	- 1.• 0	 or..deirverr,by pouch gen

••-thisin!'$'fltiofl to	 this; 10:11DEMANN vas ;f•of,;-
• •



opinion that SCHIEBRUEGGE and IVAR LISSNER (the latter was caught by
Cthe Japanese giving information to the Russians) worked together as

SS agents ' during 1942 and 1943. It has also been reported by
Tientsin, that Nazi's AWNED LUECKENHAUS, a journalist Who had re-
presented various German news organs in Urope, Great Britain and
America, and finally was special correspondent for DNB in Peking,
was a regular informer to the GESTAPO.

SCHNIDT was a rough, uncouth, drunken, rowdy according to all
reports on him,and made himself thoroughly unpopular everywhere he
went, being considered by the vast majority of Germans a "disgrace •
to the German' community and a lowerer of German prestige". However,
MEISINGER is said to have considered him his best agento-forwhich •
reason it took over a year and a petition signed by the Whole German
community in Peking, according to a statement made by LUECKDINHAUS„
to get SCHMIDT removed from his post and replaced by SCHULTZE. It
is interesting to note that, While all statements on SCHMIDT•fram
various sources are ddrogatory to a greater or lesser degree, in
eluding those of WIEDEMANN and MEIS1N3ER t s.ex-wife and the various
members of the EHRHARDT BUREAU, who have.Oothing good to say about
him, the most vituperative and detailed are those of RICHTER, whc,
differences with SCHMIDT culminated in an open brawl, resulting it .
RIUATEWS transfer to Shanghai, and LUECKENHAUS, who, although he
Is supposed to have worked as an informer to SCHMIDT (which he of
course denies), has made a detailed exposition of the brawls and	 •
disagreements which finally led to SCHMIDT's dismissal in April 1945.
The fact that he was so long immune to disciplinary action, in spite
of his universal unpopularity and repeated public exhibitions and
brawls tends to confirm the impression that SCHMIDT was considered .
by MEISIONGER, Who employed him, as a very useful and valuable man to
the SS.

,	 5. CANTON. 

HERBERT GLEITSCH, of the German Consulate in Canton, was
reportedly representing the SS in Canton.

6. SHANGHAI.

The SS organization in Shanghai was the most extensive:
and complicated. Not only was there the regular official.department
attached to the Embassy, with first KAHNER.and then HUBER 'as its chief
for all of China (although several of the agents in China, such as 	•
SCHMIDT ani,GRUTLI reported direct to marm(n); but the : neve and
propaganda agencies under POTTXAMMER tied in :soolosely with the 1441k

that their intelligence activities must be considered as integral ,
part of the OS organization, althoUgh :not4Offitlial4 so* 7urthei,ore
X1AME, an employee of PUTTKAMMER ts Propaganda seti.up„ was also an •
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agent of the SS, and an extensive agent-net-work was organized by
nem. under KLARE reporting to KAHNER, HUBER and LEISIgGER.

a. THE POLICE ATT,itCHE's OFFICE IN THE ELBASSY. 

The first of these three branches of SS activity in
Shanghai to be considered is the official SS organization with fir
KAHNER and then HUBER as its head, and Ath offices in the German
Embassy.

On the appointment of YISINGR as Police Attache to the Em-
bassy in Tokyo in 1941, hA111EA was posted by him in Shanghai, to r(
port regularly to him about the activities of the Genmans in China,
According to WIEDEMATIN , s statement, borne out also by the statement
made by various members of the Ehrhardt Bureau, frequent friction
occurred between Baila6A, the KO and the Consulate, and finally KAHN
was transferred to Kobe because his rosition in Shanghai had became
untenable, owing to his entire lack of discretion. Major FRANZ •
HUBER, who had been Criminal Commissier in Eunich and Berlin, body-
guard to the Ambassador in London, attached to the Police Attaches
office in Italy, and held appointments in Tokyo and Bangkok, was sex,
to Shanghai to replace KAHNER and was given the title of Police Atte
and attached to the Embassy. It is interesting to note here that
SCHMIDT, who had been working under ., lice remained in Shanghai
(another indication that MEISINGER was favourable inclined, towards
SCHMIDT) to work under HUBER. Howevdr, the friction between HUBER
and SCHMIDT became so great that HUBER demanded SCHMIDT's removal, ea
NEISINGER transferred him to Peking. At first HUBER was under the
authority of and reporting to MEISINGER, but eventually won his
point with the SS headquarters in Berlin and reported to them in-
dependently of MEISINGER. In HUBER's office at the Embassy, Mrs.
BOTTKE acted as his personal confidential Secretary. Mrs. BOTTKEts
husband was._sent to Germany by blockade runner, and she has stated
her belief that HUBER was responsible for this.

• INFORMATION FROM PROPAGANDA AGENCIES.

RUDOLF GRAU (the Radio Atteiche), CARL FLICK-STEGER •
(Chief of the German broadcasting ;tation XGRS) and KLAUS !BERT, a
reported to the SS any matters of tnterest to either Police or Boon..
omio and Military Intelligence whibh came to their notice, the first
two from radio interception and broadcasts and the last from his
special familiarity with the Russian situation. In addition to these
the regular German news agencies, Which were naturally tied in with
the propaganda organization, reported items of interest to HUBER and
MEISINGER. Names mentioned in this latter connection were KARL
EDUARD LAVERENTZ, BR, FRIEDEtiICH HERMAN CLIMPF,dealt GUHL and
GIESENKIRCHEN. All of these personalities will be ealt vdth at
greater length under their official categories, of News and Press
Agents and Propaganda, and are mentioned in this section of the
report only to point out their connection with the SS as regular
sources of information.
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SECRET

C. DR. KURE and WIEHL t s AGENT NET-WORK.

First should be mentioned in this connedtion the
agent GRUTII (or IER'ZIN), whose position seems to be a unique one
in that he was the only agent connected with KLARA and WIEHL who
was employed by IBISIIGER and whose salary came (according to 1,TaHL)
from Tokyo. According to WIEHL's statement, GRUTII had been an
agent in the United States in 1939, and was first working in the Far
East in Tokyo for 13ISIIIGER, Dor Whom he had made a trip in 1940-
to Russia on a Swiss passport to collect information. GRUTII was a
violent and ungovernable man, especially when drunk, and got into
trouble in Tokyo and had to be ::ont to Shanghai, where he continued.
to operate for LTISINGER, and was assigned, to work under WIEHL. •
The Consulate, according to WlEHL, refUsing to have anything to do wt:th
him. Be was a useful agent and was working under WIEHL chiefly on
anti-Japanese assfgnments, collecting information on all phases of
the Japanese position in Shanghai. During this work he often had
fights with the Japanese, Whom he had to entertain to excess to ob-
tain the ihformation from them. He also ran a small house of pro-
stitution catering to Japanese. According to WlEHL, GRUTII actually'
killed several Japanese, and MEHL had constant trouble using his
influence to keep the Japanese from arresting and trying GRUTLI.
WIEHL states that on the occasion of his last assignment, GRUTII
killed four Japanese, after Which he hid for a time in WIEHL t s roams.
.However, he started drinking heavily, and was last seen being re-
moved in a totally drunken condition from a bar, by two Russians
known to have been working for the Japanese. His body was foUnd the
next morning in an alleyway in the French Concession where he had
been murdered. Another version of his murder is that the Gestapo
was responsible for it, and that SCHMIDT killed him under orders from
IZISINGER, with the cognizance of KAHNER. This version is supported
by a statement made by FLYITKAILER to the effect that on the night of
GRUTII t s murder, KAHNER was suffering violently and unaccountably from
SOMB great nervous strain; also by a statement made by MEISINGER's
ex-wife that she had overheard a conversation in Ahich DiEl6Ii,,GR had
indicated that GRUTIE was in disfavour -- she stated her belief that
SCHEIDT killed GRUTLE on MEISINGER's orders.

The information available regarding the Agent Net-work which
WlEHL established for the SS under MARE is chiefly that contained in
a statement made by WIEHL, supported in many particulars by a state-
ment made by ANTON THURANSKY who was-one . of WIEHL t s agents. The
following Paragraphs will be devoted to an exposition of the organ-
ization and activities of this agent 'network: .

DR. PAUL RUDOLF MARE, although in the office with PUTT4A1MER
and working with, and under him on propaganda, was an 88 man
working for LEISINGER and checking up on PUTTKAIOSR and7the
Garman Information Service . he was also running an intelligence
net for TIEISINGER and KAHNiR. KLARE had been in Police work'
with LEISIHGER in Berlin in the early thirties. He had been
sent to Manchuria by the DNB in 1940, but did not get along with
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the senior DNB representative in Hsingking (probably because
of his secrecy and his connection with intelligence activities)
and was transferred to Shanghai in 1941, where he was warking
both for PUTTKAMMER's propaganda arganization and for the SS.
In this latter connection the material gathered by KURE through
his Agent-network under WIEHL, and his connection with PuTTKALZHERI
organization, was sent in to KAHNER and afterwards HUBER as
typed reports on various assignments given him by YEISINGER,
KAIINER, etc. These assignments covered a large vai.iety of sub-
jects including:

Property and Personnel of the Nanking Government.
Japanese troop dispositions; also Naval dispos-

itions.
Japanese Gendarmerie.
Fronts in China.
Communications activities.
Anything on the Russians.
Trade between Japanese and Russians.
Japanese propaganda work.
German merchants selling goods to Chungking.
German indiViduals.
Trade Associations.
The Free French underground.
Propaganda work of the Chinese, especially Chinese

students in German Schools.

While KIARE's reports were submitted to MEISINGER through KABNER
and HUBER, WIELL states that he mull have sent reports direct
to Berlin during the time the XDRS was operating its 10 KW sta-
tion (completed it 1942, but not given a permIt by the Japanese
until nearly two years later, and operated thus for a short time
only), and may have done so. MEHL admits that he sent several .
messages direct in this way, but maintains that they were purely
personal and in his "personal code. KIARE, who has been des-
cribed as one of themost brilliant Germansin the Far East,
died in April 1945.

WIICHL

FREDERICK WIWI., alias WEBER, alias WILLIAK BROW, alias
CAPTAIN AWALD, was born in Winfield, New York, U.S.A., on Jan-
uary 27, 1902. He claimed dual nationality as his parents
yere German, and he had a German passport as well as his Amerioan
passport..

After receiving his LLB degree from St. Lawrence University
Brooklyn, WIEHL went to Berlin, in Tune 1922, where he attended.
Law School at the University of Berlin for a. few months. He
returned to New York the end of the year, and became oouneoted
with reeler & Co., a dummy company set up for political pur-

poses, by Dillon 'Reid, financiers who had purchased eonsiderable
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iron and coal property in Germany at low prices following .
the war. He went to Germany again for Keeler & Co. in 1923, and.
was active in propaganda, financial and investigative work for
the National Socialist party. He travelled extensively in
Europe and made frequent trips to London in connection with
his assignments which consisted primarily of investigating
political movements, labor problems and general political con-
ditions throughout Europe. During.this period he'rublished
his book the "Coming American Revolution". In about 1930, a
warrant for WIEHL's arrest was isnled by.the United States in
connection with one of the " phoney" financial transactions which
took place for financing the propaganda, etc. work he was doing.
The offense was not extraditable, but in 1933 WIEHL waived ex,-
tradition and returned to the States to stqnd trial. The caski
was nollprossed. Before leaving Germany, WIEra, had net and
married KATHRYN NOSKE, who had been, and continued to be very
active in propaganda work, both in • Germany and.in the United
States, for the National Socialist Party. WIEHL t s wife was
one of the incorporators . of the American University Press which
was stqrted for the purpose of propagandizing American Univer-
sity Students. 7iTEHL and his wife travelled back and forth,
both separately and together, between Germany and the United
States a number of times in connection with their propaganda
activities. WlEHL had in the meantime, set up a law practice in
New York, which he stated was successful. At the time the
war broke out, MIEHL was in America and his wife and son were
in Germany, Where they were later killed in an air raid. While
in America, WIEHL had associated himself with the establishment
of the All American AssoCiation, Which 	 states was formed
to promote law practice, and build up law business, and to •
represent the German workers.

In 1940, WIEHL was ordered by the German Embassy in Wash-
ington to return to Berlin: Be departed for Mexico in June 1941.
From Ye:ale° he.came to Tokyo by the "Ginyu Maru", Where he con- -
tacted MEI6INGAR, who sent him to Shanghai to assist KIARE in
propaganda and intelligence work, where he set up the agent
.net-work here described.

WlEHLt s SECRETARIES were all Russian women, .Soviet citizens,
three in number: Lass ANA STOUKANOV, Miss PONTOVITOH and Miss
RITA FREIDBOURG. According to MOM these women were all loyal
Soviets, and in order to hoodwink them about his activities be
used to add at the end of his reports paragraphs favourable to
the Soviets which could be deleted and replaced with his own
secret and private comments after the Secretaries were through
with them.

WIKHLI sENTIOYED MEM.'

•	 To throw off attention to VIEHLt s activities on behalf of
German Intelligence, he had allot his agents work in such a
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way, and spread corresponding reports, as to suggest that they
were working for the Japanese, and in this connection dISJEL
maintained close relations with the Japanese Gendarmerie.
Various devices were used to cover the activities of his
agents, such as covering employments in various spheres as
news reporters, business agents, etc. In assignments given to
the workers they were not told what the real point to be in-
vestigated was, but were asked only concerning one item of the
report, another ite'l being assigned to a diffe:ent agent. The
various items were purposely associated for the agents' benefit
with entirely irrelevant subjects, so that none of than would
have any real knowledge of any secret which they could give away
to the Japanese if caught and questioned by them. WIEHL used
various aliases in connection with his work, including those of
.:YBER and WILLIAM BROWN; his passport name was CAPTAIN AAAID,
and this was the name by Which he was generally known in Shenghal,

Persons working for WIEHL in his agent net-work were GRUTLI,
NAMIOCK, LEVITSKY, LAUFER, SCHOTT, STEIGERWAID, BETTEIHEIM,
DIMOFF, THURANSKY, CHAO HUNG, CHANG, KISHI, BASIL KANNER ZAHN,
and various Chinese who did vartous odd jobs. GRUTLI t s activi-
ties have already been described in a previous paragraph, and

brief summaries of the activities of these other agents will be
given below:

HETTLEHEIM, who called himself a doctor, worked principally
on the Free Austrian movement, reporting its activities and the
actions of its members, etc. He is an Austrian Jew.

• CHAO KUNG (alias LINCOLN TREBOVITCH) was formerly a British
subject, was once eleoted to the British Parliament, but be-
came discredited because of his political activities in favour
of Germany,. went to Germany and became a German citizen. He 	.
was then assigned to Belgium as a German agent, later came to
the Far East and entered a BiTst Monastery, adopting the
name mom KUNG. At the begi ng of the war, he reentered the
•German intelligence service, under KURE, and supplied informa-
-tion'to WIEHL of a political nature about the Chinese, Americans
and Allies in Free China, receiving his information through his
connection with Buddhist organizations all over China. CHAO
KUNG died under somewhat mysterious circumstances.

CHANG was a young Chinese who worked at the Metropole Hotel
as a reception clerk. He was engaged in anti-Japanese work, and
was found dead, and MEHL believes that the Japanese were re-
sponsible for his death. His vidOrfor WIEHL consisted of check-
ing in bookstores for possible pro-Chungking propaganda.
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DIKOFF was a Russian musician playing in various night clubs in
Shanghai. He was also an engineer and mathematician, aad has
worked am a railway in the Philippines. He was thief and
obtained for yarn various seals, passports, and. other documents
from the Portuguese Consulate. He also worked on some shortwave
transmitter cases, and in one case found .a clandestine radio
station, believed to be British, •wi-iich was turned over to the
Japanese.

XIFGANG JAEN was a German Uew who collected information
on the Jews in Hongkew.

BASIL KANNER was a White RIE3sian, and was sulmittillg
•mation on the Russian community to

KISH' was a Japanese architect, and furnished information
concerning Japanese officials and Jap anese politics.

FREDERICK LAUFER, a German of Javanese appearance, who
acted as a reporter for WIEHL's publication MOTO-MI:WS. He
quit work for WIEHL to work for the Japanese under the HOVANS
gang at ARNHEM' s instigation.

MORRIS LEVITSKY, who had been in jail with OVANS over a .
forgery case, was sent to WIEHL by HOVANS, and wan employed by .
WIEHL as a favour to HOVANS with whom he wished to keep on good'
terms in order to get information from him, HOVANS being im-
portant through his connection with the Japanese Gendarmerie.
WIEHL employed LEVITSKY chiefly on anti-Japanese assignments,
although he had to be careful with him on account of his con-
nection with HOVANS.

RUDOLF LIAMLOCK was a Hungarian and an accomplished linguist.
He had been a reporter on the Paris newspaper "Soil s". His assign-
ments were to contact various Russians pretend to be double-
crossing 'TEHL and thus gain their confidence. He was able to
get official documents from the offices of ,the Russian and the
Japanese authorities. He was friendly with the HOVANS group
through ARNHEM, and also worked with GINSBERG. He was eventually
arrested by the Japanese for making anti-Japanese remarks, and
after eight months in the Bridge House was released only to die
almost immediately from dysentery and ben-beni in a small room
in Hongkew to which the Japanese had taken him. MAMIOCK worked
for MIEHL from the outbreak of the Pacific War In 1941 until his
death in the beginning of January 1945.

ADE1BERT EDUARD SCHOTT, was employed by MEHL in 1941
after his release from the Ward Road Jail. He was an aosociate
of MANIOCS and STIEGERWALD.
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STEIGERWAID worked chiefly on distribution of the PHOTO-
NEWS magazine, and was thus more an employee of the propaganda
side of WlEHL t s activities.

ANTON LEO VON THURANSKY joined the French Foreign Legion
in Metz, Alsace Lorraine, in Saptember, 1924, and was sent to
North Africa. In March 1929, he deserted at Daly-dap, French
Indo China and went to Hongkong and thence to Shanghai. After
a month he returned to Hungary, and until the fall of 1931,
travelled extensively throughout Europe. Then he went to the
United States where he remained until July 1932. THURANSKY
states that he had no police record in the States, bat because
of his past, was down on the immigration records as a dangerous
man. He left the States in July 1932 for Shanghai. He engaged
in buying and selling contraband in Shanghai until March 1933,
and then returned to Bremen and travelled in Europe until June
1934. He then returned to Shanghai on the S. S. "Coblenz",
and has since that time remained in China. From 1934 until
1937 he was engaged in contraband business, and during the last
year of this period was part of a pirating organization. Also
in 1937 he took numerous snapshots of various Japanese Military
positions, Adich he turned over to the Chinese army. In 1939
he became connected with the Japanese Gendarmerie through Nathan
Rabin and Col. Okuda, and for supplying the Japanese with in-
formation on Guerrillas activities, contraband operators, etc.,
received "protection" from the Japanese for his own extra-legal
activities. In 1941, THURANSKY associated with a German named
BORN who was purchasing lubricating and diesel oil for shipment
to Germany. WIEHL used him chiefly on anti-Russian matters,
including MAN. He. travelled extensively, his lasttrip being
just before the Japanese surrender, when he went to North China
to contact a Yellen official on a scheme for providing a refuge
and hideaway in Yanan territory for destitute Germans and Ger-
man political refugees on the expected collapse of Japan.

MUHL'S "FRMIRDSft. 

NISEI states that mudh of the information which he col-
lected was received not from agents but from "friends", of
Which he had built up a large group, to wham the only-dows

.1molasation was "friendship", although it is obvious from WIEHLts
.statement that this "friendship" involved much in the way of return
favours of one kind and another, i.e. there was in effect an
exchange of information, influence, "protection" and so on. All .

.. of laSHLt s associates, whether agents On “friends“ were engaged
In all kinds of nefarious occupations, dealing in-contraband,
informing to the Japanese on hoarded stocks for a share in the
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proceeds, forgery activities, and every conceivable kind of
racket. The "friendly" informers mentioned by WIEHL were
MAEROCK FUJI, GINSBERG, KAEHIN, LADAR, LTLT.IG, MURAI, SOLOMON,
and GEORGE TAI, as well as HOVkNS, the leader of the notorious
HOVANS GANG, working for the Japanese Gendarmerie in every pos-
sible unsavougrconnection. The activities of these persons will
be summarized briefly below, insofar as they touched the in-
tellience activities of WIEHL. .

nAMROCE FUJI was an employee of the South Manchurian Rail-
way Co., and on account of this position was able to pasm on
to WIEHL a lot of information which he got through the railway
office on industries in Manchuria, since the railway owned
hotels, banks, coal mines, air craft industries, etc., and had
their own publicity department. FUJI was invaluable in assist-
ing WIEHL t s contacts with the Japanese.

GINSEtERG was working for =RAI and was in this way associated
with HOVANS although not working directly for him. Be worked
with EASHIN, a White Russian, also working for MURAI, who oc-
casionally sold information to WIEHL without the knowledge of
either MURAI or HOVANS.

ABRAHAM LADAR, who was a reporter on the Shanghai Evening
Post, gave UIEHL information on all sorts of subjects, gained
from his connections as a reporter. His wife was American, and.
he returned to the States with her on a repatriation ship.

MURAI was a Japanese working for HOVANS and the Japanese
Gendarmerie, and was a "friendly" source of information to :MEL.
A Black-market operator.

IIILIG was German-French from Alsace-Lorraine, and furnished
WIEHL with various items of information on the Chinese, Russians
and Japanese, which he was able to collect owing to his extensive
business connections. He was a dealer in war materials, Ablich
he sold to the Japanese, commercial diamonds, and various black-
market rackets.

JOSEPH SOLOMON was arrested by the ' Japanese early in the war
on the instigation of KASHIN, in connection with a contraband ddal
in foreign exchange. BS was cleared of this charge and got a job
as bill collector for the Argentina night club, in vilich way he
made contacts with the Japanese patrons of the club. He pamsed
on information to WIEHL from time to time.
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GEORGE TSAI was head of the Central Press, the Chinese
news service under the puppet regime, linked up with the Jap-

anese DOMEI. He was very pro-German and furnished WEMIL with
a lot of information from Nanking on the puppet regime.

PICK HOVANS and his gang do not properly come under the
German Intelligence Section of the Summary Reports, as he and
his gang were working for theJapanese Gendarmerie: -However,
a certain exchange of courtesies went on between HOVANS and
WIEHL, by which :IIEla,kep in touch with the activities of
the Gendarmerie and was able to keep in their good graces and
receive a certain amount of "protection" for his men.

G. RELATIONS JITH OTHER ORGA.NIZATIONS. 

1. AB-4EHR. 

As has been explained previously, =SINGER and HUBER
were unable to arrange for any aatisfactory cooperation with any of

the Air= group, who with the exception of HABENICHT steered clear
of all SS agents. The one exception to this was the organization

. of the AIMEER III under HUBER with EBREARDT's assistance, which was
only done as a compromise on EMHARDT's part in order to keep his
organization free from Gestapo domination, and give HUBER some-
thing to distract his attention from the EHRHARDT BUREAU, which
EHRHAREPT managed to keep independent to the end.

2. GERMAN DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS AND OTHER AGENCIES. 

As the SS chiefs, kaISINGER and HUBER, were officially

attached to the German diplomatic Corps, cooperation here was a
matter of course, expeciaIly in matters of communication. However,
the SS agents where known were universally feared and disliked by
the majority of Germans, although a .god deal of information must
have-been gleaned through ordinary social contacts, either as a
result of spite', fear, or a desire on the part of ardent Nazi's to
perform a patriotic service for their country. As has been shown,
there : was close cooperation between the SS and the German - news and
propaganda agencies.

3. JAPANESE.

Relations with the Lanese were close NEISINGER, through
•

the assistance of LOY in Tokyo, made good contacts lath the Japanese,
and worked closely with them in causing the arrest of a number Of
"unpatriotic" Germans. One such case was described by WIEDEMANN,
that of a German merchant, member of a German oil firm buying oil -
for the German Government, whose name was ENGEL; NGEL was a strong
.anti-Nazi and was arrested by the Japanese . at MEISINCERl e request;'
he was released after several weeks, and . onbein&marned that he
was to be arrested again committed suiciderather than face fur-
ther imprisonment. In Shanghai WIEHL maintained good cooperation with
the Naval Intelligence, the Gendarmerie and the Municipal Puce, under
the Japanese. However, in the matter of HUBER's and LMISINGER's efforts



to take over the
Japanese in EMM
SS and 1)reterred

ADZIE1 from EHRHARDT, the matter was decided by the
1DT's favour, as the Japanese were suspicious of the
not to give them too much stope for their activities.

H. kNALUATION OF ACTIVITI.66 OF REIGHSSICIERIDEITSHAUPTAMT (ss)
IN FAR EAST.

As regards the activities of the SS in the Far East being
effective, primarily in comparison with its work in other countries,
its success ean not be rated high.

The primary mission of the Geheime Statspolitzei, i.e. over-
looking the affairs of German residents, was never carried out -with
complete success in the Far East. The Japanese would never permit
the German Government to take action against German nationals, in-
sisting that they had jurisdiction over such matters. Rather than .
incite the Japanese to action, the German officials would in most
eases do nothing. It is known from observation of some cases of
anti-Nazis, that such people were not perseeuted in the Far East, ...
whereas if they had been in Germany or some German occupied territdry
they would undoubtedly have been placed in concentration camps. • Pr:
bably the greatet4 success the Gestapo achieved in the Far East WW1.
the effect the more presence of Gestapo representatives in the Wm
East brought about. German nationals in China were “kept in line“
more because of what. they feared might be done, than because of at
the Gestapo was actually able to do. Regarding HUBER, the head of
the Gestapo in China, it has been stated that he was more concerned
with obtaining information about the Russians than he was in overt-
looking the affairs of the Germans.

Relative to the military, economic and other data which the SS
compiled, it was stated by Dr. ERICH KORDT, German Envoy, that re-
ports submitted by Major HUBER were no more accurate than those
transmitted by the EHRHARDT BUREAU (See Dr. KORDT's evaluation of
the EHRHARDT BUREAU).

FREDERICK VIEHL, who operated an agent network for Dr. KLARE,
was never, according to his own statement, fully trusted by the
Germans. It is known that WIEHL has a vivid imagination and there
is a good possibility that much of the information reported by him
was manufactured.

One of the failures attributed to the SS representatives in •
the Far Easr was their inability to take over the control of the
EHRHARDT BUREAU, even though the ABAEHR had been abosrbed into
the REICHSSICHERHEITSHAUPTAMT in Europe. 	 •
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V. GERMAN FOREIGN SERVICE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

A survey of German foreign service activities in China
would not be comp/ete without considering to some extent the dip-
lomatio.representation in other parts of the Far East, particularly
Japan and Manchuria. While the embassies in China and Japan and
the legation in Manchuria were completely independent 'andreported
direct to Berlin, their isolated position geographically in relation
to Germany, particudarly after the outbreak of the Russo-German war,
brought them into oomparatively close relationship with each other.
Set forth in this section is not only information relative to the
German diplomatic representation in China but also data concerning
the missions in japan, Manchuria, Siam and Indo-China.

While the German missions to Japan, China and other countries
in the Far East reported independently to Berlin, Major General
=GEN OTT advised that during the time he was ambassador to japan,
he received unofficial reports from Manchuria, Siam, Indo-China and
other parts of the Far East so that he could keep abreast of the
over-all picture.

With regard to German diplomatic representation in Hongkong,
the Consulate General in that city reported to Germany through London
prior to the war. HERMANN GIPPERICH, former Consul General to Hone
kong, was transferred to the Peking Embassy Office after the outbreak
of the war.

'Diplomatio policy in the Far East changed considerably after the
outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war; and with the recognition by Hitler
of the WANG CUING WEI Government, there was a dual policy in China

'
*

el Not to be completely cut off from the Central Government. b) 53
recognize and work with the Nanking Puppet Government. The objective
of German diplomatic representation in japan was to bind as closely
as pobsible the Japanese policy to that of Germany.

B. CHINA

• 1. GENERAL SURVEY. 

German foreign service officials have voiced the opinion
thatlUndamentally the work of the German Foreign Sezvice in the Far-

. Zest priorto 1939 was not any different than that of the diplomatic.!
representatives of Great Britain and the United States. The in-
takeouts of the Germans in the Par East were primarily -commercial and
.oultdral, and non-political; however, it is often difficult to make . j

distinction as political interests are So closely related to •
Ammareial and culture in many instances. The policy of the GermanH
•ovarnment_Was to protect 'and promate - the-important German aomMercia3
interests and to foster strongkelations'with the Chinese Govern:men*
The German Government belieiid thataAnited China-would'be to

- bestAnteresta of German coMmercial ;enterprises.' German advisors-"'
.wereattaced to various ministries of the Chinese Government and

, were in close contact with Chinese elUltliral life..



In 1935 the German diplomatic representation was raised from
legation to embassy. Up to that time, the official seat of the
German legation had been in Peking. In 1935, when the status was
raised to Embassy, the Ambassador moved to Nanking, where an Em-
bassy was established, and an Embassy Office was left in Peking.
There Were 'then consulates in Canton, Shanghai, Hankow, Tsingtao,
Tientsin, Chungking and Chefoo. When the Chinese Government moved
into the interior in 1937, embassy offices still were retained in
Nanking and Peking, but another embassy office, where the ambassador
maintained his residence, was opened in Chungking. At the sal* time,
for convenience sake, an embassy office was also established in
Shanghai. The political reporting was divided between the 178110118

;'embassy offices rather than having all political reports pass throug2;
the embassy office where the ambassador made his residence.

Attaching military advisors to the Chinese Government was one of
the mediums the German Government used to strengthen German-Sino re-
lations. Col. BAUER, the first military advisor, arrived in China
in 1927 or 1928. He succeeded in fostering extremely close relations
with the Generalissimo. After his death in the early nineteen-thirties:
there was an interval when there was no military advisor to the Central:"
Government of any significance. In 1935 or 1936 General von FLU-.
HAUSEN assumed the post of military advisor and contributed greatly
to fostering closer Sino-German relations. The military advisors were
all former officers, retired, and had no official connection with the
foreign service activities.

In 1938 when the political situation became more'tense after the
outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war, the German Government was forced
to inform the Chinese Government that it could not agree to have the
military advisors remain in their position any longer as the Zapanese
regarded it as an linneutral act. The German ambatsador informed . the
Chinese Government and the military advisors that the German Govern-
ment considered their presence as undesirable. The majority of the
military advisors, approximately twelve t -left their positions with
the Central Government. Baron VON STEIN, who had been serving with
the Sward Service, was not asked to leave his post; and .Captain
WALTER STNS, who had been the personal aide to the Generalissimo
and head of his body-guard, also remained in Chungking.

Prior to the outbreak of the Sino-Wapanese'war, TRAUTMANN had'
been German Ambassador to China. He had warned his government
against precipitate extension of German investment and trades fearing
that too rapid development might be disadvintagMeium to German-Chinese
relations. BA opposed RIBBENTROP's pro-Japanese policy and the re-
call of German military advisors fran China. He was reaalled-to
Berlin in May, 1938, and after his arrival there, was relieved of hi0
post. At that time, MARTIN FISCHER, who had served in the foreign
service since 1907, became Charge d'Affaires of the Embassy in
Chungking. FISCHER was later transferred to the pot of ,Consul Gen
era). in Shanghai and FE= ALTENBURG bebame Charge d'Affaires offebile._
German Embassy in Chungking. It has been stated that during the pet"
iod'1938 to 1941 there was hardly any coordination of German political!
affairs in China.
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In 1941 the Irani:int:). rupnet Government of WANG C=G	 was
recognized by Germany, and from that time until the end of the war.
the policy of the German di r lomatic representation .ias two-fold:
1) Not to be cut off from the Chinese Central Governmnt, and 2) .
Officially to recoL;nize and Jork with the puppet government.

Consul General FISC= was sent from Shanjiai as Lanister
to the Nanking puppet government, when it wes recoLJAzed by Germany,
to make arrangements for 6he acceptance of IF,I171-11C:-t STA13:Eli as
German Ambassador to the puDr et government, and from that time
until the end of the war, Germany had no "diplomatic relations"
with the Chinese Central Government.

With regard to the German Government's aim of not being fully
cut off fi. ora the Central Government, many of the German diplomatic
officials continued to maintain the close relauions they had es-
tablished with the Chinese and offered only token cooperation to
the puppet L:overnment. In achieving the aim of the German Govern-
ment in this regard the best exalple is the ca-e of Captain WALTER
STENITES, former military advisor to the Central GovernLent and
personal aide to Chang Kai Shek. STETTIle S had been involved in a
revolt against HITLER and GOIIBBELS in 1930, and was imprisoned by
the Nazis at that time. STEMES left Germany in 1933 for China and
became head of the Generalissimo's body guard. After arriving in
Shanghai from Chungking, he admitted that he worked for Chinese
Intelligence and looked after Madame Chiang's property; but at the
same time he maintained close relations with German diplomatic,
propaganda and intelligence officials and reportedly was furnishing
information to them, primarily regarding Central Government affairs
and the cooperation of the Chungking Government with the Allies.

Baron von STEIN remained in Chungking during the war and
maintained close relations with Central Government officials.

With regard to the second aim of Germany in China, officially
to recognize and work with the puppet government, German officials
have described this policy as a fiasco. There was never any de-
finite policy with regard to working with the puppet government
and the only purpose appeared to be superficially to maintain
friendly relations. Agreements were never entered into and no
treaties 

puppet
or other kinds

rnment
of . political transactions were ever attempted

with 

2. ADMINISTRATIVE.

The ambassador was the thiefof the German Foreign service
in China and politically his leadership 'was undisputed. The con-
suls were not expected to work in the political field unless they
had special instructions. They were expected, however, to report
to the Ambassador on the political developments within their juris-
diction. Al]. questions of a political nature were to be referred
to the ambassador for guidance and instruction. With regard to
economic matters, the relationship between the embassies and con-
sulates was not so close. The consul himself could send reports
on economic developments direct to Berlin, and did periodically
make such reports. With regard to economic policy, however, par-
ticularly concerning questions relating to Government loans,
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C
contacts, deliveries on credit to the Chinese Government or Chinese
local authorities, the consuls had to refer such question to and
act on the instructions of the ambassador. Regular consular ad-
ministrative work according to the law was the responsibility of the
consul himself. He acted on his own responsibility and handled
such matters direct with Germany. FroA the above it can be seen
that the consulates and consulates-general were o p erating inde-
pendently on administrative matters and re porteu direct to Berlin,
while, in the political field and on all questions of policy along
economic lines they were comp letely subservient to the embassy.

The system of re7, orting from the various German consulates
changed to a• certain extent during the war. In many cases it was
difficult to maintain close contact with Berlin and therefore the 'H
ambassador became more and more an "officer of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs". Many matters which ordinarily would have been .
rePorted direct --t,c) Berlin ware referred to the ambassador so that:
immediate instructions could be given and the ambassador could haire.
an opportunity to get an over-all picture of all problems. When
pouch communication became extremely difficult, administrative and
financial reports were many times not forwarded to Berlin but
permitted to accumulate in the consular offices. A certain amoungT
of administrative function; particularly with regard to support ,.
of destitute people, marriages, divorces, changes of family statu4',.
certain questions of purely local interest, economic activities •
of German firms, credits and financial arrangements, were reported;
by wire to Berlin.

3. ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND iIIIITARY REPORTING BY FOREIGN
SERVICE OFFICERS.

A survey of foreign service office records dating back
as far as 1860, shows a complete coverage of all phases of economic,
political, military, and cultural information, i.e. industrial sur-
veys, educational reports, river studies, production records, mil-
itary movements and personalities. little of the foreign office
information was gathered under cover, but came fram studies made by
German economic, industrial, cultural, and military experts who
specialized in their own fields of endeavor. Mach of it came from
German members of educational institutions, and some was translated
from the Chinese, Japanese and Russian press.

With regard to military reporting by the foreign service offici-
als, there was no Alitary attache inChina until the arrival of
Major RHEIITHOID in 1943. Lilitary reports were compiled in the
foreign service offices from data received from military attaches of
other countries, newspapers and correspondentar, personal observation
and the data collected by the military advisors. Most of the military
information was handled by the ABAHR after the arrival of its re-
presentatives in 1940 and 1941

All political reports were sup posed to be handled only by the
embassies and not by the ABIEUR, SS or any other organization. Any
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political information collected by ABWEHR, SS or other representa-
tives was to be turned over to the embassy for correlation end
reporting to Berlin, however they often transmitted tolitical
formation direct to Berlin and thus created considerable friction
between themselves and the regular foreign service offidals.
Political situation reports were written in the embassy of2ices on
material received through various sources, such as DNB, Reuters,
other press agencies, and radio broadcasts. German officials have
claimed that political information was received only fron open
sources, and that political reports consisted to a great extent
of data gleaned in discussions had by Geruan officials lith dip-
lomatic representatives and officials of other governments.

4. CONMUNICATIONS. 

After 1941, with a few exceptions when blockade ranners
could be used, only cabled reports were sent to Germany from China.
There was a regular courier service between Nanking and Shanghai,
twice monthly to Peking, Tientsin, and Tsingtao, and up to 1944 a
monthly service between China and Japan. Between Canton, Hankow,
Chefoo and Nanking only occasional couriers were sent. All other
communications between the missions in China and between China and
Japan were by coded telegrams.

54 FINANCING. 

Funds for foreign service work were received from
Germany in the following way during the years preceding the war:
German diplomatic officials had their salaries deposited in banks
in Germany and they were urged to only draw the funds which they
actually needed for expenses. Estimates were made by the Consulates
and embassies as to monthly expenses and these were submitted to
Berlin, the, remittances were made from Berlin to the Deutsche
Asiatic Bank account of the Foreign Service Office from Which the
embassies and consulates could draw. The local employees were paid
out of the latter funds. During World War II, when communication,
other than by cable, became difficult, this procedure was changed
and finances were handled in the following manner: The Foreign
Service offices in China would advise Berlin of the monthly estimates
and Berlin would then give credit for such amounts plus the salaries
of the diplomatic officials to large German firms such as DEFAG in
Germany. The firme l branches in China would then make payments to
the foreign service_offioes in China and also handle payment of •
salaries to diplomatic officials. By the latter procedure the German
diplomatic officials received their entire salaries while previously
certain percentage of their salaries would normally be left in banks
in Germany..
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C6. IDBELTZATION OF 	
YOUTH IL 01.1.1mt.

German officials have stated that there was never any
mobilization of German manpower in the Far East for service in
Germany. This would normally be a Foreign Service office functions
but a mobilization program was never insituted. German youth were
often ur3-ed to return to Germany and serve their country, and one
or two groups of German youths were sent to Japan from Shanghai
for service with the German Navy. German officials have stead-
fastly 'claimed that the German youth were never forced into serving
their country and their service was entirely on a voluntary basis.
Statements from German youths and parents of others, indicate quite
the contrary however, i.e., German manpower was forcibly conscripted
for service with German forces.

7. RELATIONS WITh TEE NAZI PAkft, 

Nazi Party officials had no control over foreign service
policy and there was no official consultation or collaboration be-
tween the Nazi Party and the German consulate'and embassy officials
prior to 1939. When applications for passports were forwarded to
Berlin the head of the Nazi Party was as a rule consulted by the
consular officials, and his views were submitted with the application.
After 1939, however, the Nazi Party did exercise a certain a punt of
influence over the foreign service officials, primarily by assigning
to the Foreign Service Offices in China officials who were ardent
Nazi sympathizers. In effect, however, there was still no "official"
collaboration between the Nazi Party organization itself and the Ger-
man foreign service offices. .
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a. rANKIUG (Embassy). 

Ambassador to the Nanking Puppet Government from 1942
to the canitulation of Germany was DR..WRNST WOERMANN, a
World War I veteran Who had been for a long time head of the
political section of the Fol.eign Office in . Berlin. and a favorite'
of RIBBENTROP. He reportedly was given the post in Nanking,
to relieve =MUCH	 who was appointed Ambassador to
Japan in 1942, to Get him out of the way when his -;views had
come, through the fanatic development of the Nazi Party system,
to diverse too drastically froLa those of the Nazi leaders in
Germany.

DR. EidCH KOADT was Counsellor of Embassy. Ervoy KORDT
had long been at variance with the Nazi Party :Folicies in •
Germany and was finally, because of differences with RIBBENTROB
removed from his position as chief of 1-?.IBLENT_MOP t s • cabinet and
-sent to Tokyo in June 1941 as Envoy. Fraill there he was trans-
ferred to Nanking in 1942.

DR. IIANS BIDDER, first secretary of Embassy, held the title
of Consul General because of his seniority. He held the unique „.
position of Consul General and "First Secretary of Embassy with
locality of residences divided". It will be noted from the forei.i
going chart that DR. BIDDER is listed under the Nanking Embassy
but over the Peking and Shanghai Embassy offices.

HERMANN GIPPZAICH was formerly Consul General in Hongkong 	 •
and retained his title vien he was transferred to the Peking
Embassy Office after Germany and England were at war. He was
later transferred to the Nanking Embassy as Secretary.

Major WOLFGANG REINNOLD, 'who arrived in LTan by blockade
runner in 1943 and wa,. first assigned to l‘ork under KICTSCHMER,
military attache in Tokyo, was transferred in the autumn of
1943 to the 1)ost of military attache of the Nanking Embassy.

Dr. HOST BOHLII:G, Dr. of Law, was the legal . expert of the
Embassy.

S. R. VON WINTERFELDT was the economic expert of the Embassy
and was also attached to the German Consulate in Shanghai. Under
him was Embassy Secretary JOSEF CONRAD ERUTZIN, an expert in
economics, who was considered by the Nanking German_ community to
be the strongest Nazi in that city.

Dr. KURT NOLL was the Embassy physician. For many years he
had been the private i)hysician .6f Utuiti (MING 'AEI, leader of the
Nanking Puppet Government.

Consular Secretaries at the Embassy were HErnior Hiartam,
G. HOTH and A. BEUitTx2, the•laSt named beine latertransferred
to Peking.

Clerks at the Embassy were KURT RA.BBEN and GOTTFRIED GANTER.
The latter was entrusted with the collection of Red Cross and, .
Winter Relief funds.
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Stenotypists at the Embassy were CHARLOTTE DITizRNER
and CHARLOTTE ZIMMERMANN.

b. SHANGHAI

. 1. EmlLissy..011192.

Consul General WELhtal STOLLER was in chArge of the
Shanghai Embassy office.

ELGAII VON RANDOW was Counsellor of Embassy and was in
charge of the activities of the Press Attache, Radio attache
and theoretically all reports of a political nature were sup-
posed to be seen by him, although the ABWEHR, under EISENTRAEGER,
and the SS, under HUBER, often submitted political information
through other channels. VON RANDOW arrived in Shanghai in April
1941 to take charge of the Shanghai Embassy Office. Upon the
arrival of STAHMER in China an "over-all shake-up" occurred and
STOLLER took charge of the

 China, 
	  Embassy Office and VON RANDOW

beeame Counsellor. His duties consisted primarily of writing
political situation reports based on material received through
DNB, Reuters, other press agencies, and radio broaucasts .. Major
FRANZ HUBER was "Police Attache" (head of the SS in China).

FRITZ CORDT was Press Attache, and his assistant waw BEL-
MUTH KOCH.

RUDOLF GRAU was Radio Attache, and under him were the Ger-
man listening Post in Avenue Petain, headed by Mrs. EVA TONN,
and the German Broadcasting Station XDRS, directed by GAEL
FLICKSTEGER who was assisted by Chief Engineer WALTER BASTANIER
and HANS GOIDAU.

Baron XESCO VON PUTTEAVER, who was head of the German In-
formation Bureau and in charge of propaganda, was also attached
to the Embassy.

Lt. Col. LUDWIG EISENTRAEGER, head of the EHRHARDT BUREAU
was also officially attached to the Embassy. (Details relative
to the organizations of HUBER, PUTTKAMER and EISENTRAEGER, as
well as of the Press and Radio Departments, are dealt with in
other sections of this report.)

KARL MEYER-FORSTER, who was.attached to both the Shanghai
and Tokyo Embassies, was courier between Shanghai and Tokyo.
VICTOR KOLIE was courier between Shanghai and Peking.

DR. HORST riticp and PAUL BAUMANN were economic experts
of the Embassy Office.

AMabux =MEW was Senior Secretary.
HERBERT WOBSER was Chancellor, of Embassy.
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Other employees of the RInbassy (omitting the many Chinese
clerks, coolies and servants) were BOECKMANN and G.F.R. NAGEL;
the stenotypists and secretaries: ELLY FUELLGRAF, ALEXANDRA BICE:,
11ARGA BOELM, NANNA HECICLT, WALDRUTH SCHWIND and SONATA THAETER;

and the Embassy Guards: WILEFLM . BERG, BORIS BERG,-,yrnimm
NEUGEBAUER, VLADIEIR ORLOW r WILIMM 'MIER and WRATiSLAW SWOBODA.

2. Consulate General. 

WILHELM . FISCHER who had been in the German dip-
lomatic service since 1907 was German Consul General in Shanghai
until 1 January 1945 when he was relieved of his post and re-
placed by Dr. WALTER DIETRICH HOOPS.

One of the most efficient consuls of the German Consulate
General in Shanghai was LAUTENSCHLAGER who died in January 1944.

1E0 WEYER was Chancellor; Consular Secretary was CARL
FRAUENRATH: legal advisors and experts were vice-consuls EuGu
BETZ , KRAFT HELMUTH VOSS and DR. BUENGER who was sent to Peking
at his own request in 1944 to study conditions there; economic
expert was VON WINTERFELDT who was also attached to the Nanking
Embassy; Consular Secretaries were PAUL HERMANN STARK (General
office work, mailing and personnel), .HERBERT KESSELS (in charge
of relief work), MARTIN UEBE (in charge of accounts), FRANZ
BRAMEILER (travel registration, and GEORGE MATULA (who had been
in charge of registration in the Tokyo Consulate); Assistant Sec-
retary was HERENARD STAPELFELDT; Clerks were CHARLES musum,
GOTTLIEB KUEHBIRT, MAX SPRING WEILER, and HERBERT COSTENOBLE;
Secretaries were IRMGARD ZECH, ERNA KNABE, GISELA DUEBGEN,
ANEELlESE MEYER, BRUNHILDE LISKE, CARIOTA BORNHOFF, and IRMA

MOELLER; and the Watchmen were SIEGFRIED BERG, H. G. R. MICHAEL,
EDWARD KOLSHORN, C. KA1ISCHEUER and KURT H. LOOSE.

0. PEKING. 

1. Embassy Office. 

FELIX ALTENBURG was in charge of the German Embassy
office in Peking. Under him were Consul KAI& MUMS, Chancellor
HANS SPENGLER, Secretary and Finance Officer-HERMANN ZANKER,
Assistant Finance Officer and Code Clerk FRANTZ SCHNEDT, courier
OSKAR DELLO, Radio Operator SIZGFRIED WEST, ALFRED HUERTER who was
in charge of propaganda, and FRITZ LEk tER who was purchasing agent
for and caretaker at the Embassy. In addition,'ALTENBURG had a

•Chinese secretary, WANG CHI TUNG', daughter of WANG IN TAI, formerly
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the chairman of the North China Political Aflairs Conraission,
through whom ALTENBURG was able to maintain contact with im-
portant Chinese political personalities in North China and
receive information on Chinese pJlitical and other matters.

2. Consulate General. 

The Consul General in Peking was Dr: E. 13aAano,
who was transferred from liankow. Under him were the clerk,

EREIA, and the stenotypists ILTMTNA GUTZEIT and ELINOR
GOELDIF.L;I-4.

d. TI7d:TaIr.

1. Consulate General. 

The Consul General in Tientsin was F.UTZ
and under him were vice-Consul DR. K. ZOETJAIER, First Secretary
F. 1.1,,RES (who was considered in the Geruan Community as the
strongest Nazi and the real power in the Consulate), Consular
secretaries O. 1 41!.IDT and H. J.42.c.ri s women secretaries MISS WALTERS
and /MS. dETZEL, and other minor employees SCHANETOCE, KRILL
and R. TOEBICH.

e. HANKOW. 

1. Consulate General. 

Consul General in Hankow was, until shortly before
the capitulation of Germany, Dr. E. BAACKLO, who was transferred to
Pekin, and replaced by Acting Consul-General H. ROEHREEE,(trans-
ferred and prowoted from the p ost of Secretary in Hsingking) who
had a Hankow background, having been born there in 1911, and
whose father was for many years manager or Carlowitz in Hankow.
His rapid promotion is said to be due to his strong Nazi sympathies,
and his ability as a Chinese linguist. Assisting him were Chance114
E. .ANZE and Consular Secretary H. GIATZEL, a man of about 40, who I
was also a strong Nazi and the local Party chief.

f. CANTON. 

1. Consulate General. 

The Consul Generell in Canton was Dr. F. SIEBERT and
under him were the Consular Secretaries HERBERT GLIETSCH and
.TOHANNES BRESLN, and the typist BERTHA WUNLEBIICH.
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c. "L'SDIGM.O. 

1. Consulate General.

Consul in Chefoo was HANS VON SAUCI:EN, and Con-
sular Seci:etary was 1.0 1-tit:1Z, T.T.T7i13 -Ei;T:l. VON SILIJC1 .32; v(as a man
of dif:icult tera7eranent, and vras. cordially disliked . by most
of 'Ili s	 c cidic)atriots in Ts 1.-A6t ao , 	 v	 si.L:51e d a
i)etitioll to A.1.-abassador	 asking for Lis re-,,ioval.

re-14y was that he haci no Dower over Consular appointments
and only the Foreign Of ..,.lce could effect the dismissal of VON
S;t1jC1C21E. It is a fairly connuonl-y held opinion arnont; the Genianr
• community in Tsingtao that VO1: SAUCELIT was res-L.:)onsible 1Cor ra4r4r
arrestB of Germans idade by the Japanese.

h. CET,F00..

1. Consulate General. 

The German Consul in Chefoo was F.

C. JAPAN. 

1..	 GZ.1.17aR.:-U, 

With regard to German policy in Japan, most of the infor-
mation Avai lab le was obtained from Major General EUGuai OTT, former
Military Attache and Ambassador from Gemaiv to Japan, Dr. Eti.I0H

WV,	 KORDT, former Envoy, and the ex-wife of' Col. JOSEF IZISDiGER. This
survey is, therefore, of necessity brief and gives only a summary of •
the information obtained from these sources('

Germany followed the policy up to 1934 of not becoming involved
in political controversies in the Far East. As a consequence, German
missions abroad were instructed to maintain a reserved attitude in
purely political matters. As Japan Was permanently represented at
the Council of the League of Nations, she had a certain voice in
European Affairs. A Japanese delegate generally acted as tyrapporteur"
on all disputes over Upper Silesia, and sometimes on minority ques- -
tions. Japan possessed therefore a certain bargaining power with
regard to Germany. The first German Ambassador after the first World
War in 1920, Dr. SOLF, evaded all attempts to have Germany entangled
in Japanese disputes with Western powers, Russia and China. He is

said to have enjoyed a considerable personal prestige during the more

than ten years he served in Tokyo. His successor, Ambassador VORET-
ZSCH, followed in general the mile line as SOLF; but when Japan in-
vaded Manchuria, he did not oppose the corplusion of a barter agree-
ment between Japan and Germany, in regard to trade with Manchuria.
The conclusion of this agreement was resented by China and therefore
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of not becoming entangled in Far Eastern controver
was not completely maintained.

After 1935 the Japanese Army, which had become the Ilost pow(
factor in Japanese politics, sought closer collaboration with Gei
The Japanese Military Attache, Col. OSHIMA, had entered into nego
tions with RIBBENTROP for the conclusion of an Anti-Comintern Pao
These negotiations were conducted secretly, the German and Japane.
Foreign Ofiices being kept in ignorance up to the moment when the
Pact was signed (November 1936). Though RIBBENTROP was appointed
Ambassador to London in September 1936, it was he who actually Sig
the pact in Berlin, a fact which raised great resentment against b.
in England. The German Ambassador to Tokyo at that time, VON DIRCa
tried to steer a lore conservative line, in which, however, he was
successful. In February 1938, after Italy had joined the Anti-Comi
tern Pact; DIRCKSEN resigned on grounds of ill health. RIBBENTROP
tried, however, to keep him in the diplomatic service, and persuade.
him to accept a new appointment as Ambassador to London.

After 1938 the policy in Japan of the German diplomatic repre-
sentatives was to bind the Japanese policy as closely as possible to
that of Germany. In 1938, General EUGEN OTT, who had been Military
Attache in Tokyo since 1934, and had gained considerable personal
favor and prestige with the Japanese was appointed Ambassador and
remained in the post until 1942, when he was dislaissed for insubordit
ation to the Nazi Government, with which he had never been in complet
agreement. OTT's dismissal directly resulted from his refusal to
carry out an order which Hitler had issued. OTT advised that he per-
sonally held the belief that one of the reasons he was appointed Am- .
baesador to Japan was that the Japanese Military Attache in Berlin,
°SHIM, thought that if he, OTT, were appointed . Ambassador to japan
°SHIM& would receive an appointment as Japanese Ambassador to Ger-
many. °SHIM. did actually receive such an appointment. According
to OTT, OSHIMA wielded considerable power with German officials in
Berlin and all important policy matters were handled by the Japanese
and German Governments through OSHIMA, and OTT was never cognizant of
any important matters until action had been taken.

General OTT stated that after the conclusion of the German-
Russian Agreement and after the war had broken out in Europe, Japan
first took up a waiting attitude, which was characterized by the
declaration of Foreign Minister ARITA, in which he acknowledged the
status quo in the Pacific.. After the collapse of Franoe and in view
of the growing aid rendered by the United States to England and
Chiang Kai Shek, the new Zapanese cabinet Konoye through its Foreign .
Minister Matsuoka, attempted to establish closer contact with Germany.,
In this situation special envoy HEINRICH STAHMER arrived in Tokyo.
Be was charged by the Reich Foreign Minister with the special mission
to negotiate with Japan for a defensive treaty, whose main object
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would • be to prevent the United States from entering the War. The
Three-Power-Treaty resulted, which was negotiated in Tokyo and
Signed in Berlin. OTT collaborated with "all my strength" at its
conclusion. The preamble of this treaty, which was drawn ,up by

TUOit personnally, and his attitude throughout the negotiations
admitted no doubt Whatever that the treaty was considered by the
Japanese Government, according to OTT, a means to prevent the ex-
pansion of the European war and prevent the war in China. from be-
coming a world conflagration.

General OTT further advised that later, when EATS-UW/1A resigned,
a period of active and open exchange of ideas between his and the
Japanese Govern tent came to its close and was replaced by an attitude
of restraint and secretiveness on the part of the Japanese.

After HEMIIICH L:TiLIZER became Ambassador to Japan in the latter
part of 1942, he acted loyally as "his master's voice". SmiUIMER, it .
has been stated, was cow)letely lacking in personality and wad dom-
inated by Col. JOSEF I.:EISIITCZR, head of the SS.

2. OFFICES 01' THE :a1STARY, NAVAL AND AIR ,r_L' 	 .

a. :aaar2ARy. 

Until 1934 there were no German Talitary, Naval
or Air Attaches in Tokyo. In 1934 EUGEN OTT was appointed
lalitary Attache. OTT was a personal friend of General INN
SOHI.MCHR and had previously worked with him in the Reich-
swehrministerium in Berlin. In 1931 and 1932 OTT was the chief
of the Viehrmachtsabteilung of the Reichswehrministerium, and
was therefore responsible for all inner political questions con-
cerning the army and navy. General OTT has expressed the view
that if he had been in Germany at the time of SCHLEICHER's mur-
der, he would have had similar action taken against him, as he
shared almost completely the views held by SCHLEICHER. In 1933
OTT was sent to Japan as a military observer and waw attached
to the Third Regiment of Artillery, Garrisoned at Nagoya. In
1934 OTT received his appointment as Lilitary Attache to Tokyo
and has expressed the followins views as to the reasons for
this appointment:

In view of the increasing tension with Russia it was the
intenti on to send as Military Attache a man, who already
had acquired a certain knowledge of the country and Who had
established contact with the Japanese officers' corps.



5

In view of the inner-political tension in Germany it was
desirable to re.:love aman, of vitiom it was well known that
he held the Confidence of General von soli:a:NEER.

When OTT hecae Ambassador to Japan, his. successor as mil- .
itary attache was Colonel I.:AT= who wa:J replaced in 1940 by
Colonel KI)=E;CL1R. 11.ATZKY and rasTsciai] ..;:z enjoyed to some ex-
tent the confidence of the Japanese Army, bat the German military
attaches never succeeded in havinG, either in the military or
in the Political field, an influence comrarable to that which
031111.1ii. and Ids successors exerted in Berlin. AccordinG to .]i-icvoiy.
•ORDT, while there had alays been in the Japanese Army a cer-
tain pro-German tradition, the General suspicion of any foreign
influence mnde close collaboration rather difficult. This did
not Change after the conclusion of the Tripartite Pact in Se ptem-
ber 1940, the Lilitary Alliance of December 11, 1941, and the
additional lAlitary Agreement of January 18, 1942. The joint
Military commissions provided for in these agreements never F.,-ttlef

down to real work and remained a farce. KORDT further advised
that there was no Lifltaryplanning between the Tripartite powers
comparable to that which existed between the Allies. The agree,-
ments were rather more drawn up to nake mutual interference dif-
ficult than to•make collaboration easy. A belated attept from
the Japanese side in the summer and autumn of 1942 to send a
delegation-to-Berlin in order to elaborate a common political
and military plan, was frustrated by RIBEENTROP and OSIT.4A who
feared that a direct contact between the leading figures of
the Armed Forces might lessen their own influence.

The exchange of information between the military attache's
office and the Japanese was primarily about the Russians. The
Japanese were extremely interested to obtain from the Germalls
blueprints of new inventions, and at one time the military
attache received orders from Berlin to assist the Japanese Army
in drawing up plans for counier attacks against tanks.

b. NAVAL 

In 1937, a Naval Attache, Captain VIENNECKER, was
appointed to Tikyo. Although the Japanese Navy was not very
favorable to closer relations between Japan and Germany, waN-
NECYM enjoyed after sane years a personal prestige similar to
that which OTT enjoyed as Military Attache with the Army. In

1939 WENNECKER held a commission in Europe for a short time,
being replaced by Captain LTETZMANN; but when the Tripartite
Pact was concluded, IENNECKER, with the rank of Rear-Admiral,

Was sent back to Tokyo as N aval Attache.
1.01
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There was an exchange of information between the Naval
Attache's office and the Japanese Navy. The Naval Attachets
office also recruited German youth for service in the German

ravy. Ad!airal ',.:Ela rEGIaIR often made trips to China as there was

no naval attache in China, and it appears ,that WE'rNECKER's

assignment war) to represent the interests of the Genman Navy
not only in Japan but in all the Far East. He also represented

the interests of the Navy for all the Far East insofar as the
movenents of the Ger,lan blockade runners were concerned.

c.

. At the beginning of 1939 Colonel VON GRONAU was
appointed Air Attache to Tbkyo. There being no separate Air Fofee

in Japan, the Air Attache had to deal both with the Army and Navy
Air Forces. The constant rivalry and suspicion existing betweei.

the tpo services made the ppsition of Air Attache in Japan rather

delicate. It was difficult to avoid the conclusion that Army and
Navy suspected the German Air Attache, who had to deal with both,
branches, of being liable to give information to the "other side".
Colonel VON GRONAU, whose technical knowledge in aviation dated%,
back to his experience as a flying sportsllan in the twenties, was
therefore rather restricted in his activities.

3. Canlal CULTURAL RELATIONS WITH J.;%PAN. 

In the twenties and thirties the German Embassy had
endeavored to further cultural relatiaas with Japan. There existed a
traditional contact in the field of medical science and engineering.
Efforts were also made to spread the teaching of the German language,
but as only eight Japanese middle schools included German courses in
their curriculum, most of the students preferred to continue with
English at the high schools and universities. In the beginning of the
thirties, a German cultural institute, chiefly for Japanese studies,
was founded in Kyoto, where similar-lnstitutions of other nations al-
ready existed. At the end of the thirties a Hitler Jpg .end leader,
REINHOLD SCHULZE, arrived in Japan, who was later put in charge of the
cultural department of the Embassy. Be helped to organize German-
Japanese societies in a number of towns and also took a lively interest
in a Japanese s ponsored German Cultural Institute in Tokyo. From 1941

SCHULZE t s activities were somewhat curtailed by certain Japanese author-
ities who were suspicious of any foreign influence in Japan.
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When EUGEN OTT was disnissed from his post of Anbasador to
Japan in 1942, NEIrRICH STAHLER who had been Ambassador without
Portfolio in 1940 and Ambassadorto the newly recognized Nanking
Puppet Government in 1941, was appointed Ambassador. SVEMER was
thoroughly impregnated with Nazi ideas and has been described as
having limited intelligence, lacking in personality and having no
moral courage. STAMM was comp letely dominated by the nersonality
of MEISINGER and it has been stated that during STAFAEA's ambas-
sadorship NEISr TGER assumed complete leadership in diplomatic
activities in Japan through his influelve over STAhlER.

D. MANCHURIA. 

1. GENERAL SURVEY. 

After the Manchuko incident, the German diplomatic
missions in Manchuria were released fraa their connections with the
Embassy service in China. About 1933 the German Rmbassy in Japan
took charge as the political controlling organ. When Nanchuko
was recognized by Germany in 1938, a legation was established in
Manchuria and it was completely independent from either Tokyo or
China although it, of course, worked closely wi.th the Tokyo Embassy.
After the legation was established in Hsingking with Minister
Wagner in charge in 1938, the Consulate at Dairen still remained under
the Embassy in Tokyo as Diaren was within the Japanese Consular
Service. Later, however, the consul at Ditiren came under thejljuris-
diction of the Legation at Hsingking. All through the war, the
Hsingking Legation was independent and reported direct to Berlin.
It was, however, considered the ',younger sister,' of the German Em-
bassy in Tokyo.

In addition to the Legation at Hsingking and the Consulate at
Dairen, therema* consulates at Harbin and Mukden. In 1940 a con-
sular representative, Mr. HECHMANN, was sent to the city of Manchouli
on the Russian-Manchurian border, because of the importance of that
city commercially. After the Trans-Siberian railway could no longer
be used for exports to Germany on the outbreak of the Russo-German
war, this representation was discontinued.

The primary mission df the German foreign service offices in
Manchuria was to protect the important German commercial interests,
and promote trade.
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1938 - -
Secretary:
Secretary:
Secretary:
Consul
Consular
Secretaries:

Chancellor EDMUND SCHUMANN••

2. DIPLOMATIC LISSIONS IN MANCHURIA. 

The following chart shows the diplomatic Ldssions
in Manchuria:

Legation in Hsingking

ni s ter WA G1TER
ZINSSER

GEORG KUE.1-1.,BORN
PAuL BE CYJ an!:
OTTO hUGO WITTE

EDUARD VON DZIEGTELEleUFY
ALFRED MUELLER	 .

Harbin 

Consul	 • Dr. AUGUST PONSCHAB
Chancellor: AUGUST SCHOEPS
Secretary : GEORGE KORTER

Mukden

Consul General: ERNST RAMM
Secretary	 FRITZ L. E. SCHROEDER

Dairen 

Consul General: Dr. ERNST BISCHOrF

E. INDO CHINA. 

1. GENERAL SURVEY

In the autumn of 1941 Consul NEUWANN was appointed to
represent German interests in Wench Indo-China. later Dr. NORTHE,
a young official who had previcpsly served in Chungking, was also
delegated to Indo-China. Some difficulties had to be overcome be-
fore they could enter the country. They were finally despatched
without formal permission from the Japanese authorities, under the 	 .
assignment to represent the German Armistice Delegation in Wies-
baden. ' When NEUMANN died in 1942, he was .replaced by Minister THOMAS,.
who had previously been Minister to Bangkok.
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BANGKOK
IEGATION

1941 Minister ERNST WENDLER
(from Bolivia)

I Counsellor:
'Baron von PLESSEN Liilitary Attache:

Major F. W. SCHOLL
(with for a short
time_ULTBER as asst
Mil. At. fr Tokyo)

Legation
Secretaries:
Y. von MIDLAND
HATES

Chancellor:
IOSCH

Consular Secretaries:
K G '
SAME
FISCHER

Secretary to SCROLL
SCHIER13A.U16

2. FOMIGN SEHVICE ZL'PRESENTATION IN INDO CHINA. 

Consul: NEUMANN
who died in 1942
and replaced by
Minis ter THOLAS .;

Couns ellor
DR. 1101-2TI

Secretary:
HANS JOACHILI SMINBACH

F. THAULAND.

1, GENERAL L3URVEY

The German Legation in Thailand was overstaffed be-
cause when offfcials from the Dutch East Indies, Chungking and
South America were unable to return to Germany they had been attaChed
to the Legation in Thailand. Therefore instead of two officials,
the Legation counted sometimes six or seven.

The primary mission of the German representatives in Thailand'
was for the protection of German interests thee and the fostering
of German commerce.

2. DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATIVES IN THAILAND. 

The following chart depicts the German diplomatic re-
presentation in Thailand:

S I A . Y. (THAILAND)

G. EVALUATION

Inasmuch as the inveutication conducted of German activities
in the Far East has been limited / primarily to China, it is not possible
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to evaluate properly German Foreign Service activities in other parts
of the Far East. However, with regard to Japan, it is felt desirable
to set forth the views expressed by Dr. KORDT and Major General OTT.

Dr. KORDT did not consider that German diplomacy achieved much
success in Japan. He pointed out that the general Japanese
suspicion of any foreign influence made close collaboration
rather difficult.

-
General OTT stated that in his opinionthe German Ambassadors
to Japan rrior to 1938 served their country well as German
policy at that time waE, to foster friendly relations and pro-
mote certain understanding and commercial ventures. General
OTT endeavored after he became Ambassador to Japan to coordinate
the work between Japan and China and was supported in this
attempt by TRAUTLIANN, then Ambassador to China. OTT pointed
out that he was never successful because the German Government
was so centralized in Berlin that his sweriors would Sever
take advantage of practical experience and would only listen to
what they wanted to hear. He further stated that while he was
Ambassador he was never consulted on the mst important policy
matters, as they were as a rule handled through General OSIIIMA,
the Japanese Ambassador to Berlin. General OTT did not esteem
the efficiency of German diplomacy in Japan to be very high
after 1938.

In evaluating German diplomacy in the Far East during the war,
the officials Germany sent to represent her interests must be con-
sidered. It seemed to be the policy in Germany that when an official
was more or less personna non grata with the Nazi regime he was
sent to China or Japan. Specific examples are: 1) Major General
EUGEN OTT, 2) Envoy DR. ERICH KORDT, 3) Consul General FRITZ
WEIDEMANN, and 4) Ambassador ERNST NOERNANN.

On the other hand, with regard to German policy before the war,
a review of the personalities Germany had representing her in the
Far East reveals an entirely different picture. Many foreign service
officials who represented Germany in China and Japan had spent many
years in the Far East and had developed such excellent contacts that
they were exceptionally well qualified for fostering strong relatiaas
with the Chinese and Japanese Governments.

The German foreign service representatives in China can be con-
sidered as aáhieving great success in carrying out the policies of
Germany in China prior to the war. They succeeded in establishing
strong relations with the Chungking Government and on the whole a
survey of the foreign office records has revealed a complete coverage
of all phases of economic, political, 'cultural and military informatid
that is industrial surveys, educational reports, river studies, pol-
itical summaries, propaganda records, military movements and per-
sonalities.
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With regard to German representation during the war, German
officials have expressed the views that they were not very successful,
particularly with regard to relations with the puppet government.
This was primarily because the majority of the foreign service of-
fioial s had pi.eviously established and maintained such excellent con-
tacts in the Central Government that they were never fully trusted
by officials of the puppet government. As has been noted in the
foregoing, after the outbreak of the Sino-J -4anese war, it was the
policy of the German foreign service representatives in China to be
not completely cut off from the Central Government. The success
of this policy can now be plainly seen in the attitude of the Chinese
Government towards German nationals. German officials have such
influential contacts in the Chinese Government that they feel com-
paratively secure.

It is therefore felt that as regards the policy of the German
Government in fostering strong relations with the Chinese Govern-
ment primarily for protecting and furthering German interests, the
German foreign service representatives in China had been extremely
ettooessful.



WI. GERMAN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

A. 1211'110=T ION

This section is only a brief summary of German economic activities in China
and is not purported to be a complete picture. Economic expert° of the Foreign
Economic Administration (7.E...) covered the field of German activitiea in China
to such an extent that a detailed in/eatigation of this phase of German activities
was considered unessential as it would be merely duplication of effort. The
findings of the F.B.I.. experts are available in Washington. The material set
forth hereinafter is a aummary of information obtained in conjunction with investi-
gation of German intelligence activities and from some reports written by F.E.A.

representatives.

B. GENERAL stRvsy

As stated in the foregoing section on German diplomacy in China, the primary
mission of German Foreign Office officials was to foster strong relations with
the Chinese Government and to promote and protect the important German commercial
interests. -MAJOR EUGEN OTT, former German Ambassador to Tokyo, evaluated the im-
portanae . of German commeroial interests in China to the home government by his
statement to the effect that of the Foreign Service missions in Mina, their acti-
vities could be divided as regards the ratio between political and commercial
importance: Shanghai and Canton, 80% commercial and 20 political, Asking. 80%
political and 20% comercial, Alk the rest, almost 100% conmerolal.

German businessmen who have been in China for several years have cultivated
influential Chinese to the extent Ott they now appear to have, insofar as the
• Chinese are concerned, immunity against action being taken against them. Eby
several years the German Government has recognized the importance of German commer-
cial interests in China, and, in developing such interests, has endeavored to build
up China by various means. The German Government has had scientific men in all
branches, medical, chemical, engineering, etc., and they nob have high prestige
in Chinese circles, ln additionithe Gomm Government, in recognizing the impor-
tance of expansion of the representative German firma in the. Orient, has even in
many instances subsidized their activities so that these firma were able to under-
quote Oompetitors from other firms in nearly evert direction.

German firma exploited sucoessfully the system followed by large foreign firms
in China whereby a Chinese "Compradore s with his staff of Chinese clerke, amount-
ants, salesmen, etc.. (the extent of personnel and of the Chinese office organize-.
tion depending on the size of the firm and amount of business done) was incorporated
with the foreign firm as an integral part thereof. Such 11 0caqradores o were invari-
ably men of importance and standing in 	 .ese circles, in many instances being
extremely wealthy. The Chinese s• -- ., —rem is not a . mere employee of the firm
but is as prominent or if not more so in his own- sphere of influence as the
foreigners with wham he is associated.

En all the prominent cities of China, the German comnunities had their Chambers
of Commerce Whose members were affiliated With the leading German firm!, In addi-
tion to looking after the German commercial interests in the ocamunities, these
Chambers of °camerae made periodic reports to Berlin.
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In contrasting Germemeconomic activities in China prior to and during the
Sino-Japanese conflict, the following excerpt pages which were translated from the
report of the German Obamber of Oommeroe for the year 1937-1938, are being set
forth. Theae excerpts show the pro-Chinese, Anti-Japanese attitude of most German
businessmen in Mina, an attitude which persisted only thinly disguised in many
instances throughout the war, even in the ' 'face of the official alliance , of Germany
with /apan.

'According to reports of member-firma, available to the Chamber, a
steady and healthy upward development in China was noticed for the first
half of 1937, together with a marked upward trend in nearly all lines of
business.
The Nanking Central government steadied its position in the South.

The enibroement of government laws was tightened. Oommerce benefitted
by the political successee. Tie reconstruction-program of the govern-
ment was put into effeot. Great parts of the planned railways and high-
ways were completed, while new ones were started. Airliner, were ex-
tended. The opening of the provinces was continued. Chinese industry
expanded largely. Savings accounts increased. Higher interests were
paid. The budget was balanced, the credit of the government was more
favourable than ever before. The last outstanding loan-obligations
were consolidated. The time for the granting of a big international
loan seemed to be near. IXports increased by 22% in 1936, and imports
by 10%4 in comparison with the previous year. The currency remained
steady. Demands for foreign currency could easily be fulfilled.

Thus Chinese national economy and foreign commerce in China showed
in the middle of 1937-1938, .11 signs of a healthy development.

On this allround upward moving situation the Japanese invasion fell
like a hailstorm on a cornfield.

Trade and business transactions were 'paralyzed at the rate at which
war-operations seized one province after another. In . Shangbai business
transactions decreased inthe month of August, the beginning of . hostili-
ties, by 60% in comparison with the previous month. New business
transactions in the normal way of bulimia were unthinkable.. The
winding up of pending transactions was greatly handioapped.

port contracts were annulled on account of the merchandise not
coming in from the interior and coneevently:nOt being on time for -
shipment. Loss in exchange was heavy. lioness on 'towelled contracts
fell on the exporters.

In the import business, merchandise which had arrived was not taken
delivery of and was exposed to destruction by the raging battles in the
wharf and warehouse districts, as well as to looting and inclement
weather conditions. The goods which-were on their way to Shanghai were
unloaded at ports of refuge as far as Saigon,. Oingapore . and Iila, or
at Dairen. The 'removal of same from the latter part was delayed month •
after month by restrictive regulations of the Japanese authorities.
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Interest, godown-fees and other expenses accumulated from month to
month until the value of the goods was in many cases eaten up. The
importers were simply stuck with these goods.

The paralysis of business hit both weys: The export from China as
well as the import..

In the case of import goods which had arrived and could still be
disposed of, another difficulty appeared, i.e.. to get thenfout of the
districts occupied by the Japanese/2 As long as these districts were
in the battle-zone, restrictions for the removal of those goods were
understandable. BOwever, that the transport of these goods - even
months after the battle was over - was still refused without explana-
tion, and that JO is even nowadays only possible to remove same under
compliance with arbitrary conditions, shows a disregard of legal lemp
which should be opposed by every state, notwithstanding its attittde
concerning the conflict, in the interest of its own integrity. .

The German firms had to- suffer as much, if not more than those of
other nations under this attitude of the Japanese authorities. The
Chamber of Commerce has tried to relieve the situation, and haa.
counselled the support of the German Consulate-General and of the
Commercial Counsellor at the German Embassy without avail.

What can we expect economically from a ahina ruled by Japan? We
may make business transactions, but only short-termed Ones. ThS
German merchant 'Old-Timer', who knows of the real motive behind the
invasion, will have no doubt that a victory of the Japanese in China
will be the beginning of the end of trade out here. For the building
up of the Japanese trade we will be tolerated in the beginning, but
in the end our position will be destroy:Ai, which otherwise we could
keep for some-time to come under the tolerant attitude of the Chinese.
The development in Manchukuo clearly shows what we have to elpect.

One cannot ccaqmre the - until now - small percentage of the German
business in Chine with German enterprises in other countries and thus
draw the conclusion that 0Mbt each is at stake'. Apart from German
firms in China dOing business also with Other countries, the recent
timaalone is not dm:lairs: Alture prospects count and a free China
would , offere-especially to the German, unlimited possibilities *1
The Chinese continent is only in the /wry first stage of its develsimovt.
in a.modern sense. Only during the last years ham the ban been broken

Are4ition and taste had so far laid upon modern development. WY
•	 new begins the opening up Of China which japan wants to take over en-

tirely by herself 11
It must further be pointed out that in the unoccupied parts of Ohina

orderly conditions are prevailing and that the authority of the State
and economic life is maintained. •

Eby the war will end is yet to be seen. Toomey imponderables are
at stake.. One amongst them is the efereleding4 of the Chinese people.
The Conquest of China is so far limited, to tha railway linos and the
bigger towns. and the control by the JapaneeiSOf the pm:mimes through
whish • the.railway lines pass will be out alb. question for a longtime

to come. Ust-Bbpel., Charhar and Suiyan may be exceptions.

. 	 R My	 •
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. IDNICONG plays a big role as far as wet economics is concerned. It

has become - sinde the occupation of Shanghai by the Japanese - the
purchasilig center of the Chinese government and seems to become also
the center of foreign trade. Even more than that: The southern provinces
which were not yet Very developed economically, are opened up now and
offer new fields of enterprise. The railway project Breichow-Tuennan,
the road connection Illennan-Burma are sure signs of it. . .

There art:t ie/parte° wbo predicted already six months ago the early
collapse of China.	 aever, they forget the powemwhich are behind China
and that Il eum grano aalis" even today the following which Sir Robert
Bart, the organizer of the Chinese Customs, said, is still valid*

'Many regard China as a far distant land, with an immense popula-
tion, but so wanting in all that others possess as to be ready to
purchase, in =limited quantities, whatever is offered for sale,
whereas, what is true is this: - China needs neither import not ex-
port, and can do without foreign intercourse. A fertile soil, pro-
ducing every kind of food, a climate which favours every variety of
fruit, and a population which for tens Of oenturies has put agri-
culture, the productive industry which feeds and clothe., above all
other occupations - China has all this and more, and fordign traders
can only hope to dispose Of their merchandise there in proportion
to the new tastes they introduce, the new wants they create, and
the care they take to supplywisa the demand really means 	
.Chinese Lave the beat food in the world, rice, and the best drink,
tea, and the beet clothing, cotton, silk and fur. lbesessing
these staples and their innumerable native adjuncts, they do not
need to buy a penny t5 worth elsewhere, while their aspire is in
itself so great, and they themselves so numerous, that sales to
each other make up an enormous and sufficient trade, and export
to foreign countries is unnecessary.'.

Thereof gollowas The Nuropeana amilmaricans in this country will lose
the War in the first initame because their power of resistance is not
Chinese.

China has adapted herself for a long ware She is improvising and
modifying its phases according to necessity. So far the war has-bad the
effect of bringing together those patts of China which Were not yet
united and creating overnight that unity of the 'Oaths= provinces
with the Central Government whidh was 'a problem for so many year.

Whichever way the war will end, hundreds of 'towns and villages will
be devastated, huge strips of land will be left uncultivated and•the
reconstruction will last decades.

In order to maintain the position of the Garman firms, the Chamber
of Commerce assembled at the, outbreak of hostilities to decide upon.
action to be undertaken for help to the Chinese refugees who'were fleeing •
under fire by the hundreds 'of thousands from the auburbs to the foreign
settlements. On invitation of the Chamber of Comments and the Carman
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Community, German firms and private German individuals collected con-
siderable sums for the alleviation of the prevailing distress. They

' also saw to it the a great number of German men were at disposal for
work in the distressed areas, with the police and transportation authorities.

This report differs from previous reports as this year is also some-
thing out of the usual. Its aim is to point out the fundamental ques-
tions and principles which are involved and to make clear the facts. In
this sense the above details may be regarded as a report of eye-witnesses
who have formed their opinions after constant contact with the country
and the people, and who wish to preserve for Germany the position and
good name out here which abs won by her honesty and ability.'

During the war, it was necessary for German firma to obtain an export permit

from the Japanese economic authorities who opposed in many oases the export of
those metals which they considered necessary for their own war industry. As a
consequence, some German firma which were working for the needs of German industry,
began to purchase also for the Japanese.

In spite of the controls placed on exports by the Japanese, the Germans did
succeed in shipping to Germany aome quantities of ore, foodstuffs, rubber, oils,
leather, drugs, paper and chinaware.

Nalbers of the Japanese Chamber of Commeroe in Shanghai, during the war, have
indicated the Japanese and German commercial establishments had little or no
mutual relations during hostilities. Thep-pointed out that even before the war
the-Garman and Japanese commercial houses felt no pressing need to cooperate with
each other. After the outbreak of the war, Japanese and German iderests often
found themselves competing with each other in purchasing war materials in China,
inasmuch as suCh materials were needed, in some cases, by both their home countries.
These same Chamber of Commerce representatives further pointed out that until the
outb reek of the war the German interests had been actively engaged in Purchasing
war supplies produced in China. The Trans-Siberian Railway was made available
for the transportation of such goods before the start of German hostilities.
Shipping facilities were also available to the Germans to some extent. During that
period, the German interests were busily engaged in buying such miherals as tung-
sten and melyodenum and such materials as gallnuts, cowhides, dried-eggs, sesame
seeds and tung oil. As the war went on, however, the German interests in ShAnigh.4,
became more and more isolated from their home country, particularly when their
aoSoss to the Trans-Siberian Railway was lost following the start of hostilities
between Germany and the Soviet- ion.

With regard to the importance attached by the German Government to obtain-
ing materials from China, ABwehrl-MOJsent to China Lt.Obl. LUDWIG ICISENTRIEGER
to represent the interest of Ahwehr 3141 (economic). Col. ElSENTRAEGER Is primary
mission was to aloes a previously discussed tungsten contra0 with the Chungking
Government. Col. magma= never attained much success in his mission because
the Russo-German war broke out soon after his arrival and he was designated to
take over the ilSiefken Organization.'

In 1941, a- German Economic Mission was sent to the Au* East, which had ILS

its primary object, the formulation of a German-Japanese trade agreement which
would result in the shipment of vast quantities of war material to Germany from
China and Japan. This Mission was described by Dr. B. O. VOSS, one of the members,

as follows
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'The original task of the German Economic Mission was to find a
settlement for the prolonged negotiations, oonduated already for years
through the Fnreign Offices and the EMbassies in Tokyo and Berlin, by
reading a Japanese-German Trade Agreement. This treaty was to follow
the pattern of similar arrangements existing already with several neigh-
bouring countries in Europe, based upon the mutual, and in principle,
equivalent exchange of goods (Verrechnungs-Abkommen).

In order that the Mission could operate with the utmost authority and
efficiency, its members were selected from among the moat capable
employees of the various offices of the Government Ministries which were
directly concerned with its efforts. They were:

WOBLTha, Director (for special tasks) in the Office
of the 'Four Year Flan'.

DR. ii. C. VOSS, Councillor of the Foreign Office Department
Chief 0Eaonomica-Far-East'.

DR. V, .SPINPER, Councillor of the Ministry of Economics
MR. NELSON, (tau), Councillor of the Ministry for Foodstuffs
rm. R0SENBRUGE4 (fnu), Director of the Reichabank (Treasury)

By dispatching the above five named individuals to China and Japan, all
of whom were recognized authorities on Far Eastern Economic Affairs, the
German Government found itself in the unenviable position of leaving noone
in Berlin whose knowledge could equal that ofthe field mei. Since . no .
purchase could be completed and no shipment could be started without spot:lac
approval from Berlin, this arrangement resulted in many prolonged delay

Perhaps the moat important handicap which the Mission had to surmount ,was
the outbreak of the Russo-German War, which started two months after the
Mission personnel arrived in Shanghai. When leaving Berlin and immediately
after arriving in Shanghai, the Mlasion was proceeding on the theorrthat
goods could cane and go to Germany by rail through the medium of the Trans-
Siberian Railway. In spite of certain natural limitations set by such an
arrangement it was felt that this would provide an unhindered supply of
vital materiel not only from Japan proper but trNh the so-called Yen-Bloc,
comprising Manchuria and occupied China.

With the outbreak of the Russo-German War the Mission was forced to retrace
its plans and was solely dependent upon goods which Gould be shipped by
bloade-runner. This seriously limited the tonnage which could be so trans-
ported and was further restricted by the ever liareasing tightening of the
British blockade net in European waters. On the other hand, with the initial
successes of the Japanese Army  in SouthAast Asia in the early part of 1942,
the articles which Japan was able to furnish in pursuance of her obliga-
tions under the Trade agreement became even more interesting to the German
Government. It was only naturalrtherefore, that under such strongly
changing conditions, a formal agreement was not actually signed untilJanuary
1943 when the difficulties of transportation had grown re and more acute.

The Trade Agreement consiated of three Darter
(a) Agreement for the Exchange of Goods (rarenabkcamen).
(b) Agreement for Technical Cooperation (Abkanmen Ober

.Technische Zusahmanarbeit)
(c) Agreement for Settling .Financial Matters.(Finanzabkommen).
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It was deaigned to facilitate the exchange of goods and technical plans,
such as patents, etc., between Germany and Japan and the territories then
occupied by them. Both sides were to be provided with Government credit
from the 76kohama Specie Bank in Berlin and the newly established German
Bank for Etat Asia in Tokyo. •

Despite the fact that shipping facilities were by this time almost non-
existent, the growing need for Japanese products in Germany and German
products in Japan forced the Mission to buy large quantities :Of-material
in japan, North China and Nhnchuria but very little of these commodities
were actually sent to Germany. There was almost no traffic from Germany
to Japan.

Rubber, petroleum, wood-oil, egg products and opium, were the principal
items transported to Germany but the greater number of these shipments
did not reach their destination. Of those which did menage to get through
the Allied blockade, opium, generally transported by submarine, was the
moat iMportant. Cargoes varying from a few hundred pounds to several tons
were sent, the size of the shipment being dependent upon the capacity of
the undersea craft which was used.

One interesting aspect of the Mission's activities is that large
quantities of wood-oil, originally a product. of South China, was actually
purchased in North China, where it had been amuggled by Japanese-protected'
puppet bieiness firms.

Owing to the Japanese control of the occupied and adjacent territories,
conclusion of these transactions was quits difficult and the arrangements
were sometimes Protracted .so long as to render the oommodity valueless .
by the time the . deal was actually consumated. Because of this the entire
activitly of the Economia Mission could more or less be termed a failure
but the Mission did everything within its power to fulfill its assigned
duty.

The Mission maintained offices in Bangkok, Hanoi, Blinking, Shanghai,
and Tientsin, the Tientsin office being the most important due to its
proximity to Mtnchuria. 	 •

As the war advanced the export of materials from the War East to Germany
decreased until, during the latter stages of the war, it was almost impossible
to send any commodities to Germany. Of the materials transported to Germany fro&
the Far Zest, it was the opinion of Major General =GEN OTT, former Ambassador to
Tbkyo, that the supply of rubber was all that really *made any significant contri...
bution to the German war effort,

With regard to German economic activities in Japan, a general survey.was mode
by Dr. ERIOREDRET, the gist of Anse statement is as follows* .

• Trade between Germany and Japan was never of a very considerable nature.
In the 1920 14 and 1930's, different trade treaties and border agreements
'Sr. concluded between the two countries. The total amount of Germany's
trade with Japan,- not exceeding $0 to 60 millian Yen a ',wolves never
comparable to the trade of Great Britain and America with Japan. After
the outbreak of the war in 1939, efforts were made to gat more raw materials
from Far Itatern countries. A rather ambitious program was started to
transport over one and one-half million Mona of goods from the Jar East
to . Europe. From 1939 until Hitler invaded.Russia, a considerable amount
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OF goods was actually transported with the cooperatioh of the Soviet Union
via Siberia. The German Economic Mission, of which Dr. WOBLTRAT was Direc-
tor, arrived in Tokyo in 1941, to organize the smooth operation of this
Program* Due to the outbreak of the German-Russo war, the °Omission had
to change its plans and a-scheme was set up to transport goods by blockade
runners. The total amount:, of goods transported was rather small, In 1942,
less than 100,000 tons were actually transported in both directions. In
1943, losses of blockade runners increased, and, from the 'middle of that
year , only a limited number of submarine transports was actually operated.

In 1943, R/BBENITKUD And OSEaMA, Japanese Ambassador to Germany, tried to
impress the world by the conclusion of a trade agreement, covering goods
with a value of a billion yen in.each direction. Dr. EDECT pointed out
that any expert could easily see that the purpose of the agreement was main-
ly for propaganda purposes, as at most only 20% of the main amount could
probably be delivered and transported.

With regard to Germany's economic policy in Manahuria, it has been the con-
tention of German businessmen that they were merely businessmen and not instru-
ments of German national war policy. Official refutation of such views is afforded
by a document entitled *MEN JA IRE umesommo s , which was published in 1942 and
300 private copies made. In this document a tribute was paid by a Japanes,
to Germany's all-important rola in developing Manchuria as a base for the new
Japanese Empire. In this sane document, Dr. WILHEEM WAGNER, Minister to hhnchuria,
Praised the German Government for her part in the construction of the *Empire of
Manchukuo°. Germany supported the development of Mhnuchuria by furnishing highly
technical war-plant equipment and technicians.

The importance of Manchuria for trade between the Far Fast and Germany.is
illustrated by the fact that Germany established a temporary consulate in
Nhnchouli in 1940, which official representation was discohtinued after the - out-
break of the Russo-German war, All kinds of raw materials were transported from
the For East to Germany and they all passed through the city of Manabouli which
was located on the Russian-Manchurian border.

German businessmen who were active both prior to and during the war at the
present time are living in comparative luxury. Mbst of these businessmen have
succeeded in developing such excellent Chinese contacts that they are now in the
position of not being afraid of action being taken against them by the Chinese,
and are in the favorable position of looking after their firm's interests.

Of interest in connection with the attitude of 'German businessmen and the,
tactics adopted by them, is the case of G. G. GADOW.of the Deutsche Farben..
Bandelsgesellschaft Weibel and fompany (2KELG). During the war (WOW misrepresented
to both his own government and the Japanese the amount of dyestuffs which his
company had on hand. After cessation of hostilities * he turned these dye stuffs
over to the Chinese and has thereby firmly entrenched himself with the Chinese.

With regard to the importance which the Germans place upon establishing strong
relations with the Chinese, one Germain businessman has made the statement that the
United States did not take advantage of the opportunity . of getting its large firms
and menufacturers firmly established in China to form strong relations with the
Chinese. The Germans' on the other hand did so at the insistence of their govern
ment and German manufacturers were actually subsidized by the Government so they
could undersell competitors of other nationalities*
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The importanoe of the German economic activities in China from an intelli-
gence point of view must not be overlooked. German Consulates in China made
economic reports to Berlin and compiled such statistics from information furnished
by members of German firms. In addition, it is only logical that representatives
of German firma in China made regular reports to their head offices in Berlin of
not only the business transacted by them, but of general economic conditions in
China.

The activities of Lt. Ool. EISZNIMAEGER in economia intelligence have been
set forth in the section of this document dealing with the Abwehr.

An important contribution made by the larger German firma such as DEFAG and
MELONES in China and I1I1ES & GO. in Japan in assisting the transfer of funds
and financing of various intelligence groupie has been noted in other sections of
this document. When direct transfers 'of funds from Germany became impossible,
funds for the various German miseions and intelligence groups were credited to
the accounts of the head offices of these firma in Germany and the local represen-
tatives handled the disbursement from their local funds.

O. °SAFE HAVEN':

Germans in China since the fall of Stalingrad have been selling real .estate
property to' Chinese to avoid the possibilities of confiscation in the event of
defeat. May of the Chinese buyers may have been considered bona fide but mara
of the transfers were undoubtedly only nominal. After the Allied landing in
Nbriendy, German firms generally liquidated their' commodity stocks. The proceeds
from both commodity sales and real property were largely invested in gold bars	 •
hidden with Chinese and neutral associates, as well as in lUropean currency deposit
in non-German or fictitious names. On the oallapse of Germany, the Japanese
seized the remaining ccmmodity stocks of the dye-trust BAYER and SIEMENS China
Companies. Paying for these goods prices which were far below market value. The
proceeds, as well as the remainder of the official funds of the local German
authorities, were distributed as post-collapse pay imong German citizens as
official and semi-official payrolls. Thus, many Germans secured even their Sept-
ember salaries.

German funds released from quick liquidation of bulk assets in the Shanghai
area found safe haven through a variety of channels and -methods. Outstanding
among these were the parabolic of Midis francs through collaborationist friends •
(Chinese, Ibrtuguese, Swiss, eta.), the acquisition of real estate through
Chinese, Russian and other 'straw man g e the buying of gold bars which found con-
cealment in cellars and backyards, the conversion to U.S. gold dollars. the
purchase of ocrporate stook 'by and through fictitious names and 'chops, together
with various and sundry other man4pulat4ons by means of which fugitive,funda
found at least temporary concealment. 1	 •

D. IMITATION 08 GEMS/ ECONOMIC ACTIITZIES IN MM .	 •

The emcees attained by German firms in China prior to the war can best be
seen in develoTments sinae the cessation of hostilities. The representatives of
the large German .firms developed suctLezaellent Chineee contacts that .theimijority
hare not been interned with ot4er German nationals. In, addition, the leading
German businessmen have accuunikted enough weitth both prior to and during the war
that they now are living in comparative luxury.
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A.proper evaluation of the contribution of Germany's commercial activities
in China to the German war effort can not be made, of course, without access to
records in Germany. It is believed, however, that exports from the Per Beat to
Germany before the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war did contribute materially to
the development of German industry. Ixports declined after the outbreak of the
Sino-Japanese war, but until the start of the Musso-German war the exports over
the Trans-Siberian Railwayeare large enoughthat they undoubtedly assisted the
German war effort considerably. After the outbreak of the RUIS80■40TMEIII war, how-
ever, the exports declined to etch an extent that with the exception of a few
raw materials which the Germans were successful in transporting by blockade runners
it is not believed that Oemmany's prosecution of the war was aided to any appre-
ciable extent by exports from the &r Mast.

German economic activities in the Far last did contribute to the Japanese
war effort, primarily in two ways: (1). Imports from Germany, particularly of
machinery and other commodities which were used by the Japanese in the develop-
ment of the Manchurian war industry. (2) Purchases by German firma and businesi....
mil= the Japanese. Through the connections which German businessmen had
already established with the Chinese they were able to make purchases for the
Japanese, and their greed for accumulating wealth prompted them to do everything:::
possible to satisfy this desire.

German businessmen have become so )Firmly entrenched in China and have their:
assets secreted in so many varioue ways that if they remit: in China little effort
will be required if and then their home offioes again initiate operations for
them to build up their firma to, and even beyond, pre-war status.

Oft	 •
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VII. PROPAGANDA.

GDIERAL

Despite the expenditure of vast sums of money, and the employment of numer-
ous acknowledged experts, it is extrenely doubtful whether the German Government's
propaganda activities in China met with much success outside of the German and
Japanese populations. This was especially true during the period between the
outbreak of the European War and the attack on Pearl ESrbor when the influence
of American, French and British publications could still make itself felt among
the residents of the foreign colonies.

VSriOus reasons have been ascribed to the failure of the Germans' efforts
but most neutral observers are agreed that it was largely beoause of the fact
that the majority of the leading propagandists were far more interested in feather-
ing their own nests at the expense of the Third Reich than they were in doing the
job for which they were sent out to China.

A second reason for failure has been advaneed by. the Germans, however, and
in some respects it is born out by the evideneei that there was no central direo-
tion for the program as a whole. BARON -J=0 VUN PUTTKAUMER, Director of the
DEUTSCBE INFCRMkTIONSTELLE, operated under a special directive from the German
Fbreign Office; CARL FLICK-STEGER, Director of Station ims, operated under
another Foreign Office Commission; Mr. EIADS UENBEET, Editor of TWLI.`4TIDTB
CENTURY, while unier the nominal control of PUITKANUER, was allowed to operate
virtually independent of any governmental or Party control. In addition to
these, there were the two propaganda attaohes of the German EMbassy Office in
Shanghai, RUDOLPH CRAU, Radio Attache, and FRITZ CORDT, Press Attache. All of
these officials, while theoretically working in harmony, were, in actuality,
handling their own affairs and were not particularly interested in co-ordinating
their activities.

AO a result of these personal jealousies and antagonisms, the German
propaganda machine which, because of its funds and talent, should have been the
smoothest and most efficient in the Far East was more or less ineffectual
and one is quite safe in saying that it was not a particularly effective weapon
of the German Government.

TVW/TIETH C2i4TURY

The Twentieth Century Magazine, a monthly publication, was without a doubt

the most important organ for German propaganda in the Far East. It was started
on 2 JUly 1941 by Dr. KLAUS =Mewl° had recently arrived in Shanghai from
Honolulu.

MENBERT Left Honolulu in July of 1941 after having reoeived a telegram from
the German EMbassy in Tokyo, assigning him to the task of establishing a slick
paper, monthly publication in the Far East. This telegram, according to LIMIEST.
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stated that it was the desire of the German Government to have a magazine which
would further the . cause of German interests, aims, and ideologies among the

foreiga populations of the Far East. Els was instructed to organize such a ven-
ture because of 'his independent, scientific personality' and the telegram further
stated that he would be allowed to use his own discretion and judgment in the
policies of said magazine.

The layout of the publication, its name, form, contents, etc. were all -uli1NBERT's
responsibility. He was to make a budget for the magazine and Suhmit it to the
German Government. 110 was directly subsidized by the Propaganda Section of the
Idnistry for Foreign Affairs in Berlin, and this subsidy allowed him a salary of
Reichme rks .5-,000 a month for the first three months and Reichmarks 3,000 a month
for each month thereafter. 1.1EIDEITV, however, was never paid in Reichmarks but was
given the equivalent in C.R.B. The first issue of the magazine appeared in Octo-
ber 1941 and the last issue, which had been prepared prior to the German capilu-
lation, 1,78 dated June 1945.

The articles which appeared in 20th Century were from so-called open sources;
i.e., releases from D.N.B., Trans-Ocean, the daily news bulletin of the German
Embassy Office in Shanghai, and the local newspapers. Although NENEERT and others
of the staff of 20th Century vehemently deny having access to any searet material,
it is significant that such persons as BEBBLAT UDY, FREDERICK dEIBL, and other
German propagandists submitted articles based on confidential telegrams and dis-
patches from the Propaganda Ministry in Berlin.

Since the magazine was financed almost exclusively by the German Government,
a low price per copy was established. At the beginning, this price was G.R.B. 3
'dollars. For the Japanese edition, which, while printed in Shanghai, accounted
for almost one-half of the magazine's circulation of some 3,500 copies per month,
the price was one yen, although later it was.necessary to raise this price to
two yen.

Dr. LENIERT, nominally was under the supervision of BARON JESOO VON
FULTKALUER, Director of the German Information Bureau, but according to kUiuMMAAIER,
this control was never exercised since the latter placed 'complete confidence'
in lakniarr i s ability and editorial integrity. As a result of this, LZUBERT was
solely responsible for all editorial works as well as the solicitation of articles
which appeared in the magazine. Some of the staff which he maintained wrote
articles independently but, in so far as can be learned, none of these articles
were ever 2ublished without prior approval of =UMW.

Observers along newspaper row in Shanghai have stated that 20th Century was,
undoubtedly, the "slickest piece of propaganda disseminated by any government'.
Examinaion of the files of the publication have establiahed (1) that they were
largely articles lauditory of the Third Reich and (2) articles which would re-
flect favorably upon the German war effort. There Was very little attempt to play
up either the Japanese Government or Japanese military successes.
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There is little doubt that 20th Century, while enjoying only a limited
circulation was the most effective propaganda weapon in the hands of the Gertan

Government in China, allicu6h	 lersons outside of the German Community
in China and Japan either subscribed to or read it.

III. 1.4149_24.2221121a

The second most important propaganda medium employed by the Germans in
China was radio station XGRS which was established and operated on direct orders
of the Propaganda tinistry in Berlin.

Station XGRS which was located in the Kaiser dilhelm School (the German
school in Shanghai) was established by members of the German Community in SLanghai
in 1937 as a community enterprise. Its principal reason for existence, ,L1 30t
forth in its charter was "to provide the members of the German Community with a
radio station- which would cater to the German tastes in music, entertainment and
culture". It boasted the finest equipment in the Far East and, from the outset,
enjoyed the reputation of being "the best and most efficiently operated radio
station in Shanghai".

In 1939, shortly after the outbreak of the European War, the station was
leased to the Radio Section of the German Consulate for a rental of Reichmarke
1,000 per month. CLAUD WICKERT, radio Attache of the German Consulate was placed
in control of its operations and among the first moves was the establishment of a
short-wave b roadeasting schedule in the frequency of 11.7 Ng. xtior to this,
XGRS confined its broadcasts to the long wave band exclusively, broadcasting at
a 540 KG. with a power of 500 watts. Despite his position as Radio Attache,
WICKERT knew very little about the operation of a modern radio station and in
August 1940 he was transferred to the German Ealassy in Tokyo. Eb was succeeded
by BUMPH GRAD who arrived in Shanghai in December 1940.

Shortly before GRAU arrived, one CARL FLICK-STEGER (alias CARL FLICK) a
former American citizen and well-known newspaper man in the United States was
pent to Shanghai by the German Fbreign Ministry to take over the actual manage-
ment of the station. Be assumed his position in October 1940 and did not relinquish
it until the station was taken over by the Japanese Army in riay 1945. During
this period, FLICK-STEGER worked under direct orders of the German breign Na),I.try
as transmitted to him by the Shanghai Consulate General and, according to him
GRAU f s control of the station was never more than nominal.

XGRS should not be confused in an way with similar German radio stations
which were operated in foreign countrles by the German Iatistry of Eropaganda
under GT, GOEBEEIS. It was directed by the Radio Section of the Ninistry for
Fbreign Affairs and was, according to FlICK-STEGER, IIRIEBENUROPs personal baby'.
Both FLICK-ODEGIR; and GRAU were regular employees of the breign Ninistry and
all funds necessary for the operation of the statidn, as well as the salaries of
the employees were paid through the German Consulate in Shanghai.
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In June, 1942, the power of bab the long and short wave stations were in-
creased, long wave broadcasting was stepped up to 12.50 watts while the power of
the short wave unit was increased to 7500. This power output, however, was short-
lived. The Japanese authorities objected to the station's ability to smother all
other Shanghai stations and accordingly they ordered it to resune broadcasting at the
old lower wattages. It was not until June 1944, at the specific request of the
Japanese authorities. that the power output of the transmitters was increased. From
that date until the station was taken over by the Japanese in My 1945, the long
and short wave programs were broadcast at a power of 1250 and 7500 respectively.

Propaganda broadcasts at MRS were divided into three major categories: news-
casts, commentaries and dramatic sketches. The newscasts achieved their propaganda
aims througja the medium of slanting. D.N.B. and Trans-Ocean were in the main, the
only reports used, and tie se of course were either oensared at the source or by,
the Zress Attache of the German Consulate, FRITZ CORDT. If, however, a certain
news story might not follow the current propaganda line tco closely, the announcers
and commentators were expected to twist it so as to obtain conformity. Reporte(Of
ram News Acency were used only insofar as they pertain to aspects of the Pacific
War which were not covered by the two German services.

In the matter of commentaries, the individual commentators were given wide
discretionary powers and all of them prepared their own material. BERBEBT NOY,'
who had been described by one listener as "the most notorious radio propagandist
in the Yer East' and wan, incidentally, an Amerioan citizen, was the highest paid
of all of the news coMmentators, receiving a salary of Beichmarke 1100 per =nth.:

usually did two fifteen-minute broadcasts a day and his broadcast periods were
carefully selected ao as to offer him the greatest possible audienoe,	 was re4
garded by FLIGE-STSGER and other station officials as 'the most valuable man
was possible to obtain!. EDLs fellow workers, on the other hand, regarded him as
somewhat of a prima donna. PREDERIGEWEIEL (alias Captain *WALD) was another who
did two programs daily, but, in contrast to NOY whose prograne were general in
nature, WEIBL concentrated almost exclusively on labor unrest in the United States.
ALLAN WILLOUGEBYEASIOND, an Australian, concentrated on the 'free Australian"
movement and received much of the material which he used from the Japanese Navy
spokesman. A11ANNOINTO8I6 a British subject, was beard from tine to time but
he was not considered as particularly effective. NOBNRAD KOLL a Hindu, was used
as an announcer on the Einduetani programs and did frequent commentaries directed .
toward the Indian National Independenoe movement.

The third phase of =Bs programs was the presentation of dramatic sketches,
usually one a week. These programs were under the direction of REGINALD BOLLINGBWORTB.
from 1941 through 1943, and after he went to japan, were discontinued. The sketches
usually utilized some outstanding news story of the week as their theme and were
generally directed toward promoting Ang10 .9American antagoniam. Despite the fact
that they were of a dramatic nature, the Dramatic Director of the station, BILDA.
EDNA aursu (alias DIANA BANILION) had no supervision over them although she did
appear on same programs as either an announcer or a player.
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The propaganda activities of ICES were conducted in six languages - German.
Russian, French, English, Hindustani, and Chinese (Nhndarin and Shanghai). There
was also a news program in Italian.

Although the station was an official organ of the German boreign
the Nazi Party was given a large amount of time for the promotion of its own propa-
ganda objectives. Usually the German hour, an hour long Sunday show was the progral
used for this purpose, but on any special occasion in the Third Reich or any public
announcements by the Nazi heirarchy in Berlin, the Party demanded that the station
read and re-read the pronouncements several times daily. The Ihrty programs were
presented only on the long wave band but in this medium they controlled almost OM..
third of the total 'broadcast time.

After MRS returned to its higher wattage in 1944, the total number of daily
broadcast hours was fourteen. These were split into two periods: the morning
program from 0700 to 1600 and the evening program from 2000 to 0100, Of these
fourteen hours, approximately 42% was devoted to news (in seven languages); another
33% was confined to commentaries, editorials and other broadcasts, and the remain-
ing 2,5% was devoted to light music and other non-propaganda forma of entertainment.
However, when it is noted that newscasts themselves constituted a -definite form of
propaganda, it can readily be seen that the station te total propaganda output was
75% of the broadcast period each day.

On 12 Nby 1945. MRS was officially turned over to the Japanese Army Bad-
quarters for use as they saw fit. At the time of this transfer, all members of
the station were requested to continue working for the Japanese, but only seven
elected to do so. These were: Nra. MARV, SOLNEIDER, Nhaio Librarian, AL INWOOD,
an English announcer; ROBERT C. LEE, Cantonese announcer; MAW NOY; /GXLI; and
two Chinese telephone girls. 71.10K-8TKIER, while offered a very attractive salary
by the Japanese, refused to oontinua after it oeased operation as a German enter-
prise.

All records, oatalogs, scripts, logs and engineer ts records then extant were
destroyed by orders of YLICE,-STEGER and the station was turned over to the Japanese.

IV. TaajDALLIErgatigaraLT

While not constituted as one of the major propaganda mediums of the German
government in the Per East, the German Listening Bost bbasne the third most impor-
tant organ because of the industry and efficiency of its director, Nire. EN/ TOWN.
It was set up early in 1939 under the direction of the Radio Attache of the German
Consulate in Shanghai and, like all other listening posts, was charged with monitor-
ing all foreign broadcasts throughout the vorli.

Prior to Mrs. TONN ts assuming direction of the station it was more or less
ineffective and members of the Consulate considered it a flagrant waste of money.
Their attitude changed, however, in 1941 when Nrs. TOW, formerly a reporter for
Trana-Ocean News Mervice, both in Germany and the United Statea,las appointed
Director by AUDIMPAGALU.. we, TOW reorganized the station and established numer-
ous eewmonitoring schedules. The station listened in to all broadcasts in Isbaglish,
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French, Ru3sian, Polish, German (anti-Nazi German broadcasts), Nblayan, Chinese
and Spanish. The French, Russian, Pblish, Chinese, Nblayan and Spanish reports
were translated either inb German or English and most of the station's reports
were written in English.

Once transcribed, the substance of the broadcast was then edited and pertinent
sections were arranged for distribution to the appropriate German propaganda agencies
in Shanghai. It was in this respect that the station's full effectiveness was un-
realized. Whether through personal jealousy or failure to estimate the importance
of its material, (AU, who was in nominal control of the station, did not see to it
that oomplete and proper distribution of the material thus obtained was made.
According to several sources, Mrs. TONN complained to the Counsul General and to
such propaganda officials as FLICK-STEGER and FUTTEAUMER that her material was not
being utilized to the greatest extent. These complaints, however, seemed to have
fallen on deaf ears.

The station maintained a staff of approximately fifteen monitors and half a
dozen secretsriesand typists and6perated up until the surrender of Germany in limy
1945. At that tine it suffered the fate of most other German Gorernment agencies
and was ordered liquidated.

The Listening Ibat had no connection whatsoever with the Garman Information
Bureau, MRS, or 20th Century Itgazine, and according to krs. TONN's statement,
which has been corroborated by other sources, no 'slabber of the staff was ever
employed by any of these agencies. PUITKAttaR did try on several occasions, to
assume control cf the station but he was always thwarted by GRAD and Nrs. TONN.

V. DEUI50F2 INFORNATIONSTELLE (German Information Bureau)

The German Information Bureau which was formerly a part of the German Library
in New York City, was established in Shanghai in 1940 and was originally under the
direction of warz CORDT, Ireas Attache of the German Embassy Offioe in Shanghai.
In the fall of 1941, BARON JISCO N PurrantER, who had made a survey of propa-
ganda possibilities in the Far at for theGerman Foreign hftnistry the previous
year, was sent out from Berlin to reorganize and assume control of the office.
Be was given a budget of Reich:narks 24,000 per month in addition to his own salary
of U.S.$750. per month and told that he would have a free hand in conducting the
office in any manner he desired. His superior in Berlin told him that though
teohnically the office would be under the direction of CORDT, this oontrol would
be no more than nominal.

Tte propaganda activities of the Bureau may be divided roughly into three
principal categorieas propaganda publications, (pamphlets, folders, leaflets,
booklets, etc.); forged letters to the United States and Canada; and a well-stocked
library of German books on scientific, educational, cultural and political topics.
The Bureau exercised theoretical control of the monthly publicatioh4 20th Century
Litgazire, but von PUITKAMCR was oontent to allow MILNEZRT to handle his magazine
his own way.
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The publications consisted chiefly of pamphlets, leaflets, booklets and
folders which were principally directed against the United States and Great Britain.
The: were printed in kW' languages - English, German, Chinese (Cantonese and
r.andarin) and Hindustani. In many instances the text was divided into two columns
so that duel language publications would be achieved.

The letters to the United States were inaugurated almost immediately after
1-1.11`17FAILER took over direction of the Bureau. In the main, they were sent to
various business officials, directors, ministers of the Cos;e1, and officials of
the U.S. Government. Mailing lists for these letters were compiled from addresses
from the German Library of Information in New York City or from the American and
Canadian editions of Who's Who. Usually these letters purported to be friendly
communications from a parson whom the addressee was supposedto have met on a trip
to the Orient or while entertaining the addressor in the United States. 'hey
discussed the previous pleasant association andthen went on to relate how unfortu-
nate that Gernan and American relations were becoming strained. They further
pointed out that no such conditions existed in the Far East where British, American
and Genacm nationals enjoyed the most cordial relations. The letter also contained
a reouer3t to explain this situation tollis friends so that the unfortunate breach
then occurrinG in German and American relations might be closed. There was also
one series of letters directed to Canada under official British cover, which con-
tained excerpts of a speech made by CEURCULL. The test of the speech had been
cleverly twisted and slanted so that its meaning was directly opposed to the
original text.

The third phase of the Bureau's activity was the op ration of a large lending
library Which contained hundreds of copies of German books dealing with scientific,
educational, cultural and political topics. It also contained such files as were
then obtainable of German language newspapers. These books, periodicals and news-
papers were on loan to members of the German Community and any other interested
persons. There were also atlases, war =ape and other data such as German pamphlets
on Bolshevism in the Soviet Union. In addition to all thia activity, the library
maintained a catalog file of books which could be obtained in local bookstores and
by December 19144, this file hadgrown to some 1100 cards.

In addition to the above-mentioned propaganda mediums, the Bureau carried on
a very clever cartoon campaign which was designed to foster anti-Allied sentiment
among the foreign residents of Shanghai. These cartoons were drawn by the well-
known Shanghai artist SAPOINIKOR (alias SAPAJOD), who was a staff member of the
Bureau., employed in the Publioations Section. Copiesof his books were sold in the
Shanghai bookstores and have since become a minor collector's item among members
of the Shanghai foreign community.

Although PUTrICAMMER had beentold,that he could operate more or lass indepen-
dently, he received radio instructions from theForeign Office in Berlin almost daily.
These instructions contained a current propaganda line and were regarded by PLITT-
PULIT.R as a definite directive. Commenting on these directives, PUITEAILEM claimed
that he sometimes thought them extremely foolish, but other soureei have stated
that he regarded them virtually as tie Bible.

The following is a diagram of the organization of the German Information
Bureau as prepared by a former staff member.
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VI. MINOR MEDIUMS

A. NOON =RA

The Noon Extra cam into existence on 2 September 1939 with the outbreak of
the European War. It was printed at the ABC Fi.ess and the original editor was
FEIflZ q. WIMP, who has admitted that it was his first venture into the newspaper
field. At the beginning it was distributed gratis andits first issues consisted
of a single sheet, six columns wide and sous fifteen inches deen. Later it grew
to a four-page parer and was s)ld on the streets and newsstands of Shanghai.

It utilized the rews services of Trans-Ocean, !LLB., Domei and Central News,
and prior to the outbreak of the Pacific War, carried occasional dispatches from
the Uhited Tress.

As far as policy was concerned, all instructions, particularly after the out-
break of the Pacific War, were sent through the Tress Attache of the German Con-
sulate in Shanghai, FRITZ CORDT. They consisted of long directives from the Propa-
ganda Vtnistry in Berlin, and according to AIFRED YER, its editor, were to be
followed to the letter. Its principal interest, theoretically, was news of the
Furopean War and it carried very little pertaining to theThcific conflict.

Salaries were paid by check on the German Asiatic Bank, while circ,Jlation
and advertising details were handled by its sister publication, the German language
OSTASIATISCEER LLOYD.

NOONEITRA found very little favor outside of the German Community because of
the fact that almost every resident of the foreign community in Shanghai regarded
it as the official English organ of the German Government. Its advertising revenue
was derived almost exclusively from German firms and such few Chinese business
enterprises as wished to curry favor with the German residents. In connection with
its German advertising, it is interesting to note that failure to tale a sufficient
amount of space in the publication would usually result in a firm receiving a curt
rendnder from the German Capsulate.

B. OSTASIATI$CFER LLOYD

Ostasiatischer Lloyd was established in 1933 by the Propaganda Ministry in
Berlin which felt that the Garman residents of Shanghai should have a newspaper
which clearly and authoritatively reflected the views and aims of the National
Socialist }tarty in Germany. It was an out-and-out propaganda medium of the Party.
A small Shanghai newspaper was purchased by the local Party organization and Trans-
Ocean News Agency was selected to furnish the paper with its news dispatches and
feature stories. It was edited by Dr. HORST LEY, a former staff member of D.N.B.
who had lived for many years in the U.S.

The per paid little attention to local happenings other than ruanips a
column entitled 'Shanghai Side-Lights", and in the mein, concentrated on dissemina-
ting the usual heavy line of Nazi Party propaganda which was inspired by the
Propaganda Wnistry in Berlin.
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VIII. NATIONAL SOCIALIST PARTY

A. EARLY ;23TORY

hankow appears to have been the cradle of Naziism as it existed in China.
Although it is well known that a number of old-line Party members were living in
Foochow, Long Yong and Shanghai as early as 1927, no effort was made to form a regu-
lar I:arty organization until the latter part of 1930.

At that time, six prominent residents of the hankow German Community announced
their adherence to the National Socialist Party, then one of the thirty-odd politi-
cal groups represented in the German Reichstag, and began to organize a branch in
China. Although they campaigned vigorously, it was not until after El2LEH came to
power, in 1933, that they were able to secure the recluisite number of members to
entitle them to a charter from Party Eeadquarters in Berlin.

In the meantime, other "Golden Circle" Nazis - those whose membership cards
bore a number lower than 100,000 - were beginning to organize branches of the Party
in other cities and, within a few months, small cells had been established in
Shanchai,	 Tsingtao, Canton and Tientsin. Of these, the Shanghai unit
became the dominant one and, at the time of the. German collapse, claimed more
than fifty per cent of all Party members in China.

Despite the tremenduously increased prestige which the Tarty enjoyed in
Germany as a result of RITLER fs assumption of power, the German residents in
the Far East, in the main, viewed it with no small degree of apathy. In none of
the branches, so far as can be learned, was there a great deal of enthusiasm for
either the organization or its doctrines and, until the outbreak of the European
War, membership lists were relatively small.

Various reasons have been ascribed for the comparatively modest and unob-
trusive role played by the Tarty in China but most observers agree that it was
largely due to the fact that almost all of its members were "Old China Bands" who
had been away from the Fatherland for many years and had not-had the opportunity
to observe the phenomenal rise of EITLZR at first hand. Yany of them had not
visited Germany for as long as twenty-five years and, if they had, they had merely
gathered such impressions as the well disposed and complacent mood of a man on a
holiday trip is ready to register. They were impressed, of course, with the rapid
resurrection and growing international respect which their homeland was enjoying
and they viewed their membership in the Nazi Party as no more than a neans of re-

flecting some of this prestige on themselves. It was a purely internal German
affair and none of them had any particular desire to allow their Party membership
to interfere with their business relationships, either with other foreigners or
the Chinese.

In connection with the somewhat apathetic state of the Party in China during
its early years, it should be noted that as late as 1936, three years after HITLER
azsumed the leadership of Germany, Party prestige in China hit an all time low.
At that time, the German government began to enter into more and more intimate
relationshipe with the Japanese to the detriment of Germany's relationships with

China and the resultant difficulties which such strained connections necessarily
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Imposed upon the German businessman. Late in 1937. the German business organiza-

tions, led by the German Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai, dispatched an angry and
outspoken protest to the Wilhelmstrasse and were rewarded with a blisteriug reply
from Berlin which threatened to aever all connections with the Far Eastern German
communities and leave them to their fate. The incident, of course, could not long
rerein secret and it was quickly brought to the attention of the Japanese authori-
ties who never forgot - or forgave - it. The great majority of German nationals
in Shanghai, particularly the businessmen, attribute the strained relations which
existed between the two countries during the war to this particular incident. And
Nazi Party prestige remained at a low ebb until 1939. •

With the outbreak of the European War, however, it again did an about-face
and started an upward surge which continued up until the Stalingrad catastrophe.
For this resurgence, the War alone was responsible. The vast majority of the
Garman residents of the Far East did not, it seems safe to say, accept the war
with any degree of enthusiasm although most of them expected it to be relatively
short and, for their part, comparatively harmless. Its immediate consequence was
an unheard of economic boom for almost every German firm in China. Government
purchase orders which allowed as much as 1,000% profit, with virtually no risks,
Toured into the Far East in an ever-increasing stream. This was the cue for which
the Party heirarchy had been listening. It s)on became quite evident that one had
to be a member of the Party in order to in access to the so-called 'rings' which
controlled the German economic life in the Far East. These companies, and groups
of companies, were dominated by I.G. FARBENINDU3TRIE and its subsidiaries and held
exclusive control of the purchase of such vital war materials as leather, rubber,
petroleum products and foodstuffs. Without Party membership, it was virtually
impossible to crash their gates and, as a result, applications for membership multi
plied amazingly during the period 1939-41 and there were surprisingly few German
businessmen in the Far East who failed to climb aboard the band wagon.

B. S1EXI1GT11. 

As has been stated, the National Socialist Tarty in China was at the peak of
its strength and influence during the war years and, during this period, it
maintained branches in Shanghai, Peiping, Tientsin, hankow, Ttingtao, Canton,
Tsinan, Cheefoo, ibochow, and Kunming. According to SIGFREID LAHRIALE, Landens-
gruppenIeiter for China, however, the, branches which were maintained in the latter
four cities were never more than 'token' organizations since they never boasted
more than three or four members whereas Party regulations dem:larded a minimum of
thirty adherents before a charter could be issued.

The actual numerical strength of the Tarty never reached a figure greater
than approximately 575 whereas the total German population of China, exclusive of
refugees, is about 4,300.

Of these 575, not more than 300 of them would fall into the 'rabid' category
so corron in Europe and, of those who did, approximately 200 of them were members
of the Shanghai organization. A breakdown of Party strength in the various cities
of China, together with the approximate strength of the German communities in those
cities follows:
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Party
Members

German
Residents

a. Shanghai 334 2,00
b. Tientsin 98 700
C. Tsingtao 45 250

d. Itining 44 450
e. Canton 24 72
f. 1;anking 9 323
E. Scattered 21 (approx.) 400

Tbtal 575 /1,300

The above table merely sets forth the actual Tarty membership in each of
the areas. There were, of course, between five and six hundred additional Germans
who either openly or clandestinely worked for the propesation of Nazi aims and
ideals bet it is doubtful if more than a handful of them were sincere believers in
National Secialisr. ' Lost were acting from purely utilitarian motives.

In addit1o, there were still other German nationals, to the number of between
1,C00 nid 2,00, who disapproved of the more radical aspects and ideolo6ies of
National Socialism and who sincerely longed for a more moderate and democratic form
of government in the Fatherland. However, they lacked both the necessary moral
courage and the leadership to come out into the open and shoulder the unpleasant
consequences of such views.

C. ACTIVITIES

According to SIGFREID L.A.iix.wv, the main aim of the Nazi Party in the Far
cast, and especially in China, was 'to teach those Germans living abroad about the
New Germany and the ways and ideals of National Socialism, as embodied in ADOLPH
I-IITLZR, which has made this greater glory possible'. This statement, while
corroborated by nearly every other member of the Nazi Party, is, unfortunately,
quite untrue. The actual aim of the National Socialist Party in China, as em-
bodied in all its actions, was to thoroughly contrc7	 1-.11 German Commun-
ity. A4dthis purpose, while not openly avowed, was well known to virtually every
German national in the Far East.

In a confidential report whichmas prepared by the German Government for the
files of the Japanese Gendarmerie in Shanghai, the following statement as to Party
aims is made:

• :kmbers of the Nazi Tarty are composed of those influential among
the German Resident's Association and of those other organs which make
u; the German cormunity. It furthermore controls and watches over the
sentiments and feelings of the German Community as a whole."

LAIRJUI; followed this pattern in every one of his actions as . Tarty Chief.
On 1 0 Deci:Lba.r 1943 he issued the following orders to all leaders of 'arty cells:
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a. Nazi grouts in vItlying regions not only come under the system of the
Nuzi Party, but also represent the German government agency and con-
sequently all outlying Nazi groups cane under the jurisdiction and
control of the Party head.

b. rembership in the Party since February 15, 1942, is now liclited to
those who have passed through the ElTLE2 .TUG11) 1*.oup. All others'
in future over the aEe of 35 shall not be admitted t4e the Party.

c. Marriages of Nazi Party members with women of eaotjaer nationality
shall not be recognized.

d. All organizations of the Nazi Party shall immediately work on means
of obtaining information and building the intelligence of the Fart:,-.

As a result, only a handful of ardent and violent "anti-Nazis" were willing
to challenge the Party leadership; all other residents of the German communities
were quite anxious to comply with the wishes of the Tarty rather than face its
retaliatory machinations.

These retaliatory measures were many and varied, depending on the serior--ss
of the 'crime' comnitted. Fbr example, patronizing a Jewiah shop, or fraternih,.ug
with a 'von-Aryan' invariably resulted in a summons to the District Leader's °Moe
where a stern lecture on the seriousness of the act was delivered and an even
sterner warning as to its serious consequences would be issued. In other cases,
such as expressing "defeatist views' or 'spreading demoralizing runors', a resi-
dent's relies allotment would be drastically reduoed or out off althogether. In
others, the offender would be threatened with loss of his job while, in extreme
cases, the offender would be deported to Germany on direct orders of the German
Embassy or Consulate.

According to Dirty regulations, such punishments as the latter could only be
, meted out to bona-fide Tarty members but so well did the Party leaders do their
jobs, and so co-operative were the members of the diplomatie corps (virtually all
of whom were Party members of long standing) that non-members were equally liable
to suoh forms of Party 'justice'.

The case of NICIDLAS ALFRED GUT= is the outstanding example of the most
drastic type of Party punishment which was meted out in Shanghai during the War.

GLLTZEL, a prominent German busineasman and official of DEFAG (I.G. YAREEN-
INDUSTRIE subsidiary) had been a member of the German Military Mission in China
during World War I. lb was taken prisoner at the fall of Tsingtao on 7 hbvember
1914 and remained a prisoner of war until 27 January 1920 at which time he went
to Shanghai and entered business.

On 23 April 1925 he married BILDA EDNA RATCLIFFE, a British national and
one scn, RONALD ALFRED GLATZEL was born of the union.
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All throl Igh the European War, GLATZEL, who was a Sudeten German by birth,
maintained his opposition to EllIER and to the ideals of National Socialism des-
pite the fact that his employers continually threatened him with dismissal.

Late in 1941, GLATZEL was deported to German by blockade runner, together
with several other recalcitrant Germans, because of his anti-Nazi sentiments and
was subsequently mustered into the WEIMAR= as a private soldier.

In the meantime, his wife was offered a job on the German Propaganda Station.
XGR3, and, although she refused the initial offer, she subsequently accepted when
it was suggested to her by Party officials that "taking this position will aid

,our husband materially". During the two years in which she was employed by the
station, she took no part in political or propaganda activity and quit her job
upon learning that her husband had been made a prisoner of war.

Attention of the local Party leaders then shifted to her son who had just
turned eighteen and he was ordered mobilized as a German soldier (he had never
been in Germany) and only the end of the War in Europe prevented his being forced
to serve.

At the present time, GLATZEL is employed by the American kalitary Government
authorities at Frankfort-An-Main, having been exonerated of all charged of co-
operating or sympathizing with the Nazis.

In addition to the above named case, which is merely cited because it is the
most extreme, there are records of innumerable Germans who have lost their jobs 	 •
through failure to follow the Tarty 'line". The list of those whose - relief allot-
ments were reduced, or stopped altogether, is even longer.

It was also the duty of the Tarty to collect all relief funds both for the
WIMERMIXE (Winter Relief) and the Garman Red Gross. In this endeavor, Arty
members, and non-Terty members, were regarded alike. In the words of LAFFIANN,
it was "the supreme opportunity to prove that you are real Germans, devoted to
the cause of Greater Germany" and willing to make any sacrifices for it.

During thesecampaigns, no amount was specified but it was suggested, and
forcibly so, that every resident of the German commun ity was expected to give up to
the very limit of his ability and that, moreover, he was expected to sacrifice so
that he could more properly appreciate the sufferings of the people at home an well
as the German soldiers at the front. Such contributions were regarded as the proof
supreme - superior to all others - of loyalty to the German cause.

Disbursement of these funds was in the hands of the local relief leader who
was charged with sending fifty per cent of all contributioha to Ihrty headquarters
in Shanghai for subsequent transmittal to Berlin, while the remaining fifty percent
was to be expended locally. According to existing records of Barty 4eadquarters
in Shanghai, contributions were in Central Reserve Nbtes, Chinese National currency,
German Reichmarka, Japanese Yen, and United States dollars.
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Another of the more important aspects of the Nazi Party's activity in China,
particularly in Shanghai, was the obligation of (constantly reminding the Gertmui
community of their German heritage and their obligations as German nationals. Every
month the District Leader (Zellenleiter) arranged a general meeting for the resi-
dents of his area. At this meeting, prominent speakers would hold forth for an
hour or more on the glories of the Greater Germany and the aims and ideals of the
National Socialist Party. Ibllowing the speeches, there was usually a discussion
period during which those in attendance were urged to ask questions which related
to current phases of the War. However, as time went on and Germany's military.
fortunes increasingly diminished, these questions often became quite impertinent
until, during the last six or seven months of the mar, the interrogation leriod
was discontinued altogether.

In addition, there were usually motion pictures every few weeks which were
attended by all members of the Party as well as those residents who were non-
members. The fare at these cinema showings was, usually prepared by the German
Bureau of Information, under the. direction of BARON JESOO VON FWZKLMMER, and con-
sisted, in the main, of official Propaganda Ministry releases such as *The West
Wall' ,'War in the East', 'The Afrika Campaign' and others.

D. RELATED ORZArIOtS

I. SIORTS ABTEILUNG

Of all the organizations related to the National Socialist Party in China,
the Sports Abteilung . was, by far, the most important, although it existed only
in Shanghai. True, there were Sports Abteilung members scattered in every city in
which the Tarty maintained branches but they were relatively few and in no other
city did they boast sufficient numbers to form an actual organization.

In Shanghai, however, the Sports Abteilung was the "good right arml of the
Party and its leader, ERNEST KOHLER, was personally selected for the post by

1.11-RMAM who regarded him as a son. Ostensibly it was nothing more than an organi-
Ration which, a000rding to KOHLER, laffbrded the young men of the German community
an opportunity to participate in organized sports and be of service to the oommunity.

In actuality, however, it was a uniformed organization, governed by military
rules and regulations, whose members were issued such necessary adjuncts to clean
sportsmanship as brass knuckles, black jacks, steel helmets, and in some instances,
Miser pistols. Close order drill was an important part of its curriculum and,
although KOHL and other leaders vehemently deny that it had any semblenoe of
military organization, it aaamse4pificant that, immediately after the German surren-
der, a number of rifles which had been used by the members were dumped into the
pong ' which lies behind the German School.- Efforts were made to recover these
weapons Inn they were unsuccessful,

The Sports Abteilung was financed by voluntary contributions from its members
and it is reasonable to assume that it received little or no funds from the Party
organization. All of its uniforms and equipment were purchased by the individual
members.
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The grout met every Tuesday night or afternoon at the gymnasium of the Ger-
man School for an intensive sea3ion of sport and organized physical training
which might be broken down into the following categories: running, calesthenics,
gymnastics, medicine ball, handball, and infantry drill. On numerous occasions,
the members were instructed in the German infantry rifle through the medium of
official Wermacht charts. Although HOMER denies that it took i)lace, several for-
mer members have stated that target practice and grenade instruction were not in-
frequent.

Despite the fact that the Sport Abteilung was under the direct control of the
Party, its members were not required to be National Socialists. Indeed, at the

1-,eak of its strength, the Sports Abteilung boasted of having six non-German
nationals in its ranks as w guest y members. At no time, however, were even as many
as fifty per cent of the personnel Party members.

Nevertheless, the Party, through lAHRMANN, used every means at its command
to swell the Sports Abteilung is ranks. Coercion was the favorite weapon and this
varied from threatening a father with loss of his job if the son failed to join,
to threatening a family with loss of its passports. Both of these were used in
the case of HAROLD SAUER whose father was one of the leading anti-Nazis and who
is now a member of the governing board of the )L-th GERVIAN ASSOCIATION. Despite
his vigorous objections, the power which the Party was capable of weilding was
sufficient to force his capitulation and the son enrolled in the Sports Ahteilung
although ROMER has described him as a "lukewarm member who was never particularly
interested in the organization'.

}Dreyer, the larty's coercion seems to have had no more than a minor effect
on the members of the German Community. At no time during its existence could
the Sports Abteilung claim more than 125 members ein this figure was only reached
during the enthusiasm over Germany's initial successes in the European War.

The Sparta Abteilung was the show piece of the Tarty. Its members were re-
quired to be present at all party meetinapand rallies to lend,, as KARL KIJETEER,
Shanghai Party Chief, stated, 'the Nuremburg touch'. In 1939, after the outbreak
of the war in Europe, certain Sports Abteilung members were called upon to guard
the German Consulate from demonstrators who were expected to show their enmity
toward Germany. Earlier, in 1937, just after the Shanghai Incident, Sports
Abteilung troops were engaged in General evacuation work in the Biongkew district,
at which time they assisted both German and non-German nationals in leaving the

area. Despite its semi-military nature, however, the Sports Abteilung in China
never approached, in importance, its namesake in the Fatherland, a fact which was
deplored by LAISMANN who was also 'extremely disappointed' that its members were
not allowed to wear their Brown Shirt uniforms on the streets of Shanghai.

There was one phase of the Sports Abteilung, however, which commanded a
certain amount of loyality from its members and which was respeoted by virtually
all members of the Carman Community; this was the German Band. This organiza-
tion, under the direction of Dr. BEINZ OLTra, , It'incipal of the Kaiser Wahelm
Sohul, furnished the music for all parties and meetings sponsored by the Community
and the Party. Its members were recruited from all walks of life and were the only

group in the Sports Abteilung who retained their uniforms after the defeat of
Germany. In fact, most of them still possess them.
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II. HITLER JUGEND

Second in importance to the Sports Abteilung was the Hitler Jugend, Or
Hitler Youth Corps. This organizatior., which was directed by EELVUTH NIEDEL:ANN,
was charged with the education of all German youths between'the ages of five and
eighteen and later, in the course of the Pacific War, recruited a number of them
to serve with the German and Japanese naval forces in the Par East.

The Youth Corps maintained its grip on the younger element of the German
Community through the influence of the teachers at the German School, virtually
all of whom were either convinced Farty members or enthusiastic fellow travelers.
The curriculum at the school followed closely the pattern set in Germany itself
and all textbooks were carefully scrutinized by local Party leaders to insure
that their content did not go contrary to Party ideology. At the same time,
these teachers made every effort to inculcate in their charges a spirit of loyalty
to and pride in the Greater Germany, to indoctrinate them with the Nazi ideology,
and to awaken in them the so-called 'aszi spirit'.

most of the older members of the German Community viewed such "education'
with grave misgivings but so thorough was the Farty organization that there were
few, if any, of the German youths who could escape the influence of the Youth
Corps. Then too, the fear of Party retaliation, used in virtually every phase of
Itirty activity, was too strong in the minds of the residents and there were few
parents who wished to run the risks of such direct action as withdrawing their
children from the German School.

WMERANN, leader of the Hitler Jugend, was an old Party member who arrived
in Shanghai in 1936 to accept a position as instructor of science at the Raiser
Wilhelm School. Later, he took on the additional duty of Frofessor of Biology
at the Shanghai Madical School as well as President of the German-Chinese /dale
School, a German sponsored educational institution which was charged with the task
of spreading National Socialist ideology among the Chinese students.

All in all, the influence of the Hitler Jugend was quite strong and only thoae
members of the German Community who were out and out anti-Nazis or memb ere of the
Catholic Church were very effective in counteracting the teachers' influence. In
the case of the latter, BARON VON FUTIKAMM1R, himself a Catholic, says that 'the
influence of the Vinister in the Catholic families, as well as the strength of the
families themselves, was invariably strong enough to offset any Nazi influence
which might have been exerted by the teachers of the German School'.

The Youth Corps also served as a training ground for the more adult Sports
Abteilung as well as future membership in the Party itself. In this latter connec-
tion, it will be reaalled that LAMITIANN had decreed that only former members of
the Hitler Jugend would be eligible for Party membership after 15 February 1942.
In the case of the former, all Hitler Jugend members, which included every able
bodied German youth in the community, was urged by every means atthe Party's
command to enroll in the Sports Abteilung as soon as he reached his eighteenth
birthday.
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As part of its program for assisting the German War effort, the Hitler Jugend,
through co-operation with the lerty and the .oUREAU ELHEA.RDT, recruited youths for
service in the German or Japanese navies as radio operators. Although ierty
leaders stoutly maintain that those chosen for such service were selected on a
democratic basis, it is intere:Aing to note that only those from influential fami-
lies or from families whose activities had been noxious to the Arty were enlisted.

111 boys were given an intensive course in all phases of radio operation and,
at the conclusion of this training, were to be sent out of China for service with
either the German or Japanese Navy. During the early phases of the l'acific 'tar
the German Navy maintained several installations in the Netherlands East Indies
and other parts of the Far East.

The first group, numbering ten persons, left Shanghai in November 1943,
travelled by way of Tientsin to Yokahama where they boarded a blockade runner for
shipment to destinations which are still unknown. Wembers of their families, as
well as others in the community, believe that they were sent to the Aetherlands
East Indies although some Germans have expressed the oliinion that they actually
reached Germany. NO word has been received from them since early in 1944.

The second group, numbering seven, left Shanghai early in January l94 and
prooeeded to YOkahame where they were transferred to the Japanese Navy for service
as wireless operators engaged in weather reporting.

A third group, all of wham were recruited by INGWARD RUDLOFF, of the EkilthARDT
was scheduled to leave Shanghai early in May but was prevented from doing

so by the cessation of hostilities in Europe. Is far as can be learned, only one
of this latter group, liONAID GIATZEL, whose father has been previously mentioned
in this report, was actually mobilized into the Wehrmacht.

III. FRAUNSChAFT

The Frauenschaft, or Women 'a Organization, like the Sports Abteilung and the
Hitler Jug:ant, was open to all members of the German Community although it was
under the direct control of the Nazi Party and virtually all of its officers were
either Party members themselves or the wives of prominent }arty officials.

At the peak of its strength, the Frauenschaft numbered about seven hundred
members but not more then 5O could be classed as 'active' members, Most of the
members simply joined because it was more or less required of all German women
and the actual Party activity of the organization was largely confined to working
during the Rod Cross drives which were held twioe a year, making up parcels for
the Wehrmacht prior to the outbreak of the Russo-German war, and engaging in various
relief activities ih the Community itself.

Leader of the Frauenschaft was PAULA &ARM, wife of a German Consulate
official who was recognized as one of the most ardent female members of the Nazi
?arty in China.
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The following chart sets forth the structure of the National Socialist Aarty
in China, together with the names of the various leaders:
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The followine chart sets forth the structure of the National Socialist karty
in jhan L hai and may be considered a tyl'ical orLanizational chart for the vLxious
other cells in the CIii-L;,AU3LAND. ORG
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F. 1-ERSONALITIES

I. jra,C,FUTZ LAER-ANN, a former minor clerk of German firms 1; China, had
joined the Dirty sometime in 1931. It was more to his seniority as Iarty member
than to his personal qualifications that he owed his appointment tort; le:LIA-x-
Lhip. At the beginning of his Party career, LIBRIUM seemed to have held rather
moderate views and not to have shared the liirty's attitude in the Jewish question,
etc. It seem that he also had difficulty in reconoilin6 his personal opinions on
foreign policy with the official pro-Japanese Nazi line. However, later on, espec-
ially after the outbreak of the war, he did not hesitate to sacrifice his personal
opinions and to fall in with EITLER's policy. LkilaaNN did not always find it easy
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TO bring his private life into harmony with his teachings. Be was certainly no
teetotaller. Very often he found it difficult to impose self-discipline. Lehy of
his remarks and actions made him a rather vulnerable target for critics both inside
and outside the Party. It may be for this reason that LAERLAM, though he freely
issued warnings against adversaries of the Party or lukewarm members, never dared
to let action follow his threats. It was only when his qualifications as certy
leader was questioned, that LAERMANO took up the feud. In 1941 Consul hII,SSER,
a member of the old Party Guard, tried to take over the practical leadership of
the Party in Shanghai, putting LA1RMANN and the local Party chief aside. After
that IAERL:Aill dedicated a considerable amount of his time to collecting material
for an action to exclude ZINRRRR from the Party. The quarrel betwap the two and
the little personal prestige that LAIRMAINN enjoyed were viewed without mistivine
by many members of the German community, as they paralyzed to some extent the
activities of the Party. Due to the interruption of direct communication with
Berlin, LAPPMANN could only file a complaint against ZINSSER by a coded telegram
through the Consulate General. TO avoid this, he managed to smuggle reports on
blockade runners, but these did not arrive in Germany, and finally in 1943 LAERLANN
came into the open and proposed ZINSSER's exclusion from the Party. No action was
taken, however, and LAERMANN contented himself with ZINSSER's transfer to }LINKING.

• WiRgIANN liked to outline big plans for Nazi activities in his public speeches
and private conversations: His favorite topic was the creation of a Center in
Shanghai, in which all the cultural, social and sport activities of the community
should be concentrated. Howev er, little came of these plans. In fact the Party
in shanghai occupied itself, in the political field, mainly with the organization
of regular Party meetings and Party days, at which LAIRUANN figured as the most
prominent speaker. There was, however, little inspiration in these meetings, and
as the proceedings were usually dull, the Party leadership had constantly to in-
voke Tarty discipline in order to have these meetings even moderately attended.

II. ALBERT KROAGEA and KURT KIETBER. The local Party chief (Ortsgruppenleiter)
up to 1942 was KROMER, who belonged to the radical Nazi group. KROMER enjoyed a
little personal prestige and was afterwards, probably because he had not opposed
ZINSSER strongly enough, relieved of his post by LABRUANN and replaced by KDETEER.
The latter seems not to have greatly aspired to this appointment and was more
commandeered to take over the post. EIJETEER Was a simple minded man with a good
personal record and for him may be given the excuse that he lacked insight into the
criminal activities of the Party at home. In administering affairs, he tried to
steer a more conciliatory line, being therefore sometimes ariticized by the more
fanatical Party members.

The fact that the Party leadership in China was very little qualified from a
Nazi point of view was well noted by the newly appointed Party chief for Japan
and Nbnchuria, MIN, when he arrived in the Far East in 1943. SPAEN immediately
started to invigorate the leadership of the Nazis and to stir them up to a more
fanatical policy. lie also intrigued against LAIRMANN and tried to have him re-
placed by a man of a sterner type.
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• GONCLIJSIOIIS

larhape the most sisnificant statement which has been made concerning the
influence and the activity of the National Socialist iarty in China, and particu-
larly in its most important area, Shanghai, was made by Dr. ERLMICT EDIRDT, Counsellor
of the German Embassy Office in Shanghai. Vlore than anyone else, Dr. KORDT, because
of his long service in the German Oreign Office and his wide experience in the
Far East, was able to judge accurately the effect of the Arty on the life of the
various German communities in China. Dr. KORDT has stated, 'Due to the international
atmosphere and to the poor efficiency of Iarty leadership, from a Nazi point of
view, in China and especially Shanghai, it may be said to be the place where Nazi
influence on the Germans was less effective than in other parts of the world.
.arty Headquarters in Berlin regarded it as ineffective and 'infected with old time
rotten liberal ideals'''. Its record, as shown by subsequent investigation, seems
to bear this out.
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IX. POL.( CY OF CI 01E= TO4ARDS C.i12:671.1.2 SIXE

Upon the surrender of Japan. the Chinese Government instituted a pro&ram fo
taking over the property of German Nationals. Nazisand non-Nazis wer:, forced to
vacate their premises and to take with them only certain personal belongings. T
program of the Chinese has not been uniform and many leading Nazis were allowed •
remain in their residences while some non-Nazis who had made no contribution to
German war effort were forced to leave their homes.

There has not been any definite policy by the Central Government towards the
handling of German nationals, and the Chinese authorities in each of the larger
cities have formulated their own policy.

In hankow, the Chinese authorities interned 34 Germans and permitted 27 to
remain free. The only Nazi party member who was not interned was J. ALTIEPPEN
who was a former employee of MEICEERS & CO. in hankow. The Mayor of Bankow was
questioned as to why ALTUEPPEN, a Nazi Party member, had not been interned and he
stated that it was in accordance with an order from the Generalissimo to the
effect that any German or Japanese with technical abilities might be employed in
positions where Ouch qualifications were needed. ALTEEPPEN was being used by the
Ehnkow Water Works and tie hankow Pag er Co. where his ability as an electrical and
diesel engineer would be of value. German Nationals in the Nanking area were all
placed in a compound outside the city, with the exception of DR. KURT ILL, his
wife and four children, who were judged anti-Nazi by the Chinese. In Peking, Tien
sin and Tsingtao, there was no internment program instituted although in •Tientein
the Chinese arrested any German Nationals whom the army authorities had expressed
their desire to interrogate. Upon the arrival of the Marines in Teingtao, the
majority of the German Nationale were incarcerated by the Marines, but almost all
were released When it was evident that the Chinese had no desire to take action
against them.

In Shanghai, a German Affairs Committee of the Mayor 'aoffice was eatablisbed
after the Japanese surrender. Appointed head of the German Affairs Committee was
CAPT. YANG /IN, who previously had been comprador of SIEMENS, a large German firm
in Shanghai and most of his staff consisted of former employees of SIEMENS.

During the early part of October 1945, liaison was established between the 1-2
Branch, SSU, and the FOreign Affairs Section of the Mayor's Office, Shanghai.

Captain YANG and his Assistant, Mr. BUANG, advised that they were interested in
securing names of German officials. German Intelligence and Gestapo officials and
agents, propagandists, and all individuals connected in any way with the Nazi Party
movement, for internment purposes. Captain YANG indicated that the Chinese had
very little information relative to German activities in Shanghai. The 1-2 Branch
had considerable data on German activities in Shanghai, and arraftementa were made
for a representative to serve as advisor to the German Affairs Committee on the
internment of Germans. Pursuant to the request of Captain YANG YIN-there were
furnished to him on 12 October 1945, the following:

1; A list of Nazi Party members in the German BMbaasy
2) A list of leaders in the Nazi Party in Shanghai
3) A list of members of the Nazi Party in Shanghai
4) A list of officers and members of the Sports Abteilung in Shsnghai
5) A list of leading German propagandista in Shanghai
6) A list of employees of the German Embassy, together with background

information as to each,
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5) A list of employees of the German Information Bureau in Shanghai.

The representative of the SSU Detachment and Captain YANG selected the names
of i individuals who were among the most important Nazi Party members, propagan-
dists, etc. to be interned first. Prior to interning these individuals, however,
Captain YANG requested that a memorandum be prepared setting forth a resume of the
activities of each individual. Ea also requested that there be prepared for him
a list of the other Germans in Shanghai who it was believed should be interned,
and a short resme of their activities. On 30 October 1945, a memorandum was fur-
nished to Captain YANG YIN setting forth a short resume of the activities of the

48 Germans who were to be interned in the first four lots, and information regard-
ing 65 other German diplomatic officials, propagandists, intelligence officials
and agents, listed in order in which it was believed they were important to the
German Government in furthering its war effort. In addition, the names of 1.5
officers and former offiCers of the Sports Abteilung who were not included in the
first 103 names were furnished. It was pointed out to Captain YANG at that time
that with regard to the other names in-the lists furnished to him on 12 October
1945, the available information did not indicate that one was more important than
the other to the German Government. Subsequently Captain YANG repeatedly requested
additional lists setting forth the names of Germans in the order in which they
should be interned. On 20 November 1945 a list of 22 additional Germans who had
made contributions to the German war effort were set forth and Captain YANG was
again told there was no reason to believe that of the other members of the Nazi
Party, propagandists, etc. any one was more important than another.

After the first 48 Germans were interned repeated requests were made to
Captain YANG to furniah a list of the Germans who were actually interned. On 28
November tr. HUANG, assistant to Captain YANG, did furnish a list of the German
Nationals who had been interned during the period from 3 Nbvember to 21 November
1945. A check of this list against the 65 names which were furnished to Captain
YANG revealed that only 21 had actually been interned and theykera not interned
in the order that their names were set forth in the memorandum furnished to Captain.
YANG. Captain YANG had previously stated that he desired the names set forth in
the order in which they were believed to have been important so that they could
be interned in that order. Seven of the fifteen bffioers of the Sports Abteilung,
whose names were set forth, were interned, while the names of the other eight did
not appear in the list which Captain YANG's office furnished.

It has been a policy of the German Affairs Committee of the Mayor's office,
Shanghai, when Germans who were to be interned, calledat that office, to refer
such individuals to the 1:-2 Office, These Germane who were to be interned had
been told by the German Affairs Committee that their names had been furnished to .
the Chinese Authorities and that the Chinese had no choice but to intern them.
Come of these individuals have been told that the German Affairs Committee 'did
not want to intern them', but that they had no choice since the American Authori-
ties bad recommended that they be interned.

The internment of the Germans by the Chinese in Shanghai can only be described
as a complete farce. Some of the leading Nazi Party members, intelligence agents
and officialsaad propagandists have not been interned. Some who had been interned
were released and others have been able to secure passes to visit Shanghai alMost
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any time they desire. As of interest the specific cases of JOHANNES RATEJE,

LOTEAR HA MANN and BODO OTTO HERNANN AUGUST BABENICEV are being set forth.

JOHANNES RAT= was in charge of the Shanghai Branch Office of the Ehrhardt
Bureau, and was considered the executive officer of that Bureau. Be reported on
all air warfare in tie Far East, new planes, change/3 in command, etc. After
several requests were made of the German Affairs Committee as to why RAMIE was not
interned, advice was finally received that because of services which RLTEJE had
rendered to the Chungking Government prior to 1941 he was not interned. RATEjE
had formerly been employed by the Eurasia Air Transport. While complete informa-
tion was furnished to the German Affairs Committee on RATBJE it was indicated by
their representative that it was impossible for the German Affairs Committee to
take any action regarding RATEXE.

LOTHAR HAMANN was in charge of the technical department of the Ehrhardt
Bureau in Shanghai. Ea was employed by German Navel Intelligence in July 1942
with the duties of charting ships' positions, coding andasoodingwireleas messages
from Tokyo and Peking. Repeated requests were nada to the German Affairs Committee
for advice as to why HAMANN was not interned. Advice was finally received that
the reason was that he had previously rendered service to theChumeking Government,
and had influential friends in official positions. Although it was not stated
definitely by the representative of the Mayor's office, Shanghai, it was indicated
that in view of BAMMANN Ie connections with high ranking Chungking officials the
German Affairs Committee could not take action regarding thin.

EM_UPSAMME_AK, BARENICBT had been a code expert of
the Ehrhardt Bureau in Shanghai. BABENICBT had been interned by the Chinese, but
after q short time he WWI released and is reportedly being employed by the Central
Government as a code expert.

Another case of interest is that of GUENTEER Amh4 IILLIG. When the German
Affairs Committee sent LILLIG orders to report for internment, he could not be
located. A representative of theShanghai Municipal Police contacted the 2-2 Branch
for information as tp the whereabouts of LILLIG. Investigation disclosed that be
was in hiding at one of the Chinese Gendarmerie Stations and that he was employed
by the Chinese Gendarmerie. ibr that reason the Garman Affairs Committee did not
intern him.

Numeroua reports have been received that upon payment of a certain number of
gold bars, German Nationale are able to effect their release from camp, obtain
passes, or avoid internment: It is extreeely difficult to obtain evidence that
these reports are true: however, from themanner in which the internment has been
handled in Shanghai, there is little doubt but what they are in fact correet.

Set forth hereinafter is a statement made on 7 January 1946, by a German
National, who was recognized as anti-Nazi during the war, relative to his feelings
toward the handling of the German situation by the Chinese.
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situation by the Chinese. 

yvwmAsk wuv savasu—Llubk VI wit) 'Jarman

It seems to me that the Chinese Authorities so far are not making the

differentiation between Nazi and non-Nazi Germans as distinct as it is
done by the Occupation Authorities in Germany. Personal connections, social
influence, wealth, technical abilities, seem to play in many cases, the
decisive role, instead of a plain policy of strict de-Nazification as de-
manded by the Allies.

Camp. If an internment is still deemed necessary months after the
cessation of hostilities, it ought to hit the Droner people, namely all who
actively supported the Nazi system, regardless of their social position or
financial strength.

Employment of Nazis. In Germany no Nazis are allowed to hold any Posi-
tion of responsibility in administration, commerce or industry. Look at
the quite different situation in Shanghai/ where a confirmed Nazi with
technical skill or even without it but with "connectiona l is oertainly much
better off than a confirmed non •Nag who leols connections or money.

Status of Bbn-Nazi Germane. In order to accelerate a complete de-Nazi-
fieation of the German people, the Allied Authorities make use of all true
and proven democratic Germans. The local Authorities would do well to act
in the same way, the more BD as there exists in the non-Nazi German in
Shanghai a nucleus of German Democrats who are prepared to cooperate with
the Authorities on that line. -

&seine instances where known Nazis have not been interned,.

Since an internment bits been decided upon, I feel that either all or
at least all prominent Nazis should be talen t whereas actually a situation
has developed where a number of influential Nazis have managed to keep out
of camp, sacrificing instead their own rank and file. I mention a few
instances:

GUMS, one of the prominent representatives of the Nazi system as
'leader' of the Garman community, nominated as such by the Nazi party. lb
public Nazi function in Shanghai took place without W. GUM in the front.
Ee carried out obediently every scheme of the Party..

C. 0. GADO/, another prominent Nazi, proposed by the Party to the posi-
tion of chairman of the Garman Chamber of Commerce formany.years. thder his
leadership there was no ODUX80 for the members opal but that dictated by the
lirtr. lib always managed to get a majority as desired by the Party and,
when he was nearly overruled (in 1942) by a largo minority, he induced the
Party. the Consulate and the Babaser to directly instruct the members of
the Chamber, one by one, to vote against the independent leader of the oppo-
sition.

maaams, director of the German School and mainly responsible for
the education of the German youth in Shanghai. Although not a Party member,
he acted as an untra-Nazi and representative of the atheistic Ludendorff
philosophy, Ede attacks against the German Church and Pastor P. MASS are
still remembered by the German conmunity.
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ERICH SCHULT, according to his own boasting, held a very high posi-
tion in the Nazi hierarchy in Shanghai, as arbitrator or judge over all
Party members.

W. MOW, since the very beginning a convinced Nazi and fanatical
anti-semite, for many years in charge of the Nazi relief administration.

A. alma., Nazi sponsored dlairman of the Cernan Garden Club.

DR. H. SCIDUFELIER, leader of the Nazi KUlturmat

PROF. DH 	 convinced Nazi, leader of the S.A. nusic band.

F, BRETSCHNEIDER
H, VON ESSEN 9 both men of no important social positions, but danger-,ously fanatical Nazis.

Specific instanoes where internees have bean released from camp.

BODO HABENICIT,	 German Intelligence agent

KA-04MAUg
MAX TIEFENBAC IER ,
TRQgT VON GRIMM,
GUENTHER WIFE.

Boustag problem.

all fourof whom are Party members, though not
prominent ant more or lass harmless.

In most instances ousted Germans were not even permitted to take
necessary furniture or other necessary household articles to their new
quarters, although W. Barna of the American ihreign Economic Administration
had assured the German Chamber of Commerce that tbeAnglo-American principle
was to seize commercial assets but not private assets. It has beemobterred
that such furniture was carried off by the Chinese guards of the respectiVe,
houses immediately after the German ocoupant had left.

Thiebusting from houses and/Or officee has sometimes nothing to do with
the housing problem, the gravity of which I admit, but is apparently carted
out in order to enable the lesior or his building manager to obtain key-
money from a new party.

Scimesficin_pt_ecianeswke'renon-liaziswereevictedomtheir

CARL =ph, No. 12 Rue Adina'
K. LAETJEN, NO, 32, 22 Route Delaunay
21...acmga, linagjao Road, who was ill when he had to move, on orders

from a Chinese General.
MISS LEENANR, 1218 Avenue Jerre
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Right now, others are on the verge of being ousted, f.i., Dr. LORENTZ
of 74 Amherst Avenue, in spite of his well known anti-Nazi and anti-Japanese
attitude, which led to his expulsion from the secretaryship of the German
Chamber of Commerce as well as that of the old German Community.

On the other hand, there are instances where Nazis still retain their
residences. Considering the hardship which any eviction involves for a
family, I feel reluctant to disclose names; besides the situation is changing
daily.

With regard to c ontemplated actio4 by the Chinese relative to possible repatri-
ation of the German Nationals to Germany, the following article appeared in the
government sponsored Shanghai Earald on 22 December 1945s

g AWION AGAINST GEWAlt3 IS NOT DMiXIED AGAINST aEss, SPOKESMAN
SAYS; REGULArIONS ARE DISCUSSED

A policy of magnanimity is the general principle of the recently promul-
gated regulations for the treatment of German nitionals in China and which
hay e caused muóh misunderstanding among the German Nationals in Shanghai,
especially anong the Jews, a spokesman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
declared, Central News reported from Chungking yesterday.

All German Nationals, who are approved by the Ministries of Interic
and Fbreign Affairs, the spokesman stated, are parmittedto continue to re-
main in China and will not be repatriated, if they are able to furnish bona
fide shop guarantees, they will also be exempted from being sent to intern-
ment camps, he said.

Further, the spokesman continued, all honest and trustworthy German
technicians may be employed by the Government. and private organizations with
the approval of the two Ministries and will not be required to be sent back
to their homeland..

GOLLLSORATION

Ibwever, German Natiomils who are suspected of espionage or of colliabora-
, tion with the Japanese are not included among those to be repatriated, but
will be tried according to law, he further said.

As to German missionaries, if they are able to obtain the guarantee of
their church and the approval of the Ministries of Interior and Fbreign
Affairs, they will be free to ccatinue their missionary sprk in their original
places. Those who cannot secure a guarantee may still continue to work in
areas specified by the Provincial or Municipal Government and will not be

sent home. It waspointed out that it will be a very easy natter for these
missionaries to secure a guarantee and thus carry on their work as before.

Regarding Jews of German nationality who are not specially classified,
they are to be repatriated because the Chinese Government . stiLl reserves in
principle the right to repatriate German nationals and because they are
enemy natiofiala and not because they are Jews, the spokesman declared. Among
these Jews, some have came to China themselves without permits from China,
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and in view of this the Chinese Government is compelled to consider their

continued residence in this country.
At that time, owing to the helplessnees s Of China, they were allowed to

come here to take temporary refuge. The conditions have now changed and they
,naturally are required to return to their homeland.

Apart from this group of persons, all other Jews of German nationality
whose antinued residence is considered as permissible will be given generous
consideration by the Chinese Government.

In conclusion, the spokesman asserted that the fact that the regulations
for the treatment of German nationals were separately drafted is to make them
apart from those governing Japanese nationals, and to accord the former a
generous treatment'.
-

In addition, on 6 March 1946, the following article appeared in the Shanghai
Chinese newspaper TA4EUNG-ELC:

• In accordance with the orders of the Executive Yuan, German immigranta,

who would like to remain in China but mould not like, for the time being,
to return to Germany, might, on production of a reliable 'Shop Guarantee'
and upon approve/ by the Government, continuato stay in China. 	 -

About 2,300 Germans in Shanghai had recently submitted the 'Shop
Guarantee s to the German Control Committee for transmission to the Ministry
of Irtoreign Affairs and the Znistry of Internal Affairs far approval.

Those Germans, whose permission, after verification and examination,

would be granted by the Government, are allowed to continue to remain in
China, whereas the others will be interned pending the repatriation to
Germany.'

All available information indicates that if German nationals are repatriated .
to Germany by the Chinese, any German, either Nazi or non-Nazi, who can produce
a shop guarantee and who can Obtain employment as a technician will avoid repatri-
ation, In addition, those German nationals who he sufficient funds or influen-
tial Chinese friends probably also will be able to avoid repatriation if they so
desire.
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X. ERFSENr TRENDS

The German communities in China have been closely knit for, many years. In
each community there have been German schools, clubs and recreational societies organ-
ized among the German nationals. In addition, in each of the larger cities there
has been a German Chamber of Gammerce which has looked after the conuercial interests
of German firms. Since the capitulation of Germany, the neuters of the various German
communities have bees drawn even closer together. During the war, the German
communities had astheir leaders those people who were accepted by the Nazi }arty.
Since the cessation of hostilities the majority of the communities have retained
more or less the same community set-up as existed during the war, with the former
leading Nazis still retaining leading positions.

In Shanghai, elections were held the first part of September 1945 among the
German nationals. Elected as head of the German CoMmunity was 8IEW3SEN, who was not
a member of the Nazi Party but who was active in the commercial field during the war.
'While SIEMSSEN himself was not a member of the Nazi Party, several.members of the
Community Board who were elected were Nazis; and ALFRED GIATHE, who had been head of
the German Community during the war, was elected as one of SIEMSSEN's principal
assistants. When the elections were held, all the Nazi Party members voted and were
able to elect to positions, former Party members.

In charge of the handling of Garman relief in Shanghai during the war for the
destitute German Nationals was WILHELM HEINRICELPFLM. PFLUG, who is an employee
of SOFA PHARMACY, still handles all matters pertaining to the relief of destitute
German nationals.

After cessation of hostilities, there was organized in Shanghai the 'Association
of Free Germans". This association had as its progran, according to statements,
by members °Pits working committee ., the followings

I) The 'ASSOCIATION OF FREE GERMANS IN SANGBAr unites all free and demo-
cratic thinking Germans of Shanghai with the-purpoee of eliminating
without ccmpromise. National Socialism and its system and of cooperating
into reconstruction of all ccumunal institutions of cultural, social
and educational service. The Association demands that the management
and offices of all existing German organizations ofShanghai shall be
freed of all previous members of the Nazi Itrty and its sympathizers.

2) The Association is not a political party and it has no party political
allegiance.

3) All Garman men and women, irrespective of race, confession or political
conviction are welccme as members. They are admitted after a careful
check on their previous attitude towards National Socialism.

4) Excluded from membership are all those who cooperated with, were politi-
cally active or occupied leading positions in the Nazi regime - whether

they were party members or not - and who thereby assisted in Germany's
destruction. By their lack of judgment and ability to reason for
themselves, they lave deprived themselves of all political rights of
taking public office or occupying leading positions.

The working committee consists of K. A. BREDEBUSCH, a fanner employee of DEFAG
in. lianchuria, G. F. SAL, an employee of BAYER, and ERNEW SUMTER, who before the
war was an employee of an American-owned. firm. While the FREE GERMAN ASSOCIATION .

has been active in endeavoring to recruit members, it has not achieved much follow-
ing and its membership has never been over one hundred.
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Also organized in Shanghai after the cessation of hostilities was the
6 Gemeinechaft der Demokratischen Deutschen in Schanghei" (Resident's Association
of Democratic Germans in Shanghai). This organization, ,which has a membership of
approximately 3,000 people, was formed after the cessation of hostilities among
the Jewish refugees who were from Germany. Its leaders are Dr. E. ASCHNER, a
former judge in Berlin, and RICARD AMICK, an architect. The present members
of the executive committee are:

Mr. GOTTSCULK - Official of the Jewish Connittee 	 -•-•
ur. SIMMS	 - Auditor
kr. 8AGBARACH - Official of the Jewish Committee
Ur. STERNBERG - EMeinessman
NZ% LEINSIUS	 - Typewriter Repair

The avowed purposes of the organization are to protect the interests of Ger-
man refugees and to assist than in being repatriated either to Germany, the
United States, or any other foreign country to which they may desire to travel.
In addition, it also desires to protect the interests of those refugees who desire
to remain in China. In about April, 1946, a meeting will be held for the election
of a new executive committee. The organization professes no political activities.

With regard to the 'Resident 'e Association of Democratic Germans in Shanghai',
it should be pointed out .that this organization did not represent the entire
group of refugees from Germany as there are .approximately 7,000 refugees from
Germany itself and only 3,000 are members of this association.

There were also organized in Shanghai after cessation of hostilities, resi-
dents , associations among the refugees from Austria and Czechoslovakia.

While there are approximately 15,000 refugees from the Hitler regime in
Shanghai and only 2,500 Germane who had valid German passports during the war,
the latter group still has more influence in China than have the refugees. In
addition, it should be pointed out that of the 2,500 Garman Nationals in Shanghai,
only approximately 400 were members of the Nazi arty; but the leaders of the
German Oommunity since the eessation of hostilities are still those who exercised
the nest influence during the war. --

The same group* or cliques exist today as existed during the war. Captain
ULM STENNES, who was a:close personal friend of BARON ON PUITKANER-during the
wars-bad made periodid visits to the liengwan Internment Camp to visit the BARON
who is interned there, Another close friend of Captain STUN= is C. G. GOON,
who was the manager of WAG in Shanghai. GAM, because of his influential
connections with the Chinese, was not interned.

ZECIIST ALBERT EOZBLER, who was. the leader of the Sports Abtellung in Shanghai,
was designated by the German Affairs OoMmittee of the Mayor ga office to handle
the transportation for those ammo who were to be interned, and thus avoided
internment hiamelf.

Information relative to the internment of German nationals' in Shanghai hae
been set forth in Section fl of this document. With regard to the Germans who
were interned, those who possess money have been able to secure better treatment
by the Chinese, than the.other internees. XIGAR VON RAZIDCW,'formerly Counsellor
of the Shanghai Embassy Office, and an ardent Nazi, was elected leader of the

internees. Reports indicate that of the German Nationals interned those who were
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the leaders in their own fields, either Party, propaganda, intelligence, etc.,
receive better trestment than the other internees.

Numerous reports have been received that several German refugees are
communistidally inclined and their activities are subsidized by the Russians.
There is, however, no evidence of any organization among the German nationals or
the refugees which is communist controlled or subsidized by the Soviets. The
possibility exists, however, that various refugee and German groups may become
active for the Communists or Soviets in the future.

After the U.S. Army arrived in Sha .nahai, the formerGerman school was taken
over by the Army. Since that time, some of the German youth have been enrolled
in the American school, but the majority, particularly the children of former
Nazis, are now being taught in small groups, and reports received indicate that
their education is still along Nazi lines. No action has been taken in China to
eradicate the results which Nazi teachings have had on German youth for the past
several years.

The activities of Germans in Shanghai -since the surrender of Germany have
been concerned primarily with looking after their own personal interests. Those
Germans who have amassed fortunes over the past several years are intent on not
losing them, and the majority are expending every effort to consolidate their
positions with the Chinese, many of them seeking posts as technical or politico-
economic advisors.

There has been no evidence of any underground movement on the part of the
Nazis or other German groups nor has there been any proof that the Germans have
a definite integrated program direeted against the United States. The possibility
exists, however, that they retaiA the capability to develop and implement such a
program as military defeat has not seriously touched them economically or relit'.
vally, nor, except in a few oases, has it limited their freedom of movement or
action.
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